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a note from the editors
In an essay for the New Republic, President Christina Paxson wrote: "Let's educate all
of our students in every discipline to use the best humanistic tools we have acquired over
a millennium of university teaching- to engage in a civilized discourse about all of the great
issues of our time." As editors-in-chief of the Brown Journal of History, we strongly align
ourselves with this mandate. After having the opportunity to critically examine the work
of our peers, we have come to appreciate the role that historical scholarship can play in
enhancing our understanding of the pressing challenges facing our generation.The first half
of the journal includes essays that boast Rhode Island as the locus of study; each explores
issues of social justice that continue to be discussed today: prison reform, racial inequities,
and class warfare. By investing in local histories to grapple with broader ethical quandaries,
the authors of these essays exemplify the intellectual potential our discipline offers~and the
importance of promoting such scholarship.
In a year in wh ich Brown celebrates its 250th anniversary, both our discipline and
our institution are at a crossroads: the role and value of a liberal arts education is hotly
contested.We do not feel the need to reiterate the benefits of our curriculum, but rather
point toward how the History Department can ensure its students possess the humanistic
tools necessary for meaningful participation in public debate.The second half of the journal
contains essays that use history to look beyond our immediate community: the politics of
public spaces, the nuances of radical social organizing, and the intricacies of multicultural
identity formation.The work that these authors produced is a testament to the high level
of scholarship that could be attained if more students were given the proper institutional
guidance and resources. Research grants, workshops in methodological training, specialized
advising, and a wider array of writing options (in add it ion to the honors thesis) are all
tangible steps toward a more engaged and supportive department.
Embracing the digital humanities is a crucial step in reasserting the History
Department's place at the forefront of integrative learning. This year's journal contains
a roundtable discussion on how the fie ld can empower students on multiple fronts: I)
enhances digital literacy ski lls, 2) increases opportunities for interdisciplinary dialogue,
3) encourages collaborative projects with external actors, and 4) provides creative and
accessible platforms for showcasing original research.We encourage facu lty members to reconceptualize the diverse ways in wh ich even undergraduate students can do history that
spil ls outside of the classroom and into a greater body of knowledge production.
As graduating seniors, we feel incredibly grateful for the discoveries that the History
Department has sparked in our four years of study. Additionally, we feel there is an
opportunity to grow and fight for its relevance.The connection between that which we
have learned in our classes and its application to our professional futures can be better
articulated.A degree in history need not be understood as a discipline whose insights are
limited exclusively to the past. Let us ensure that a degree in history is embraced as the
best way to both launch a career and cultivate a socially-conscious world view.
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"I am a Black Man, Not a Black Dog":
African American Whalers, Corporal Punishment,
and the Significance of Violent Resistance

By Zoe Beiser
On the 28'h of April 1836, as the American whale ship Rose docked in
Tahiti, two crew members and a hired man from shore were scraping the deck
when a scuffle broke out among the men. Captain Davis intervened, ordering
the hired native Tahitian to be tied up in the rigging and flogged.The Tahitian was
"beaten on the face with the cat;' ("the cat" referring to the cat o' nine tails,
a whip used liberally on shipping vessels.) 1 One of the whaling crew described
the beating as "unmerciful" and another described how "the man was standing
aft, his back was bleeding it was raining hard:' 2 One crewmate saw the brutal
punishment and called out to the captain, "Do not strike him unfair!" Angered
at this challenge to his authority, the captain responded, "Do you come here to
dictate to me? I will give you some," chasing the man off the deck.At this point,
the Tahitian managed to get free and flee in a canoe headed for shore. Captain
Davis ordered his crew to go after him, and the man was recaptured, flogged
(one crew member"counted fifty lashes"), and put in irons,"handcuffed, and a
shackle put on one leg:' 3 The multi-racial crew then, in an act of mutiny, came
together to demand the captain release the man. "I considered the man had
been punished unjustly his back was very much beaten and he had apparently
been flogged unmercifully;' recalled one crew member. "After dinner we were
called to work as usual but none obeyed:'4
White.African American, Native American, and foreign-born whalers
on American vessels in the years before the Civil War often complained about
the violent punishment of captains and officers, who could abuse their bodies
within the logic of patriarchal authority on ship. Significantly, free black men
who worked aboard whale ships in large numbers engaged in contestations
over the abuse of their bodies. In the nineteenth century, maritime jobs became
1 "Testimony David Long," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I, NARA.
2 "Testimony of David Long," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel 1, NARA.
3 "Testimony of David Long," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel 1, NARA.
4 "Testimony of Charles Newman Johnson," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti,
reel 1, NARA.
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one of the most common black male occupations. 5 For a black man living in a
slaveholding nation where racism limited employment options in even the "free"
states, ships provided wages, opportunities for advancement, and a workplace
where "his color might be less of a determinant of his daily life and duties than
elsewhere:'6 Work on ships allowed black men to claim a masculine identity,
one that was denied them in an antebellum American culture that rhetorically
degraded and feminized them. 7 Violence done to the bodies of black whalers,
and the resistance that they engaged in with crewmates, was crucial in their
projects of claiming, defining, and defending their manhoods on the highly
masculine world of the ship.Violence on board was not just a disciplinary
or rebellious tool, but a conversation about who was inferior and who was
superior, who was a civilized man and who was a degraded wretch, who was
an insider and who was an outsider. 8 It was a conversation in which masculinity
was central, and one in which black whalers had a voice.
Punishment
While the whalers on board the Rose may have been outraged by
the beating, they were probably not surprised.Violence and harsh punishment
were a part of shipboard life, especially aboard whaling vessels. 9 Violence
5 James M. Lindgren, "Let Us Idealize Old Types of Manhood: The New Bedford Whaling Museum,
1903-1941" The New England Quarterly, Vol. 72. No. 2 (June, 1999): 189; for other estimates of
numbers of African American men on whaling ships sec: Kathryn Grover. The Fugitive s Gibraltar:
Escaping Slaves and Abolitionism in New Bedford. Massachusetts (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 2001 ); Briton Cooper Busch. Whaling Will Never Do for Me: The American
Whaleman in the Nineteenth Century (Lexington, Ky.: University Press of Kentucky, 1994); for more
on opportunities for black men in the whaling industry see: Jeffrey W. Bolster. Black Jacks: African
American Seamen in the Age of Sail (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997).
6 Jeffrey W. Bolster. Black Jacks: African American Seamen in the Age a/Sail (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1997) 4, 75.
7 For more on masculinity in the whaling industry see: Lisa Norling. Captain Ahab Had a Wife: New
England Women & the Whalejishery, 1720-1870 (Chapel Hill, N.C: University of North Carolina
Press, 2000); for more on masculinity on merchant vessels generally sec: Matthew Taylor Raffety.
The Republic Afloat: Law, Honor, and Citizenship in Maritime America (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2013); Myra Glenn. Jack Tar's Story: The Autobiographies and Memoirs ofSailors
in Antebellum America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010.
8 Brian J. Rouleau discusses violence as a form of negotiation on ships; see Brian J. Rouleau, "With
Sails Whitening Every Sea: Commercial Expansion, Maritime Empire, and the American Seafaring
Community Abroad, 1780-1870" (PhD Diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2010).
9 For more on the prevalence of violence on board maritime ships see: Marcus Rediker. Between the
Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World,
1700-1750 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1987), 207; For more on violence specifically on whale
ships see: Briton Cooper Busch, Whaling Will Never Do for Me: The American Whaleman in the
Nineteenth Century (Lexington, Ky.: University Press of Kentucky, 1994); Margaret S Creighton.
Rites and Passages: The Experience ofAmerican Whaling, 1830-1870 (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 1995); Elmo Paul Hohman. The American Whaleman: A Study of Life
and Labor in the Whaling Industry (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1928).
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was the implicit foundation of captains' command at sea. 1° From the early
eighteenth century, captains had used violent corporal punishment as a means
of discipline. 11 In his study of approximately 3,300 whalemen's logbooks and
journals, Briton Cooper Busch found myriad cases of corporal discipline, from
the more restrained practice of a slap or punch, to the harsh floggings and
ironings of men. 12 Young elite men like Henry Dana Jr. and Herman Melville, who
went to sea for adventure, recounted in detailed narratives their horror at the
brutality of life at sea. 13 To take only one example from voluminous recordings
in court documents and consular complaints of brutal shipboard discipline,
mariner Oliver Fields of the whale ship Julian was struck by master William
Mayhew, "thirty five lashes on the naked back, across the kidneys whereby he
was much hurt and injured and whereby his flesh was much discolored and
bruised, and skinned in many places." 14
Although captains maintained that they had absolute control over
seamen, like a father over his children or a king over his subjects, their
authority was often contested, such as by the upstarts on the Rose. 15 For any
given journey, ships existed far from shore, creating an enclosed workplace
in which life, work, and discipline were constantly in a state of negotiation.
Whalers' push back against the authority of captains was crucial to proving and
protecting their masculinity, a project undertaken by mariners, both black and
white. The ability to be independent, free from harsh abuse, and in command
of body and mind were central to contemporary understandings of masculinity,
and of citizenship. 16 By the nineteenth century, as ideas of white Jacksonian
male equality spread and reform movements condemning cruelty proliferated,
captains were increasingly pressured to minimize or explain their reliance on
physical punishment in court. 17 Captains did have the discretionary authority of

patriarch on ship, but their ability to inflict physical punishment was nonetheless
challenged by mariners and the federal government.
While violence could, and was, meted out to seamen regardless of
race, the discretion given to captains allowed favoritism, personal animosities,
and racial prejudices to determine who was punished and how. In their
testimonies, captains often professed to discipline "obstinate, obdurate,
disobedient, and uncooperative" workers, but just who merited these titles
was up to the captain. 18 Cooks and stewards were disproportionately black
Americans, and were also disproportionately vulnerable to the abuse of captain
19
and crew. (In one case, in 1838 on the bark Emerald, the crew flogged the
cook.)2° Numerous cases of violence against black cooks documented in court
cases attest to the violence subjected on lower ranked, and often black, bodies. 21
In 1838 George Pryor, master of a whaling schooner, gave "severe and heavy
blows" to the head of Nathaniel Baker, the cook. 22 In 1844 on the New Bedford
whaling ship Java, Captain William Shockley seized the cook.Jackson, and tied
him to the rigging, "having no other clothes on but a shirt and trousers" and
whipped him with a rope "upon the shoulder, back and loins," inflicting "many
grievous blows, with great force so as to inflict great pain and anguish and so
as to wound his back and loins." 23 While all seamen's bodies, white and black,
native and foreign, were vulnerable to the infliction of physical punishment, black
bodies, especially those doubly vulnerable by occupying lower-status positions
like cook and steward, received undue violence in the service of shipboard
discipline and the enforcement of racial hierarchy.
When brought to court for abuse, captains argued that they punished
mariners depending on their "good" or "bad" character, a deeply racial and
gendered assessment.When explaining their punishment of black cooks and
stewards in court, captains often complained not only about black men's
insubordination, but also about their dirty work habits, bad personal hygiene,
and impudence. On the ship Esther, for example, the cook William Dobbins
was flogged and put in irons because, as the captain testified, he was "a negro
and pretty obstinate."24 In 1853, Daniel Luther, master of the whaling ship Mary
Barney, was brought to court for his physical cruelty toward Andrew Barnett,

lO Matthew Taylor Raffety. The Republic Afloat: Law, Honor, and Citizenship in Maritime America
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2013) 55.
11 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 226.
12 Briton Cooper Busch. Whaling Will Never Do/or Me, 22-24.
13 Richard Henry Dana, Two Years Before the Mast and Other Voyages (New York: Library of
America, 2005); Herman Melville wrote numerous works of fiction based loosely on his own
experiences at sea, sec for example Typee, Omoo, White Jacket, and Redburn.
14 "Oliver Fields v. James Mayhew," Special Court 1844, National Archives, RG 21, Box 149.
15 For more on the nature of authority at sea, and legal foundations for captains' authority, see:
Daniel Vickers, and Vince Walsh, Young Men and the Sea: Yankee Seafarers in the Age of Sail (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2005); and Raffety, The Republic Afloat.
16 For more on connections in antebellum culture between masculinity, independence and
citizenship see: Dana D. Nelson, National Manhood: Capitalist Citizenship and the imagined
Fraternity of White Men (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1998); Gail Bcdcrman, Manliness
& Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880-1917 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1995); Fran9ois Furstenberg, in the Name of the Father: Washington s
Legacy, Slavery, and the Making of a Nation (New York: Penguin Press, 2006)
17 Raffety, The Republic Afloat, 62-3.

18 Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 226.
19 The fact that cooks received disproportionate abuse on ships, and were often African American,
is well-documented, see for instance Raffety, The Republic Afloat, 192-195; Jeffrey Bolster, Black
Jacks: African American Seamen in the Age of Sail (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1997); Vickers, Young Men and the Sea.
20 Busch, Whaling Will Never Do for Me, 28.
21 I found numerous cases of violence against cooks in the National Archives court cases, RG 21.
22 "George Pryor v. Nathaniel Baker," Special Court 1838, National Archives, RG 21, Box 125.
23 "George Jackson v William Shockley," Special Court 1844, National Archives, RG 21 , Box 154.
24 Daniel Vickers, and Vince Walsh, Young Men and the Sea: Yankee Seafarers in the Age ofSail
CNcw Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 241.
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a black whaler. In his testimony, Luther explained his actions by calling Barnett
"sulky;' explaining the way he would "mutter under his breath", and how when
questioned he "stood straight with an insolent look, stock still, and stared me
full in the face:' 25 This black seaman's expression of disobedience and insolence,
and assertion of masculine pugilism was too much for the captain, who felt he
needed to use physical whipping to remind Barnett of his lowly position.
Black men, like the other men on ship, recognized the dehumanizing
and emasculating character of the infliction of maritime violence on their
bodies. In 1832, while at port in St. Helena, the black whaler Thomas Haley
declared to the U.S. consul that he was through being treated "like a dog"
by the captain. 26 On board the Lorena, one mariner declared, "I am a black
man, not a black dog:'27 Mariners were wary of what abuse to their bodies
communicated about their status, at a time when physical abuse of slaves was
not an imagined abstraction. Indeed, black men recognized that being a man
meant possessing the ability to defend oneself and one's body from tyranny and

impulse that turned Americans away from corporal punishment and towards
psychological punishment as a means of correcting disobedience. What
historians have described as a "vogue of sympathy" and "culture of sensibility",
emerged in the colonies in the eighteenth century and intensified after the
Revolution. 31 Feeling deeply the suffering of others came to communicate
one's good and virtuous nature, and denoted being "civilized." The new
valuing of empathy extended to unlikely people, including slaves, criminals
and the insane. 32 On land during the first half of the nineteenth century,
reform movements that fought "barbaric" cruelty in institutions such as
education, prisons, slavery, and the navy, gained momentum, wrapped in
changing ideas of"true" masculinity.
Pain was not always viewed as cruel, eradicable or unacceptable. For
medieval Christians, pain was a confirmation of the divine; it linked humans to
greater religious forces.Voluntary submission to pain was uplifting.Traditional
Christianity explained that pain was part of the human condition, based
on the existence of sin. Eighteenth century Quakers gloried in the idea of
bloody martyrdom. Some protestant sects identified pain as an expression
and recognition of one's own depravity, and an atonement for sins. The
crucifixion and the torture of the saints reflect these ideas of the divinity of
pain. 33 In Colonial America corporal punishment and the infliction of pain on
disobedient dependents was perfectly legitimate. Laws and statutes upheld
the rights of teachers and masters to physically chastise their wards, and an
act explicitly delineated the right of naval court martials to use whipping as
punishment against disobedient sailors. 34
Yet during the antebellum era, cultural ideas about the infliction of
pain and suffering were undergoing transformation. Liberal religionists began
to reject visions of a harsh God that sentenced depraved humans to suffering,
and instead focused on a benevolent God that cared for His children. Suffering
was no longer viewed as a connection with the divine; instead, it became a sign
of unacceptable human cruelty.A small number of Northerners questioned the
use of corporal punishment in the period from 1780 to 1820, and it was widely

abuse. 28
The ability to labor free from harsh abuse, and in command of body
and mind were central to contemporary understandings of masculinity and
citizenship. Marcus Rediker argues that mutinies and other labor unrest on
ships were "collective undertakings for rights and human dignity;' arguing
that mariners drew on the rhetoric of individual rights and independent
manhood. 29 Revolutionary rhetoric suggested that only by suffering and
fighting unjust rule, did one earn and deserve freedom.The flip side of this
logic was that by silently suffering, subjects were tacitly consenting to their
own subordination. 30 Writers like Frederick Douglass, whose narrative pivots
on his fight with the so-called slave breaker Covey, helped solidify the belief
that only those willing to fight (and even die) for freedom deserved it. Black
sailors brought this imperative with them to sea, where there was certainly no
lack of arbitrary physical violence brought down upon them.

Pain and Reform
The violence inflicted on whalers ran counter to a broader reform
25 "George Pryor v. Nathaniel Baker," Special Court 1838, National Archives, RG 21 , Box 125.
26 Letter to U.S. Secretary of State, 15 November I 832, Despatches from US Consuls in St. Helena,
reel I, NARA.
27 Raffety, The Republic Afloat, 197.
28 For more on the ability to labor free from abuse sec: Robert J. Steinfeld, The Invention of Free
labor: The Employment Relation in English and American law and Culture, /350-1870 (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1991).
29 Rediker, The Devil and the Deep Blue Sea.
30 Fran~ois Furstenberg. In the Name of the Father: Washing/ans Legacy, Slavery, and the Making
of a Nation (New York: Penguin Press, 2006)
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31 Margaret Nicola Abruzzo. Polemical Pain: Slavery, Cruelty, and the Rise of Humanitarianism
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 2011)
32 Karen Halttunen. "Humanitarianism and the Pornography of Pain in Anglo-American Culture."
The American Historical Review I 00, no. 2 (Apr 1995): 303-34.
33 For more on early religious views on pain sec: Karen Halttuncn, Murder Most Foul: The Killer
and the American Gothic Imagination (Cambridge, MA, 1998); Elizabeth Clark, "The Sacred Rights
of the Weak': Pain, Sympathy, and the Culture of Individual Rights in Antebellum America," The
Journal ofAmerican History 82, no. 2 (Sep. 1995): 463-493 ; Sec also: Abruzzo, Polemical Pain and
Clark, "The Scared Ri ghts of the Weak" .
34 Myra Glenn. Campaigns against Corporal Punishment: Prisoners, Sailors, Women, and Children
m Antebellum America (Albany: State University of New York, 1984) 8-10.
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denounced after the 1820s. 35 Changing cultural understandings of pain in the
medical profession led to the search and use of anesthesia, which was used for
the first time in 1846.36 The infliction of pain was increasingly seen as "barbaric"
and "backwards," antithetical to an enlightened and civilized republic. Pain was
repressed as a sign of human misconduct.Although reformers advocated for
better treatment of individuals normally excluded from ideas of enlightened
citizens, such as criminals and the insane, the focus of reformers was not on
the humanity of victims per se, but on the soul and spirit of the punisher, who
would be morally disfigured through violent acts. In the eyes of reformers, both
37
those who inflicted and who received pain were stigmatized.
Spurred by these changing ideas of pain, reformers began to
advocate for an end to corporal punishment and the deliberate infliction of
unnecessary pain in a number of institutions, including an end to flogging
in the navy and aboard merchant vessels.The use of language of"barbarity,"
and references to a liberal God, saturated arguments over flogging. During
the 1840s Congressional debate over flogging in the U.S. Navy, Senator
Hale of New Hampshire argued that flogging was "a degrading and brutal
punishment," and urged Congress not to "throw ourselves as a stumblingblock in the way of the advances of the humanity of the age in which we
live." 38 After a reform bill failed, Hale lamented that, "to the reproach of the
civilization and the Christianity of the day, has the senate of the United States
39
interposed itself for the preservation of this relic of barbarity." An article in
the New York Daily Tribune propounded against "this monstrous desecration
40
and defacement of the image of God."
Supporters of flogging saw anarchy in a world without the lash, as only
violence could compel proper obedience and submission to societal superiors.
As Florida's SenatorYulee argued,"the law rests this punishment (naval flogging)
upon the same ground upon which it rests that punishment as inflicted by the
parent upon his child, by the teacher upon his pupil, and by the master upon
his apprentice. It rests it upon necessity-upon the necessary subordination and
41
discipline which involved the lives and safety of all on board." The authority
of patriarchs included, in the eyes of these legislators, the right to discipline
35 Glenn, Campaigns against Corporal Punishment: Prisoners, Sailors, Women, and Children in
Antebellum America, 11-12.
36 Clark, "The Sacred Rights of the Weak': Pain, Sympathy, and the Culture of Individual Rights in

Antebellum America," 463-493.
37 For more on changing ideas of pain in the antebellum U.S. see: Halttuncn, Murder Most Foul;
Glenn, Campaigns against Corporal Punishment; Clark, "Sacred Rights of the Weak"; Abruzzo,
Polemical Pain.
38 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.

39 Ibid.
40 "Flogging in the Navy." New York Tribune 28 May 1844: ProQucst Historical Newspapers.
41 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
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bodies of dependents and maintain proper subordination and deference to their
command. Southern legislators who supported the use of flogging onboard
ships feared modern notions of egalitarianism and unchecked democracy were
excessive. 42 They echoed proslavery voices when they argued that if reformers
succeeded in abolishing corporal punishment, "inferiors" would rise up, and the
republic would crumble into chaos. Destroying hierarchies, whether slavery,
marriage, or parental authority, threatened the natural order of society itself.
Reformers countered that arbitrary violence presented the greater
threat to the social order. New York's William Seward described the benefits
of outlawing flogging in New York prisons, where "the same quiet, the same
order, that prevailed before" reign. 43 Reformers voiced fears that flogging
seamen would not only degrade and disturb their moral character, but might
provoke mutinies. 44 Using the arguments of sailor authors such as Moses
Smith, reformers couched their calls to end flogging in the maintenance of
order. 45 Making punishment less violent, in reformers' view, would actually
aid in maintaining proper hierarchies by easing the condition of subordinates
and making them more complacent in their subjugation.The importance
of hierarchy, command-hierarchy, gender-hierarchy, and racial hierarchy,
were intertwined in this rhetoric, spelling ruin for society should any of these
crumble. Both reformers and critics, most often middle-class white men with a
hold on privilege and authority in society, embraced social order as sacred. 46
Just as flogging's advocates used the specter of social chaos (denoted
especially by racial violence and gender upheaval), flogging's opponents
revealed the limits of their activism in their own investment in social stability.
As Margaret Abruzzo cogently argues, humanitarianism did not equal
egalitarianism.47 Uneasiness with physical pain and cruelty did not translate
into support for equal rights, dignity, respect or opportunity.Arguments
about ending suffering on naval and merchant vessels did not focus on the
inherent individual rights of mariners, but instead on the morality of pain and
maintenance of hierarchy. Reformers recognized that some men still needed
harsh discipline, like "ignorant foreigners" (to use Henry Dana Jr.'s words). 48
42 Myra C. Glenn, Jack Tar's Story: The Autobiographies and Memoirs of Sailors in Antebellum
America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 20 I 0) 110.
43 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
44 Glenn, Jack Tar, 45.
45 Myra C Glenn, "Forging Manhood and Nationhood Together: American Sailors' Accounts of their
Exploits, Sufferings, and Resistance in the Antebellum United States." American Nineteenth Century
l-listory 8, no. I (March 2007): 27-49.
46 Sec: Bolster, Black Jacks, 74; for more on the connections between racial and gendered
hierarchies see for example: Stephanie McCurry, "The Two Faces of Republicanism: Gender and
Proslavcry Politics in Antebellum South Carolina," The Journal of American 1-!istory 78, no. 4
(1992): 1245- 264.
47 Sec: Abruzzo, Polemical Pain.
48 Glenn, Jack Tar, I 00.
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Flogging debates also reflected deep concerns over Americans'
character, humanity, and masculinity. In colonial America, bad behavior reflected
an innately depraved human, and harsh punishment was necessary to restrai n
criminals and deviants. However, the democratic impulses of the Revolution
and the perfectionist strains of the Second Great Awakening fostered a more
optimistic view of human nature.Americans did not need to be repressed, or
49
subjected to despotic, backwards, and "slavish" punishments. But what about
those whose American identity was in doubt? Not all people had equal access
to these concepts. For instance, it was believed, blacks and immigrants might
still need physical punishment because they were too unruly and naturally wild
for psychological punishment alone, to work. 50 In their debates over ending
flogging on board U.S. ships, Congressmen made clear distinctions between
the "intelligent, faithful, and honest portion of the seamen" and the lazy and
insubordinate "wretches, skulkers:' 51 Arguments hinged on whether flogging was
meted out to both groups, or whether it was only used for the latter group.
Senator Dawson of Georgia, argued that specific unruly seamen needed the
whip to be disciplined. He suggested that the "moral portion of our seamen,"
the "more intelligent and law-abiding and proper-deportment people on our
vessels" favor the continuance of flogging. "If you abolish this law," Dawson
warned, "the trifling, low, and disorderly sailor will be unwilling to discharge
his duty." 52 The bodies of"low" and "disorderly" seamen might still need the
"barbarous" whip to be kept in line.
Reformers countered this argument, not by asserting the essential
equality of all seamen, but by arguing that both groups, the good and the bad,
were being abused by the whip. Mr. Hale argued that it was not just "a few
skulking, cowardly rascals, that will not do the work, that get this flogging", but
all seamen were subjected to it.53 "Good character" was not an objective trait,
but mapped on to race and ethnicity, a bias made clear as Senators like Hale
lamented the, "bleeding wounds of the lacerated backs of the white citizens
of this republic." 54 It was the flogging of white native-born seamen that was an
affront to "the civilization and Christianity of the day," and an embarrassment
to "our national glory and reputation:•ss Senator Hale, an opponent of slavery,
nonetheless made his position clear when he declared that the good seamen
were not "the descendants of the curly headed African;' but rather, "our
49 Glenn, Campaigns against Corporal Punishment, 57.
50 Daniel Vickers argues that the traditional patriarchal law sw-vived in maritime industries partly
because sailors, increasingly poorly paid and frequently foreign, were becoming a culturally
constructed "other," see: Vickers, Young Men and the Sea, 315.
51 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
52 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
53 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850
54 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850
55 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850
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the fair-haired rosey-cheeked sons of New England and the West." 56
bret heren ····
The masculinity of these imagined white seamen was central in this
. ourse. Reformers stressed that corporal punishment merely "repressed"
dISC
L
•
. mora I c haracter. "Ch aracter" d enote d
individuals, rather than trans,ormmg
t he1r
57
dness as well as masculinity. The development of internal moral
mora I goo
'
restraints was particularly urgent for antebellum Americans, who looked with
a prehension on vast economic, political and social changes in their society, and
f:ared moral decay. Herman Melville in his novel White Jacket, declared that
whipping "is opposed to the essential dignity of man." 58 Corporal punishment,
these reformers believed, would destroy inner self-control and masculinity, in
both victim and perpetrator. Intense whipping would transform the victim into
an effeminate, weak wretch, and the perpetrator into a horrid monster, lacking
the self-restraint of true men.These concerns echoed concerns voiced by
abolitionists, about the effects of the cruelty of slavery in degrading the moral
character and restraint of all involved: slave, master, and spectator. 59 Samuel
Leech wrote with horror, "the whip.... wounded the spirit; it struck the man;
it begat a sense of degradation he must carry with him to his grave," and that
flogging made these men "pitied, self-despised, groaning, bleeding wretches." 60
The idea of captains gaining sexual pleasure from whipping seamen was a real
fear of reformers, and was reflected in language used to argue against corporal
punishment. In court, one mariner described how the captain had "inflicted
divers severe and grievous blows upon his shoulder body sides thighs & the_
tenderest_parts_of the Libellants body," and another mariner described how
his master had, struck with a rope "upon the shoulder, back and loins many
grievous blows, with great force so as to inflict great pain and anguish and
so as to wound his back and loins." 61 For Leech, whipping deeply degraded
the manly mariner subjected to it, but also compromised and corrupted the
whipper, arguing it forced these men to betray their wholesome morality and
commitment to democracy. 62
Naval reformers, in particular, argued that abusive punishment
degraded sailors into animal-like beasts instead of respectable citizens. One
article in Sailor's Magazine, for example, argued that beating sailors destroyed
their "last vestige of self-respect" and turned them into "miserably degraded
56 Glenn, Jack Tar, 126-8.
57 For a discussion of the importance of"charactcr" to early Americans and the connection between
good character and masculinity see Amy Greenberg, "A Gray-Eyed Man: Character, Appearance,
and Filibustering," Journal of the Early Republic 20, no. 4 (Winter, 2000): 673-699.
58 Glenn, Jack Tar, 126.
59 Halttunen, "Humanitarianism and the Pornography of Pain in Anglo-American Culture," 303-34.
60 Glenn, Jack Tar, 126-129.
61 "Marcus Baker v Obed Shearman," Special Court 1844, National Archives, RG 21, Box 149; and
"George Jackson v William Shockley," Special Court 1844, National Archives, RG 21 , Box 154.
62 Glenn , Jack Tar, 128-130.
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wretches:' 63 Senator Hale declared that whipping was a disgrace to "any
man." 64 Newspaper articles echoed these fears, as when the New York Daily
Tribune described flogging as "the infliction of the brutalizing torture of the Cat
65
and the Colt on the writhing bodies of American freemen." Whipping made
men subservient creatures, like women, slaves and animals. Reformers utilized
gendered language, attempting to mold them to their own advantage, without
questioning the underlying hierarchies of gender implicit in their arguments.
How men should be treated, and whether or not "true" men should be
physically punished, was a central point of contention. Mr. Hamlin on the floor
of Congress argued that it is "a reproach that any man should stand up, at this
age of the world, and demand corporal punishment at this day... Scourge an
American citizen in this age of the world, as if the best road to reach his heart
was from the end of the cat-o-nine-tails! No, sir:' 66 True men, Hamlin suggested,
should stand together and defend the right of their manhood: the right to
control their bodies. He concluded, addressing captains, "Treat your sailors like
67
men ... Treat them as men, and as men they will behave."
Critics of reformers argued that it was the very masculinity of seamen
that made the whip necessary. Traditionally, "true" men could stoically endure
68
physical pain. The whip was thus appropriate for strong men. Antebellum
Americans were highly concerned with the perceived decline of masculinity
in society. The southern code of manly honor celebrated physical power,
strength, and aggression contrasted with the enervated effeminacy of the
urban dandies populating the North's new metropoles. Mr. Pearce, Senator
from Maryland, argued that putting seamen in irons would be "an indulgence
to him;' and cried, "Why, sir, these men are not babies:· Rather, they were
real men who could take a beating. Pearce recounted the story of a sailor
punished by being dressed in women's clothing, replete with a bonnet, when
the officer refused to change the punishment, "the man walked overboard
and drowned himself." 69 Thus, Pearce implied, those "true men" on board
would gladly take physical punishment, a masculine punishment, over one
that humiliated, shamed, and feminized them. Indeed, this brave and true
man chose death rather than accept such a blow to his honor and status,
following the tradition of Southern honor culture.Jefferson Davis, a Senator of
Mississippi, agreed with Pearce, saying "these things are conventional, tell the
sailor that he is unable to endure the punishment of a sailor, and he receives

it with the manly pride which the Senator from Maryland spoke of.''7° The
Secretary of the Navy echoed this defense of masculinity, in a Report he wrote
about flogging, "to their (seamen's) minds, it is far less odious than a system
of punishment by confinement or by the use of symbols or dresses exposing
them to ridicule." 71
After being whipped, the sailor Durand deserted the ship because,
as he declared, "I considered myself my own man." 72 Discussions over whether
flogging should remain an acceptable punishment in the navy, as well as
on board merchant vessels, revealed deep concern over maintaining true
masculinity among the "good" (read: white native born) population of
seamen. Of course, the maritime industries were hardly all white, instead they
employed huge numbers of black, Native American, and foreign-born men,
who were deeply in tune with this language of masculinity, bodily autonomy,
and good character. Decisions about whether harsh physical abuse was
acceptable or not hinged on visions of pain and suffering, and on what "true
masculinity" meant, visions that seamen, in turn, used when making claims for
themselves and their bodies.

63 Glenn, Jack Tar, 44.
64 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
65 "Naval Flogging." New York Tribune 8 October 1850: ProQucst Historical Newspapers.
66 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
67 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
68 Glenn, Jack Tar, 116-120.
69 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850.
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Reform Language and Courts
Whalers utilized the growing public distaste for abusive punishment
to their advantage.After a particularly harsh beating by the captain of the
New Bedford whale ship Samuel Robertson, foremast hand William Allen
complained, "the men for the most part who man our whale-ships are young
men just beginning in the world warm from the domestick circle and from a
country where they never saw their fellow creatures striped to the skin and
the flesh quivering and lacerated by the cat-o-nine-tails:' 73 Allen understood
contemporary anxieties around the mental and emotional damage of excessive
suffering, and self-consciously embraced and proliferated these ideas. Despite
some reformers' hesitation in extending humanitarian ideas to "unruly" racial
inferiors, black whalers nonetheless utilized public dislike for harsh punishment
to their advantage. John Gales, a black mariner on board the Harrison, brought
Wilcox, the Chief Mate, to court, and testified that he "inflicted sundry blows
upon the Libellant with his foot, kicking him upon the head and otherwise
cruelly and brutally maltreating him, and truly causing him great pains and
distress and soundly afflicting him in body and in mind:' As a result of all of
this "brutal" treatment, Gales "was most sorely afflicted in body & mind, & was
70 United States. Congress. The Congressional Globe. Washington: Blair & Rives, 1850
71 "Corporal Punishment in the Navy: Report from the Secretary of the Navy," February 25 1845:
ProQucst Historical Newspapers.
72 Glenn, Jack Tar, 136.
73 Busch, Whaling Will Never Do for Me, 19.
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greatly injured thereof." 74 The court demanded that Wilcox be summoned to
court, and in the end the case was settled outside of court, so Gales succeeded
in gaining both recognition and monetary benefits for his treatment. In 1850
William Cannon, a black mariner, took the abusive first mate Daniel Green to
court, graphically describing his beating. Cannon described for the court how
Green, "knocked the Libellant down ... and whilst he was so down beat kicked
and struck your Libellant, and caught him by the throat and choked him and
struck him with his fists in his face eyes and on his head, so that the blood
ran from his mouth, nose, and eyes, and kicked him and jumped on his body....
so that he nearly fainted from exhaustion:'7s Gales and Cannon utilized the
language of sympathy and pain in order to lay claim to rights in which manliness
and bodily autonomy was central.
Black whalers' testimonies in court of the abusive and painful
violence they received were especially significant in an era of biological
racism. In the hierarchy of creatures delineated in the "Great Chain of
Being," colored men, criminals, and other "undesirables" were believed to be
biologically inferior and presumably less sensitive to pain than groups higher
on the chain, such as women and whites. 76 Pseudo-scientific racial theories,
like those of the proslavery Southern doctor Samuel Cartwright, argued that
black people were susceptible to diseases which "made them insensible to
pain when subjected to punishment:' 77 Cartwright compared black men to
mules, arguing that they literally could not be worked to death, and white
men had "never yet been able to make a negro overwork himself." 7BThus, for
black seamen to complain, loudly and in courts, of their intense suffering was
to make a claim about their status and humanity at a time when this was not
at all set in stone.
While the expression of sympathy to end suffering did not necessarily
entail calls for individual rights, this language could be used in the service of
these rights.As Elizabeth Clark argues, "The liberal notion of bodily autonomy
made its way into courts cloaked in sentimental garb." 79 Northern public
opinion, the work of reformers, and the protestations of seamen led to
resolutions limiting physical punishment. In 1850, the US senate received 271
petitions from states urging the immediate prohibition of flogging on ships. On
September 28, 1850 the senate abolished flogging in the navy.B0 When black
whalers argued in court for their rights to be free from unnecessary bodily

harm, they were also using an established tradition of invoking suffering and
cruelty to mobilize sympathy and support. Precisely because the "vogue of
sympathy" was so disperse and widespread, embraced by different reform
groups and theological factions, in antebellum culture, new arguments for the
rights of the person could be cogently made. Black seamen took advantage of
this rhetoric, making arguments for and understanding their own bodily rights
as important sites of protection by law.Bi Black Americans called on government
for protection at a time when government was not always, or even often, their
protector. In 1846, Henry Bivins took his Captain William Warner and mate
Gideon Worth to court for the "most cruel vicious and abusive manner," that
he was beaten on ship. Bivins complained that, had he taken his case directly to
court, he "should have had my rights."B 2
Black whalers' defense against bodily harm on ship utilized the
greater presence of government in maritime industries than in other
antebellum workplaces.BJ Legal norms around bodily protection from pain
did not mean a complete end to violence, but did allow weaker parties in
hierarchical relationships to forge links with government.B4 Seamen would not
have been able to take captains and officers to court with the frequency they
did, and make compelling arguments for their bodies to consular officials,
without the humane sentiments that were flooding the nation. Nonetheless,
given the demeaning language often used by reformers that characterized
seamen as wretches, beasts, and helpless feminized victims, whalers,
especially whalers of African descent, were wary of applying this language
to themselves. They often countered these characterizations with narratives
stressing their agency, manliness, and self-control through their resistance to
violent punishment.

74 "John Gales v Reserved Wilcox," Special Court 1845, National Archives, RG 21, Box 154.
75 "William Cannon v Daniel Green," Special Court 1853, National Archives, RG 21, Box 186.
76 Clark, "The Sacred Rights of the Weak," 463-493.
77 James Denny Guillory, "The Proslavery Arguments of Dr. Samuel A. Cartwright," Louisiana
History: The Journal of the Louisiana Historical Association 9, no. 3 (Summer, 1968): 209-227.
78 Guillory, "The Pros Javery Arguments of Dr. Samuel A. Cartwright"
79 Clark, "The Sacred Rights of the Weak," 25.
80 Glenn, Campaigns Against Corporal Punishment, 125-128.
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Manly Resistance

After witnessing the abusive treatment of the Tahitian at the hands
of Captain Davis on board the Rose, the men refused to go to their duty. The
captain, sensing the mutinous feelings among his crew, began to threaten the
crew, especially a black man on board named Isaac Bounds.Joseph Bragg Steel,
the third mate, described the scene:"The captain proceeded forward among
the crew, 'you refuse to do work on account of that damned rascal,' alluding to
the stranger then in irons, they replied, 'we do as long as he is in irons we will
do no work: Then (said the captain) I'll learn you and immediately struck the
black man Isaac Bounds (who appeared to be a spokesman for the rest) several
blows with the flat of the sword, the man threatening to make him pay for it if
81 Clark, "The Sacred Rights of the Weak," 26.
82 "William v Henry Bivins," Special Court 1846, National Archives, RG 21, Box 156.
83 Raffety, Republic Afloat.
84 Clark, "The Sacred Rights of the Weak," 463-469.
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there was law in America:'85 (Another crewmate testified that the Captain said
to Isaac, "You are an old offender you negro I have pardoned you once but now
I will pay you:') 86 After the blow, Isaac exclaimed "mind what you do, Captain
Davis;' to which the Captain replied, "I will get a gun and shoot you." The
captain went below for the musket while Isaac armed himself with a handspike.
Although the whalers who testified all tell stories that vary in detail, each man
testified that after the captain leveled the musket at Isaac, Isaac stood tall and
87
said "Make sure of your aim, if you miss me, I will not miss you:' Instead of
shooting the black seaman, the captain had him put in irons for attempted
mutiny. Isaac's bold pugilism revealed his stand as a man who would not allow
himself to be called names and treated badly by the captain, a man who would
stand and fight.The crew members' testimonies all reflect admiration for Isaac
in his bold, pugilistic, and manly stand against authority. Isaac's martial posturing
at the captain's threat of bodily abuse earned him respect and support among
his crew-mates, illustrating the potential for black men to utilize physical bodily
power to assert their manhood and rights on ship.
Whalers' uprisings demonstrated their ability to view themselves as a
88
collective manly workforce against the abuse of superiors, across racial lines.
Aboard the ship Rose, after Isaac Bounds was put in irons, the crew protested.
"(W)e agreed to do no more duty till Isaac was out of irons," recalled seaman
Philip Laughlin. 89 As James A Roberts testified, "The Captain then said before
any one takes possession of my deck they must march over my dead body. I
then said, Captain Davis there is not a man in the ship that will lay down his life
for you, he replied I do not believe there is ...When Bounds was put in irons,
90
Fulmer said, 'if you put this man in irons, you had better put me in too:" The
crew threatened they would take action themselves to release their fellow crew
85 "Testimony of Joseph Bragg Steel," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I,
NARA.
.
86 "Testimony of James A Roberts," 16 ·May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel 1,
NARA.
87 "Testimony of Philip Laughlin," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I,
NARA.
88 ln his study of3,336 logbooks and journals, Briton Cooper Busch analyzed "work stoppages,"
events on whale ships that involved collective labor protest, sabotage, stoppage, or resistance,
including everything from setting the ship on fire to damaging gear to full-out mutiny. Of 3,336 ships
studied, on 230 of those some form of collective labor unrest occurred. Busch outlines a number
of the reasons for collective labor unrest, the most common cause being a desire for liberty ashore,
and the second-most common reason being objection to harsh punishment inflicted by captains
and officers (15.2% of work stoppages occurred to protest harsh punishment); See also Jeffrey W.
Bolster, Black Jacks: African American Seamen in the Age of Sail (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1997)
89 "Testimony of Philip Laughlin," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I ,
NARA.
90 "Testimony of James A Roberts," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I,
NARA.
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mate, the chief officer Nathaniel Gorham remembered, "I told him (Captain
Davis) the people insisted on the man Isaac Bounds being let out of irons, and
were going to take him out themselves if I had not stopped them."91 These
multiracial crew mates stood by Isaac, recognizing him as a friend and fellow
man. Captain Davis' assumption that he could inflict violence on the body of the
black Isaac without repercussion from Isaac's crew mates was a miscalculation.
Resistance to a captain's authority reflected deep and abiding concerns
over proving masculinity.Among male farmers in the southern backcountry, and
workers in the North, unflinching toughness, pugnacity and willingness to use
violence to defend honor, were the foundations of true manhood. Slaves were
obsequious, and were the ultimate unmanly, feminized, and degraded beings.
Quaker and Northern evangelical ideas that stressed duty, piety, and self-control
as "manly" were newer, yet nonetheless relied on bodily independence for their
definition of manhood. Thus, to be violent and resist even the slightest insult
was to set oneself apart from the slave, woman, and child, through complete
independence and the gendered rhetoric and actions of"true men."Willingness
to adopt a martial manhood and fight against oppression was viewed as an
avenue to internal independence, good character and autonomous citizenship.
The manly resistance of multiracial crews to violence reflected the
culture of martial manhood on board, and the fraternity of men on whaling
ships organized around their willingness to fight in defense of their honor. In
1832, the whaling ship Orozimbo arrived at port in St. Helena and its captain
Caleb Hampton lodged a complaint with the U.S. consul there of five men
who were guilty of "mutinous conduct." These five men were of different
races but all were seamen living in New Bedford, and had all united together
against the harsh authority of the captain. The five included Thomas Haley
whose complexion was "dark," Charles Rice whose complexion was "light,"
Bernice Harwood whose complexion was "dark;' Thorndike Reed, whose
complexion was "dark," and Charles Townsend, "not designated on the Crew
List:' Captain Hampton had been "obliged to give up the voyage and was now
bound to America," and he asked the crew who would be willing to "work on
the ship home." One man said he was willing, and "the rest follow'd him with
the exception of the five and another by the name of Gage." Hampton asked
the men why they refused to work, and they replied that "they were willing
to remain on the Island or go home in any other ship but not in one under
me." Although, the captain noted, "Harwood only spoke to this effect yet it
seem'd to be the opinion of the whole." As Isaac had done, a black man stood
up and spoke for his mixed-race crew-mates, as their leader. When the ship
did not begin the journey, the Captain went to investigate, the mate informed
him, "there was no one to do it, that they all went to the windlass with the
91 "Testimony of Nathaniel Gorham," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I,
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exception of the six, but did not attempt to heave." 92 The entire crew, following
the example of their five crew mates refused to work under captain Hampton.
William Hussey, master of the American whaler Cicero who was on board the
Orozimbo at the time, corroborated, "I only heard Harwood speak who said he
was willing to work his passage home in any other ship or in the land vessel
but not under Captain Hampton's command, the rest of the men were standing
around Harwood but did not say anything:' 93 The sight of the black Harwood,
leading a mutiny among his crew-mates, was a communication about relative
power through violence. Harwood was engaging in negotiation with captain,
officers, and government officials in courts of law over his identity as a rightsdeserving man, and his status on ship and in the country. The consul ordered
the five to be put in chains and taken back to the U.S. to be tried. These men,
despite their racial differences, found common cause in the defense of their
bodies as laborers and men.To avoid playing the role of helpless victim, whalers
like those aboard the Orozimbo and the Rose displayed their manly ability
to stand up to their masters at sea. In a culture in which bodily autonomy,
independence, and manly personal freedoms signaled access to citizenship
rights, proving one's humanity and manhood were crucial projects.
Yet, in their performance of violent manhood, these sailors came
up against concepts of"gentlemanly" and "self-restrained" manhood: white,
middle-class, antebellum reformers' views of the incivility and immorality of
excessive violence. In the face of these new definitions, mutinous whalers
were vulnerable to being depicted as savage, almost inhuman "others." Karen
Halttunen argues that increasingly in the nineteenth century, narratives
around murder and violent crime turned from a focus on the inherent
sinfulness of all humans, to the categorization of those who inflicted violence
as different, mysterious, and fundamentally "monstrous."94 Violence, for many
middle-class reform-minded Americans was a sign of a deeply aberrant, sinful,
uncivilized individual. In this rhetorical environment, it was dangerous to be
portrayed as a violent being.
Black men, who already faced stereotypes of their presumed savagery
and animalism, were especially vulnerable to the stigma of violence.The
American consul in Tahiti assumed a "mexican Sambo, or half black, a deserter
from an American whaler" had attempted burglary in his home. The consul
complained, "I have alone in all circumstance to act against mutineers, deserters,
and other culprits, so numerous at the present time on board of the whale
ships in these seas, that there is hardly a day that I am not exposed to the

vengeance of this refuse of society which frequently I have to correct."95 When
the U.S. consul in Tahiti wrote to the Secretary of State in 1840 of a mutinous
whaler, "a Mulatto" named James Oliver, who "exhibits a degree of depravity,
insensibility, and cunning which leads me to consider him the most dangerous of
all the prisoners under my charge," his race may have heightened his dangerous
personality in the mind of the consul. 96 The accomplice of Oliver, a boy named
James Holland, is comparatively innocent. The consul writes, "his conduct while
on the Island, has been so harmless and unexceptionable as to gain the good
will of those in whose charge he was placed ... he was a reluctant accessory
in the hands of the Mulatto." 97 Oliver and the "Mexican Sambo" bore the
negative externalities of an aggressive persona. They were associated with the
characteristics of viciousness and rascality, the negative extension of the rough
and pugilistic man. These worked to concretely limit their opportunities and
characterize them as villains in the minds of officers and those in positions of
authority. Embodying a pugilistic manhood could be damaging, at a time when
white obsession with the specter of the powerful black man, in the form of the
rebelling and vicious slave, was pervasive. 98
Mariners were acutely aware of the dictates and potency of
manhood. When the captain threatened Isaac, he presented "his breast to the
Captain's leveled piece."99 The captain then challenged Isaac, "if you come to
me, come like a man." 100 Isaac's fearless response, and his crew mate's support,
attest to Isaac's ability to, indeed, "come like a man," in the eyes of himself,
his crew-mates, and his superiors. Simultaneously, Isaac depended on the
legal structure of his nation, the governmental protections of the articles on
ship, and the determinations of the federal consul at port. Isaac replied to the
Captain's manly challenge, "cut away you will be in America by and by and
then you will get justice done to you:" Although he did not specifically say
so, Isaac was verbalizing his claims on American citizenship, by claiming his
masculine right to bodily autonomy and the government's responsibility to
protect it.

92 Letter to the U.S. Secretary of State, 15 November 1832, Despatches from US Consuls in St.
Helena, reel I , NARA.
93 lbid.
94 Halttuncn, Murder Most Foul.
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When the case of the ship Rose was brought to the American consul
at Tahiti, Isaac had been freed from irons by the crew, and Captain Davis, either
95 Letter to the U.S. Secretary of State, June 1838, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I,
NARA.
96 Letter to the U.S. Secretary of State, 24 December 1840, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti,
reel I , NARA.
97 Letter to the U.S. Secretary of State, 24 December 1840, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti,
reel I , NARA.
98 See, for example, Wyatt-Brown, Honor and Violence in the Old South, 154-187.
99 "Testimony of Moses Henry Ward," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I
NARA.
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in anger, madness, or by accident (depending on whose testimony you believe)
had shot a "stranger" on a schooner next to the boat. The crew had demanded
that the captain be put in irons. Moses Henry Ward told the chief mate, "we
will not sail under Captain Davis any longer as he is a murderer:' 101 When the
ship arrived at the port, in the words of the American consul, Captain Davis
"was a prisoner on board his own vessel the Rose, and her command had been
taken from him in a mutinous manner." After restoring Captain Davis to the
command, the crew still refused to do work. In the end, the consul put the chief
mate in command, and sent the ship back to the U.S., a temporary win for the
upstart crew. 102
The "wages of whiteness" were too high to be truly dismantled in the
multiracial whaling industry, where white skin continued to lend advantages
and privileges, even to lowly seamen. 103 Nonetheless, the claims made by
black whalers in antebellum America should not be overlooked.African
American whalers asserted that their bodies were worthy of, and indeed
needed, protection. Through the contestations against cruel and violent
punishments, and camaraderie derived from the "wages" of manhood, black
americans sometimes crossed racial boundaries to contest harm against
their bodies and demand legal protections. In seizing opportunities to claim
protection for their bodies, they helped forge relationships between the
government and the individual, a feat in a time when many black bodies were
legally property. Black men, working alongside white men, found ways to
draw boundaries that included their bodies, often through the performance
of masculinity.
In the context of a culture that married masculinity and citizenship
rights, and which so strongly excluded African Americans of both genders from
social privileges, black men's declarations of their masculinity constituted a
rebellion. In declaring themselves "true men," equal to their white crewmates,
and deserving of the same rights and bodily protections, they were making
important claims on a society that philosophically and physically abused them.
The actions through which they made their masculine assertions, mutinous
resistance and outraged litigation in court, challenged pervasive racism that
posited the feminine docility and complacency of the black race.
Yet, predicating rights and privileges on manliness was a troubling
foundation for acceptance into a citizen body, especially in a nation where
"character," and the lines between savage and masculine, vicious and strong,

self-controlled and weak, were so ambiguous. Carole Emberton ruminates
on the troubling legacy of using "manly" violence as a requirement for
entrance into the body politic.As Emberton points out, in the postwar
period, black veterans and their allies based their claims to civil rights on their
martial performances as soldiers, but it was the imperative to contain and
discipline potentially violent black men that contributed to Reconstruction
and the legacies of racism. 104 The performances of martial manhood were
not confined to soldiering, they were central in expressions of community,
masculine bodily autonomy, and citizenship on the decks and in the ports of
the maritime antebellum U.S. Men like Isaac took on personas as independent
and powerful men, rebelling against deep racism and forging important
connections to American government, yet they also engaged in a highly
gendered, pugilistic and honor-bound culture, one that married citizenship
rights to the strong and manly individual.

10 I "Testimony of Moses Henry Ward," 16 May 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel
! ,NARA.
102 Letter to the U.S. Secretary of State, June 1836, Despatches from US Consuls in Tahiti, reel I,
NARA.
103 David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working
Class (London; New York: Verso, 1999)
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rowth of capitalized oyster cultivation, and as such, the growth of a new class
!f oyster cultivators. It was this class of oysterers, not the oyster yeomanry,
who experienced the public benefits of oyster regulation.

oysters as a Common Resource: "Since the days of Roger
Williams" 6
Crassostrea virginica, commonly known as the Eastern or Atlantic oyster,

Century Rhode Island

has historically been a source of subsistence in the coastal Northeast. 7 Early
colonists noted that oysters and clams were widely consumed by coastal Native
American tribes and learned how to hand-harvest oysters from tidal flats. 8
Roger Williams wrote about Rhode Island oystering in 1643, describing harvest
In 1848, Nathaniel W Cozzens, identified in court paperwork as a
practices of the Narraganset tribe and highlighting the importance of oysters. 9
laborer, was indicted for the "larceny of oysters:' He was charged with, and
Oysters were especially abundant in Narragansett Bay and became a commonly
later found guilty of, carrying away twenty bushels of oysters from private
harvested and consumed food source for coastal Rhode Island residents during
beds. 1 Although his counsel argued that the law privatizing oyster beds was
the colonial period. 10 This widespread consumption was facilitated by legal and
unconstitutional, the Rhode Island Supreme Court held that the law was indeed social precedents, with marine resources being considered common to all in
valid and Cozzens' actions constituted theft. 2 In 1853 he spent two weeks in the English common law.
3
county jail for this offense with four others also indicted of this crime. By 1854,
The King Charles Charter of 1646 institutionalized this marine
however, Cozzens was no longer an outlaw; now listed as an "oysterman" in the commons in Rhode Island, setting a legal precedent for public access to
Providence directory,4 he joined twenty-nine other oystermen in petitioning the oyster beds. Navigable waters and submerged lands, and thus the resources
state to provide watchmen to protect private beds, 5 including beds he had just
coming from them, were classified as public goods to be held in trust by the
leased under the very statute which he had been convicted of violating a few
government "for the benefit of the people:· 11 The charter granted explicit rights
for fishing and navigation, specifying the "free power and liberty" of the public to
years earlier.
This rapid transition from laborer to thief to oyster cultivator was
pursue these trades, 12 including shellfishing.A 1881 Department of the Interior
made possible by the enactment of "an Act for the Preservation of Oysters
publication on the oyster-industry highlights and applauds the importance of
and Other Shell Fish within This State." This act, passed in 1844, created a
this charter stating:
private property system for submerged oyster beds, land which had historically
been considered common.While the statute purported to promote public
benefit through effective management, it forced those who relied on oysters
for subsistence to give up oystering, or purchase land and invest in oyster
6 "Petition for the Repeal of Sections 8, 9, I 0, 11 and 12 of "An Act for the Preservation of
cultivation.Where beforehand, the commons allowed a class of oyster
Oysters and Other Shell Fish within This State" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assembly.
yeomanry to engage in oyster harvesting as an ancillary activity, privatization
October 1846.
and the rendered this impossible.The new regulatory regime facilitated the
7 Brennessel, Barbara. Good tidings: the history and ecology of shellfish farming in the Northeast.

By Katie Parker

I State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Court of Common Pleas. Indictment of Nathaniel
W Cozzens. 1848 (December term, 1848).
2 Durfee, Thomas. "State V. Nathaniel W. Cozzens." Reports of Cases Heard and Determined in the
Supreme Court of Rhode Island. Vol. IL (Providence: Knowles, Anthony&., 1854) Web. pp. 561-65.
3 Rhode Island State Board of Charities & Corrections. "State Prison Docket Ledger 1838-1931"
Annual Reports State Board of Charities & Corrections. Records of prisoners 176-180.
4 Municipal Officers of Providence. The Providence Directory. (Providence, Rhode Island; H. H.
Brown, 1854). Ancestry.Com. Web
5 Saunders ct al. 1854. Petition for Watchmen to Guard Private Oyster Beds, addressed to Rhode
Island General Assembly. Providence, RI.
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(Lebanon, NH: University Press of New England, 2008) pp. 28
8 Ibid., 5
9 Rice, Michael A. "A Brief History of Oyster Aquaculture in Rhode Island." Aquaculture in Rhode
Island: 2006 Yearly Status Report. (Coastal Resource Management Council , 2006). Web. pp. 24.
IO Brcnnesscl, 8
I I McCay, Bonnie J. Oyster Wars and the Public Trust: Property, Law, and Ecology in New Jersey
History (University of Arizona Press, 1998). pp. xx
12 Nixon, Dennis W. "A Legal History of Shellfish Regulation in Rhode Island." Proceedings of the
Second Rhode Island Shellfish Industry Conference (University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island Sea
Grant Advisory Services. 1992): Web. pp 19-23
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... this charter was a wonderful document for those days, because of
the well-nigh perfect liberty it embraced ... among the privileges and
liberties it insisted upon was the right of free-fishing in every shape ...
calculated to make all the fish of the sea, and all the molluscous
denizens of the muddy tide-flats, as available as possible to every
citizen. 13

Spatial proximity to land allowed yeomen farmers to participate in
oyster harvest and cultivation. Commercial fishing was distinctly a maritime
endeavor, requiring the ability to spend lengths of time at sea, as well as
access to large boats and equipment. This requirement for extensive capital, in
conjunction with the expertise needed to operate it, made fishing inaccessible
to those with agricultural livelihoods. In contrast, oyster beds were located
close to land in shallow waters, and required little specialized knowledge. 18 As
However, "perfect liberty" was still subject to state management.While
such, oystering could serve as a means to supplement the income and diet of
common access to these industries was ensured, the state was concurrently
coastal peoples, most notably farmers.An anonymous account from 1940 stated:
established as owner and manager of submerged lands and oysters, creating
"[i]n the early days, oysters were free for gathering and every farmer from
a dual-role of the state to provide "all the rights of fishery" while regulating
miles and miles around owned oyster tongs and clam rakes and obtained part
them for the public good. 14 The charter simultaneously established fisheries as
of his living from the bay." 19 Oysters became a staple food item for Rhode Island
free and open to the public while legitimizing the notion that submerged lands
colonists while they developed land for farming.20 In her discussion of New
could be considered property of the state.As oystering shifted from a functio n Jersey oystering, McCay posits that this accessibility created a class of oystering
of gathering to a function of cultivation, this notion of ownership became
yeomanry; poor fisherman, farmers or laborers dependent on common good
resources for subsistence.2' However, this accessibility of harvesting was soon
increasingly important.
The privatization of oysters was rendered possible by the
truncated, both because of actual scarcity of oysters and legislative action
environmental realities of oystering.Although oystering was grouped in
promoting cultivation over subsistence harvesting.
with rights of the fishery, the ecology of the oyster shaped the trajectory of
Scarcity of oysters provided justification for legislative action to
management distinct from fishing regulation. Most notably, oysters are sessile. As promote oyster cultivation, even though the causes of the scarcity were
stated by McCay in her work on the development of aquaculture in New Jersey, commercial in nature. Intensive harvesting in conjunction with practices such
" ... their habitats can be bound, improved and defended, and people can manage as dredging led to a significant decrease in oyster populations.22 In addition,
15
them to improve growth, disease resistance, and other factors." Because of
a market emerged for oyster shells for the manufacture of lime, incentivizing
this immobility, and the ease of management that arises from it, oystering was
wasteful harvest practices focused only on the volume of shell harvested,
increasingly framed as a form of cultivation, more similar to agriculture than
rather than oysters as a food source. 23 As early as 1734, the Colonial Assembly
fishing.Technological innovation also spurred this shift towards cultivation.
noted the decline in oyster populations and the waste of oyster meat and
During the eighteenth century, the practice of transplanting oysters from spat
outlawed the practice of harvesting oysters for lime production. 24 This was
developed, where young oysters were harvested and then placed on open
the first articulation of the Rhode Island government taking on the role
16
substrate, essentially seeding oysters on land previously uninhabited. These
of keeper of the public trust, and throughout the eighteenth century, the
developments in aquaculture led to the notion that submerged tidal land could Colonial Assembly and then the Rhode Island General Assembly continued
be developed and improved, setting the theoretical framework to justify the
to enact laws regulating oyster-harvesting practices. In 1766 the Colonial
privatization of oyster beds. McCay notes "the potato-like nature of oystersAssembly passed a law banning any harvesting equipment but tongs, and in
their immobility, together with the fact that they were usually planted within
1798 the General Assembly mandated a seasonal closure of oyster beds from
sight of some point of land- made it easier to claim private property in oysters May to September, spawning season. 25 In addition to these conservationthan in swimming fish:' 17 The habitat, life history, and physical accessibility of
based statues, the General Assembly also pursued another route to promote
oysters thus affected their legal and economic development.
18 Jbid., 7
13 Ingersoll, Ernest. The History and Present Conditions of the Fishery Industries: The Oyster
Industry. (Washington Government Printing Office, 1881 ). Web. pp. 47
14 Nixon, 21
15 McCay, 10
16 Brcnncsscl, 4
17 McCay, 191
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24 Ibid. , 24
25 Rice, 24
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common to all. 32 The Oyster Act of 1844 seems to be in direct opposition to
this principle of common access, not just a relic of English common law, but
now a constitutionally affirmed right.As such, the act had to justify privatization
Privatization as a Management Tool
as a means for achieving the public good, and did so by focusing on management
During the late eighteenth century, Rhode Island began to
and conservation.
institutionalize privatization on a small scale, leasing submerged oyster beds to
The act itself is focused on the technical aspects of oyster production
select individuals. Samuel Thurber received a two-acre grant in 1798, granting
and regulation rather than the theoretical framings and justifications behind the
him a charter that forbade the public from "molesting or disturbing" his
statute. Indeed, beyond the title no purpose is given in the introductory portion
property. In 1822, a similar charter was granted to Earl Carpenter and Leonard of the statute; rather it immediately lists a summary of the technical regulations.
Wilcox in the Providence River. 26 This lease system was not an anomaly; most
The first portion of the act bans oystering between May and September and
Northeastern coastal states pursued privatization of oyster beds as a means to establishes a per-offense fine. Quahogs and clams are also regulated in this
achieve both conservation goals and economic development.27This economic
way on an area-by-area basis. The act then establishes a harvest limit per 24
development was made possible by the growth of the market for oysters,
hours, setting the maximum yield from common fisheries as three bushels. This
particularly in urban centers such as Providence.
limit also applies to taking oysters to be planted on a private bed. Dredging
The site of oyster consumption thus shifted from the families who
is prohibited, and the state is granted the power to seize such vehicles. This
harvested the oysters to increasingly elite, urban spaces. Oyster houses
prohibition is important, and different than the trajectory of other industries
emerged as social venues, and served as meeting places for politicians and
at the time that were increasingly mechanized. These provisions ensured that it
the elite.28 By 1845, 13 oyster houses were listed in the Providence Business
would be human labor, not machines, that harvested oysters.This resistance to
directory, with many of the proprietors to become oyster bed lease owners. 29
mechanization is discussed in the literature in terms of job and wage protection:
This connection between production and elite consumption is demonstrative
The "luddite-like" ... fish and shellfish regulations that emerged
of an increasing distance between subsistence oyster economy and the market
throughout the northeastern states in the nineteenth and twentieth
for cultivated oysters. This distancing was also physical. In addition to local
centuries slowed and even prevented the development of harvesting
markets, oysters were easily shipped long distances, making shipping oysters to
technology ... in all the northeastern states laws restricted the
non-coastal regions highly profitable. 30 As such, the state's role in managing for
technology of oyster harvesting ... keeping shellfishing a job for people
the public good increasingly came to be defined in terms of providing economic
with strong arms and backs willing to work extremely hard for long
opportunity and growth.The common good referred to in the King Charles
hours on the water. 33
Charter became less of an articulation of natural rights than an articulation of
It is likely that these measures were instituted with the purpose of
utilitarian logic;where the most good coufd come to the most people through conservation, as dredging was associated with the decline in oyster populations.
management and privatization.
Thus, concerns about ecology affected the labor dynamics of oystering, creating
This was the rhetoric that shaped the Oyster Act of 1844, reflected in a reliance on human labor sources, although it is unclear as to who actually
undertook this labor. 34
its formal name as "an Act for the Preservation of Oysters and Other Shell Fish
31
within This State." Privatization was framed as a means to achieve ecological
Throughout the act, there is a large focus on establishing oysters
goals. This framing was especially important given the act was passed in a
as a state resource, excluding non-residents and justifying state protection
political environment that still actively affirmed public rights. In 1843, the Rhode of oyster interests. Many Northeastern states employed a residency clause
Island Constitution was adopted, explicitly stating that people shall enjoy "all
32 Nixon 21
the rights of fishery," maintaining the status quo that marine resources were
33 McCa~, 17

oystering: privatization. Framed as a tool of conservation, the major effect of
privatization was to promote commercial oyster production.

26 Ibid., 24-25
27 McCay, xxv
28 Brcnnessel, 7
29 Municipal Officers of Providence. The Providence Directory. (Providence, Rhode Island; H. H.
Brown, 1845). Ancestry. Com. Web
30McCay, 7
3 1 Emphasis added
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34 Brcnnessel, 162: The question of who was doing this labor remained unanswered from archival
research. There was little discussion about labor in regards to commercial oystering. An account
about oystering in New Bedford, however, a similar ecological and political environment to Providence stated that shucking houses employed immigrants, primarily from Cape Verde.
Ingersoll, 57: Referring to oyster labor in the 1870s: 'The ... openers arc taken from a low grade of
society ... and arc one half foreigners, mostly natives from Ireland"
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for aquaculture, restricting harvesting to members of that particular state.
Rhode Island was no exception, and the Oyster Act established that only state
residents were allowed to take oysters.Thus, all oysterers are assumed to
be citizens of the state, granting them and their property further protection;
Section 7 establishes a five hundred dollar fine for breaking up or injuring any
bed of oysters within Rhode Island state waters, including private beds. Stealing
from submerged beds is formally classified as private injury.35
The act conveys a substantial amount of power to a quasi-public entity,
giving private individuals the power to impose their conceptions of public good.
These conceptions, as detailed later, were often embedded with certain business
and financial interests. Section 8 gives power to the General Assembly to
select a commission of shellfisheries, consisting of three one-year positions. The
commission is given the duty to "watch over the oyster and other shell fisheries
of this state; to prosecute for all breaches of the law .. . and .. . to recommend ...
such action as in their opinion will tend to preserve and increase the value of
such fisheries." 36 Thus, commissioners are given not only logistical power to
implement regulations, but also police power and advisory power. The act then
establishes the ability of the commission to grant private leases, and makes
tampering with the parameters of these leases punishable. 37
The Commission of Shellfishes was not only empowered to oversee
the leasing process, but they themselves instituted it, shaping the geography
of the newly privatized, submerged property. Commissioners were given the
power to commission surveys of oyster beds and map the plots. In addition
to mapping the physical make up of oyster beds, the commission was given
the power to decide who would own these beds.The commission was given
the power to write and grant the leases, indicating the bureaucratization of
oyster management. The leases themselves were very formal, with the same
language being used on each one. Each was accompanied with a map featuring
nearby lots. In his work on oyster regulation in the Northeast, Hanes states
"differences in class-based interests meant that state attempts to bureaucratize
oystermen's norms and traditions should not be seen as a romantic effort to
protect rural people's way of life, but as a more complicated effort to preserve
compromises that had evolved out of antagonism and interdependence." 38
Mapping, more than an information process, codified who could legitimately
35 Rhode Island General Assembly, 534
36 Rhode Island General Assembly. "An Act for the Preservation of Oysters and Other Shell Fish
within This State." Public Laws of the State of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations. Providence: Knowles & Voles, 1844. 531-37. Google Books.
37 Rhode Island General Assembly, 534
38 Hanes, Samuel P. The High Modernist Moment: Oysters, Knowledge Production, and Conservation in the Progressive Era, 1878-1917. Diss. (Graduate School-New Brunswick Rutgers, The State
University ofNew Jersey, 2008.) ProQuest LLC,
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n oyster beds, and what oyster beds were legitimate to own. The
:rnrnissioners were charged with:"personally inspect[ing] the land asked to be
~eased ... taking special care not to include in the land so leased, any old oyster
bed or any part of any old oyster bed which in their opinion can for the greater
advantage of the public be used as a free and common oyster fishery." Thus, the
surveying process was one that gave the commissioners power to decide what
constituted the public good.
It was this question, however, of what constituted the public good
that was the subject of much contestation.Authors have contended that this
contestation was an articulation of class conflict. McCay writes about this in
New Jersey stating that the "taking oysters and clams could be a 'class act'
of organized resistance to incursions on rights." 39 The degree to which there
was in fact organized resistance can in part be determined by analyzing the
litigation and petitions that resulted from the Oyster Act of 1844. Specifically,
the presence of petitions exhibits that there was indeed political organizing
surrounding oystering. Both members of the oyster yeomanry and members of
the emerging class of oyster cultivators appealed to the General Assembly for
changes in legislation, with each side stating that their proposed changes to the
act were in the name of the public good.
The act was immediately identified as a threat to members of the
oyster yeomanry. In October of 1846, a petition was submitted to the General
Assembly calling into question the constitutionality of the Oyster Act, framing
the statute as an act of"great wrong and injury". 40 With one hundred and
four signatories, the petition called for the repeal of sections eight through
twelve of the act, those dealing with the leasing process. The petition opens
by citing the historical precedent since the "first settlement" of a "right to
the free and unobstructed common Fishery in all the waters, shores, harbors
bays, creeks, inlets and beds of the River that are navigable." Petitioners do
acknowledge that these rights can be mediated by the state stating "certain
statutory provisions wholly conservatory in their natures" are a legitimate limit
on the right of the common fishery. However, petitioners reject the Oyster
Act as an articulation of conservation interests, stating it was enacted for the
"sole use and benefit of individuals." The privatization of oyster beds, petitioners
claim, is a grave infringement on the right of the general public, with especially
negative ramifications for those "whose sole dependence for the support of
themselves and families is upon the sea and its shores;' highlighting oystering
as a subsistence activity. Oysters, however, are still defined in economic terms
With petitioners taking issue that the act leases "the most valuable portions
of Oyster beds." However, this value is not defined in terms of individual
0

39 Mccay, 62
40 Rhodes et al.
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accumulation, but public good. The beds are valuable not because of the income
that could be generated by one individual, but because of their role in the
subsistence food economy. By calling into question the validity of the leasing
process, petitioners are in effect calling into question notion that individual gain
necessarily leads to general public wellbeing.
The petition that was endorsed by the Shellfisheries Commission,
however, came to an opposite conclusion about public well-being, stating it
is individual gain that generates public good. Submitted in 1849, the petition
characterizes the harvesting of oysters on private beds as an assault on private
property. 41 With 17 signatories, the petition states, "certain persons are in the
habit of stealing oysters from private beds." Authors note that since the crimes
take place in the night time, and that it cannot be proved from which particular
bed oysters are being taken from, convictions are "near impossible:' The latter
statement is particularly interesting as it implies that the damage from theft is
not enough to identify on an individual basis, yet the act of oyster theft is still
considered an egregious injury. Such a petition is in line with historical accounts
about theft and oyster pirating, although it still remains unclear how such theft
was discovered if it was happening so clandestinely.
The private injury inflicted by thieves, petitioners argued, had public
ramifications.Thieves are portrayed as conspiratorial as the petition states "in
various other ways they continue to evade the law ... to injure the proprietors
of the private beds." The petition goes on to connect this private injury to
public welfare stating that this theft served "to hinder those who are so
disposed from planting beds and thereby to deprive the state of revenue which
would otherwise be derived from this course." In this way, this petition comes
to an opposite conclusion from the one to repeal leasing; the protection of
private property is necessary for the good of the entire state, and thus public
good is defined on an individual, rather than collective, basis.The petition calls
for greater fines and penalties to be levied on thieves to prevent oyster theft.
The shellfish commissioners endorsed this petition, recommending its passage.
Although the petition was not granted, that the agency in charge of leasing was
sympathetic to private injury claims is important given the fact that the shellfish
commission was charged with determining a leasing system which yielded the
most benefit to the public. Their endorsement of this petition makes it clear
that this body was oriented towards a private property approach.Although
not mentioned in the petition, it is important to note that the head signatory,
an Edward F. Moore, had in fact experienced theft- his was one of the beds
identified in the indictment of Nathanial W. Cozzens.42 Other notable signatories
41 Moore, Edward F. et al., "Petition for alteration oflaw relating to theft/fines" addressed to the
Rhode Island General Assembly. 1849.
42 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Court of Common Picas
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. lude the proprietors of some of Providence's oyster houses 43 , indicating
inc
. c,or commerc1a
. I
. natories ha d .interests .m oystering
purposes, more so t han
;'gr their own consumption. Thus, the private injury they discuss is not in terms
their own subsistence, but to their commercial ventures.
0
Rather than addressing causes of theft, such as food instability or
contestation over the nature of marine commons, petitioners advocated for
stricter penalties.A petition from Wilbour et. al states:
... the Penalty in place under the Law upon Persons taking Oysters
from any Private Oyster Bed, is not sufficient to stop Persons taking
Oysters from said Private Beds. They therefore respectfully request
that the Law . .. be so amended that a term of imprisonment of one
or more years, in addition to the fine now-imposed be added to the
penalty. 44
This petition was also endorsed by shellfish commissioners, indicating a level
of institutional support for this petition, even though it was later withdrawn or
failed to be adopted by the General Assembly. Each of the fourteen signatories
is a lease-holder, indicating this was not a petition aimed at asserting broad
political rights, but legislative logistics. The focus on penalties, rather than the
causes of theft, is indicative of the fact that lease-holders viewed their own
property holdings as legitimate.
Not only did leaseholders view their property as legitimate, but they
framed it as a public asset.Another amendment was submitted to the General
Assembly by Anthony et. al. 45 Similar to the other petitions, it cited the logistical
constraints of preventing theft, and called for greater protection under the law.
The language of the petition explicitly linked the prosperity of private oyster
beds with the prosperity of the state reading:
... private oyster beds planted in Narraganset bay are essential to
the preservation of the oyster fisheries in this state. That since the
passage of the laws establishing the [leases] the quantity and quality of
the supply of oysters from Narragansett Bay have very considerably
increased while the prices have diminished.
A noteworthy component of this petition is that it justified additional
protection from the state because private bed holders invested "large sums
of money in planting the said beds." Property was being discussed not only
as the physical oyster beds, but the capital that they had invested in these
beds.This echoes McCay's analysis that investment justified private property
43 Municipal Officers of Providence. The Providence Business Directory. (Providence, Rhode
Island; H. H. Brown, 1845). pp 71. Ancestry.Com. Web
44 Wilbour ct al., "Petition for alteration to the law relating to fisheries regarding penalties" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assembly. January 1851.
45 Anthony ct al., "Petition for alteration to the law relating to fisheries regarding penalties" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assemb ly. January 1851.
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claims discussed prior.The state is thus being called on not only to protect
the physical property, that is the oysters, but potential property via protecting
the investment of these leaseholders. By privileging investment, the petition is
essentially privileging oyster cultivation rather than wild oyster harvest, which
does not require capital for planting and maintenance.
Not only were oyster harvesters at a disadvantage in this system, but
cultivators petitioned that harvesters be systematically excluded from the
trade.Attached to the petition, along with 28 signatories, is a proposed act to
amend the Oyster Act to better protect private property. Section one states
that any person found harvesting oysters in the nighttime "shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor" and fined twenty dollars. Section two states that
any person who has been given permission to take oysters by that state
whom violate this act shall forfeit their ability to do this, essentially banning
them from oystering, making it a more exclusive trade.Although this act
did not pass, this more stringent attitude can be seen in the punishment of
individuals taking oysters, most notably in the case of Nathaniel W. Cozzens.
However, as stated above, this conviction did not exclude him from oystering,
but seems to have led to his formal and legal participation in the oyster trade.
Thus, it appears that the class of oyster cultivators was more fluid than they
portrayed themselves, with individuals such as Cozzens able to join the ranks
of oystermen after being vilified as an outlaw.
In court documents, Cozzens is not framed as someone who took
oysters from private beds on accident, but as villainous and conspiratorial. The
Attorney General wrote that his actions were "against the peace and dignity
of the State," and that he took the oysters with "force and arms." 46 Cozzens
was charged with taking thirty dollars worth of oysters from Henry Chapman
and Edward F. Moore in a manner clearly against the statute in question.After a
twenty-one day trial with six witnesses, four of whom were directly connected
to the leases in question as either owners or family of owners, Cozzens was
found guilty. This decision was appealed to the Rhode Island Supreme Court
with Cozzens attorney claiming that "the crime alleged in said indictment
could not be committed by taking away such natural oysters," challenging the
legitimacy of the statue which privatized the oyster beds. 47
At the crux of the defense's argument was the assertion that oysters
as a resource could be separated from the land they were on; as long as
the oysters were naturally occurring, regardless of where they grew, they
constituted a common resource. Section 17 of the Rhode Island constitution
guarantees the "rights of fishery and privileges of the shore." 48 This was the

rirnary clause that Cozzens' defense drew on, stating that the leasing process
elf was thus a violation of the constitution, and as such, Cozzens' indictment
,tsas invalid.The defense then sought to prove that the beds from which
~ozzens took had been natural beds historically, and enjoyed by the public
since Rhode Island's establishment. Thus, although he took from private beds,
the oysters themselves were naturally occurring, and therefore under the
ublic trust. Lastly, the defense claimed that the growth of oysters on these
~eds caused the destruction of the free and common quahog fishery, and thus,
lessees themselves are in the wrong, and Cozzens is thus justified in his takings.
Privatization was reified by the courts as a legitimate form of
regulation, simply because it was regulation.The Supreme Court opinion
maintains the lower court's findings stating that the Oyster Act was in fact in
line with the constitutional clause in question. The court stated that the right
to fisheries in the Rhode Island Constitution "was intended to be carried
into effect by legislative regulation," reiterating that the state was an active
manager of the public trust. Moreover, the decision went on to say that the
State must "secure to the whole people the benefit of the Constitutional
Declaration," thus implying that unabated access was not necessarily the
end goal. The indictment goes on to describe each section and then states
"these sections restrict the Right of Fishery and it will not be contended they
are unconstitutional.We refer to them to show that legislative regulation
is indispensible to secure to the public the benefit of the oyster fishery." 49
Although the opinion utilizes the term "legislative regulation," they are referring
to privatization, thereby stating that privatization is indispensible to the public
benefit.
Moreover, the court conveys the decision making power of what
constitutes public benefit to the Commissioners of Shellfisheries, giving a quasipublic entity police powers.As the act tasked commissioners with weighing the
benefits of leasing each specific plot, the court held that commissioners could
deem private ownership as the most beneficial course of action. Specifically,
the indictment goes on to say that cultivation can "secure to the public a
more abundant supply [of oysters]", thus framing privatization not only as
valid, but as a mechanism for growth. The document does on to read that "the
Constitutional Right is so regulated as to secure to the public the greatest
benefit," evoking a utilitarian understanding of the public good.As discussed
above, the Commissioners often voiced their opinion on the side of commercial
oysterers.Thus, the court's conveyance of the power to define public benefit
has implications for what class of oystermen benefit from regulation.
Since Cozzens was convicted on a bed that had been assessed by

46 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Court of Common Picas, pp. I
47 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Court of Common Pleas. pp 5.
48 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Supreme Court. Indictment: State v. Nathaniel
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the commissioners as being best fit for private leasing, "it was inconsequential
whether the place had been used as a common and public fisheries" historically.
So too was the destruction of the common Quahog fishery inconsequential.
Such destruction did not invalidate the lease, or merit any action against the
leaseholders, as only destruction of oyster beds was made illegal in the Oyster
Act.As such, all of the exceptions claimed by Cozzens' defense were declared
invalid, and he was charged with the fines regulated by the Oyster Act, his cou rt
fees, and sentenced to one year in county prison.
Thievery of oysters was not an isolated act, but a coordinated effort
by multiple individuals acting in concert against multiple leaseholders. One of
Cozzens' fellow prisoners was a Lloyd Sutton. Sutton, like Cozzens, transitioned
to oystering as his primary occupation after his indictment under the Oyster
Act. In 1830 his occupation was listed in the Providence City Directory as
a laborer, where by 1858 his occupation was listed as "oysters:· Sutton was
indicted of taking oysters multiple times, from multiple lease owners. In an
indictment from the Rhode Island Court of Magistrates, Lloyd Sutton was
charged two hundred dollars and indicted for stealing oysters from the grounds
of D. K. Chaffee.Although the court documents from the initial trial are absent
from the state records, the case was heard by the Supreme Court. The case,
entitled "State V Sutton et. al" never identified the other defendants in the
verdict, 50 but a bill for Lloyd Sutton also listed NW Cozzens.John Bowden, and
John F Bowden. 51 Thus, it would appear that Sutton was acting in conjunction
with others, and that Cozzens was a repeat offender.Although the indictment52
listed oysters as a stolen item, the court case also mentions the taking of
quahogs. 53 The defense, led by the same attorney that argued Cozzens' case,
stated that "the defendants had perfect right upon said bed, for the purpose
of taking quahogs, and other fish except oysters" but the court held that since
they did in fact take oysters as well, this argument was not a valid defense. 54
The court case does not indicate Chaffee as the injured party, but Avery Pettis,
suggesting multiple cases of theft. 55 This substantiates petitioners' claims that
theft was occurring, and points to coordinated thievery efforts on the part of
oyster harvesters.
Although sentenced to a year in prison, Cozzens and his compatriots
served just two weeks after paying a fine of one hundred dollars, indicating that
50 Rhode Island. Supreme Court. Reports of Cases Heard and Determined in the Supreme Court of
Rhode Island. Vol. I 0. (Oxford Press, 1875)pp 434-436
51 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Court of Common Picas. Costs for Case of
Lloyd Sutton et al. (City of Providence, No date.)
52 State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations Court of Magistrates. Indictment of Lloyd Sutton ofProvidence. (City of Providence, 1853)
53 Rhode Island. Supreme Court. 434-436
54 Ibid., 436
55 Ibid., 434
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both sides found monetary compensation as an acceptable solution. Nathaniel
Cozzens, Lloyd Sutton, Nathaniel Sutton,John G. Peterson and John Woodbury
served two weeks in county jail under the charge of"oyster larceny". N Sutton,
Peterson and Woodbury are not mentioned in the court cases, but given they
served in prison together it can be assumed that they were indicted together.
The group was released early by the General Assembly in January of 1853.
During this session, a petition was filed "for liberation of convict Nos 176, 177,
178, 179,"56 with these numbers corresponding to the individuals listed. Rather
than arguing against the constitutionality of the law, the petition stated that
the punishment is too severe stating the penalty of one year of hard labor is
"anomalous and unjust." Instead the petition contended that imprisonment
is only justifiable until debts and fines are paid off. This is an important shift
from the rhetoric of the court cases, as the petition consents to the legality
of being fined one hundred dollars for their actions. No longer a public good
without price, the defendants accept having to compensate leaseholders for
their takings.A note at the bottom of the petition read that the Commission of
Shellfisheries will consent to releasing the men if the lessees affected agree and
the fines are paid in total. Given their release during that same month, it is clear
this came to fruition.
Through these decisions, the Supreme Court justified privatization
in the name of public benefit, but the makeup of this public was restricted to
Rhode Island residents, which can be understood as an attempt to channel
the income of oystering to the state. In the case of"State v. Medbury, 3 RI
138", a Massachusetts resident was denied the power to take oysters from
Narragansett Bay, upholding the residency requirement of said act. In this
case, the defense drew on Article 4., Sec. 2 of the United Stated Constitution
which states that "the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges
and immunities of citizens in the several States."57 However, the court held
that oystering is not one of the rights of citizenship established by this clause.
The defense then drew on the King Charles Charter to claim that Medbury
had a right to take oysters form Rhode Island under historical precedent, but
the court held that such a claim was false because the charter specifies that
people can exercise this right "where they had been accustomed", 58 which was
not the case for the Seekonk River.Although not stated in the court decision,
this holding is in line with the rhetoric that privatization was justified because
it was of benefit to the State itself through revenue, and also because of the
~ividual wealth generated from oystering. By excluding a Massachusetts
56 Harris, Joseph 8. ct al., "Petition for liberation of State Convicts # 176, 177, 178, 179 & 180 (theft
of)" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assembly. May 1853.
57 State of Rhode Island, Annual Report of the General Treasurer, Made to the General Assembly.
(E.L. Freeman & Sons, Providence, RI, 1902). pp 52.
58 Ibid., 56
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in lots of several acres."62 Although the statute established a system of equitable
resident, the state was held not only as the sole trustee of its waters, but also
distribution of property, the commission, did not uphold this, thus allowing
its residents were established as the sole proprietors. However, it becomes
for greater economic concentration,
clear that it was less about the individuals themselves than the wealth they
The commissioners' orientation towards larger scale cultivation
generated, with the residency clause unevenly upheld.
can also be seen in their granting of a 1854 petition for a watchman to guard
Although private, commercial oystering clearly benefited individual
private beds.63 The petition reads:
oysterers, it also benefited the merchants and businesses who sold these
Respectfully represent the undersigned oysterman of the Great
oysters. In October of 1845 a petition was submitted to the General Assembly
Bed and citizens of Providence that they are desirous of having their
by a group of former Providence residents wanting to continue their business
property protected in said Bed, and for this purpose pray that two
of oystering after moving to Seekonk. 59 Citing exorbitant rents in their
watchmen with the power of a constable may be appointed and
neighborhood of India Point, the petitioners state they were forced to move,
commissioned by the Oyster commissioners, and a suitable boat
thus forfeiting their right to oystering. However, they state that while residing
selected ...
in Providence they had been "pursuing for a livelihood in the business of
Thirty-one
signatures follow, each with a corresponding lot number. Thus,
taking oysters from the bay for the Providence market".This designation of
although
the
petition states it is written by "citizens of Providence," the petition
"Providence Market" is important, as it implies that their business would still be
only
includes
leaseholders, and is thus less representative than purported. The
focused within Rhode Island, and that there would be merchants and businesses
make
up
of
the
signatories, however, challenges the notion that each signatory
in Rhode Island that would benefit from their activities. Moreover, they frame
is
a
large-scale
cultivator
because of the presence of NW Cozzens and John
oystering as integral to their livelihoods stating:" .. . some of them have been
Woodbury,
former
convicts
of oyster larceny. Moreover.John Bowden is listed,
compelled to discontinue the business and others have abandoned their
one
of
those
implicated
in
the
court paperwork of Lloyd Sutton. Their lease
homes and returned for a time to this state with the hope of relief from your
60
numbers
are
in
succession
indicating
they acquired them at a similar time.
honorable body at the present session", and go on to ask to be excused fro m
The
question
of
how
these
laborers
with
criminal records transitioned to
the law and allowed to oyster. It is unclear if this is in reference to oystering in
oystermen
complicates
understanding
their
actions of theft as an act of class
the common fisheries or to lease a private bed.The petition was signed by eight
resistance.What it is indicative of, however, is the incompatibility of subsistence
individuals and granted by the Commissioners of Shell Fisheries, who wrote in
oyster harvesting and cultivation. Ultimately, Cozzens and his compatriots
the addition of Joseph Sutton to the list.
found it was impossible to obtain oysters as an ancillary activity to their other
While in this case the commissioners upheld the right of former
occupations, and instead had to make it their primary livelihood.
Providence residents to continue to oyster, non-resident oystering became
An interesting parallel to oystering is the practice of clamming,
more controversial when in related to larger scale aquaculture. Ingersoll
which increasingly became wrapped up in contestations between subsistence
provides a historical account of this stating:
harvesters and oyster cultivators.While clamming is similarly recognized as a
The great bone of contention was the construction put by the
common right in the King Charles charter and the Rhode Island constitution,
commissioners upon who were suitable persons to receive leases. It
was notorious that many Boston dealers planted oysters and operated it was not subject to the ecological or market pressures of oystering in that
business generally in Narraganset bay, upon ground leased in the name it remained a small-scale, subsistence based activity.The General Assembly
institutionalized this by amending the Oyster Act so that it included a section
of some 'inhabitant of the state' who might or might not act as their
that declares that the oyster laws shall not " prevent any citizen of the state
agent at the scene of operations. 61
The commissioners enacted regulation unevenly, condemning oyster thieves, but from digging clams or quahogs on the shores of the public waters." 64 Although
allowing large-scale firms to get around the rules.This also happened in regards this practice was limited on private beds, as demonstrated by "State v Sutton,"
the fact that this clause was included, and clamming established as outside the
to the one-acre rule established in the Oyster Act.While it was stated that
leases could be no more than one-acre per person, commissioners ignored this
62 Ibid 47
on a technicality. He stated:"strict adherence to this last clause is avoided by
63 Sau;dcrs ct al. , "Petition for a Watchman for Private Oyster Beds" addressed to the Rhode Island
common consent, most of the leasing being done, when there is no opposition, General Assembly. 1854.
59 Sutton ct al. , " Petition for leave to take from Rhode Island Waters" addressed to the Rhode Island
General Assembly. Oct 1845.
60 Ibid, no page.
6 1 Ingersoll , 49
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realm of privatization is telling. McCay contends that clamming was indicative of
have been entitled and peaceably enjoyed since the days of Roger Williams." The
a certain class of oystermen- that is the "independent tongers and small-scale
notion of acting peaceably is important given the recent indictment of Cozzens
planters who might do clamming and other baying activities as well", and states
et al. for violently pursuing this right. The petitioners focus on the moral and
that this class was thus dependent on common use rights.65 In contrast, largeethical implications of Rice's request stating that "the undersigned can view
scale oysterers are less dependent on other marine resources, focusing their
the object of said ... in no other light than as an attempt on the part of said
practices on cultivation first and foremost. Petitions relating the oyster laws to
petitioners to wrest from the hand of the people those incalculable rights and
clamming reflect this class distinction.
. .. and to appropriate the same to the sole use and benefit of an individual,"
Subsistence clamming came in direct odds with oyster cultivation, with
thus condemning policy that promotes individual profit over collective
businessmen condemning clamming as wasteful. Octavian Rice was granted one
good. The state did not grant Rice's petition, indicating that although oyster
of the first leases, receiving plot number four in May of 1844. Identified as an
regulation favored cultivation, other shellfish were more in line with small"oyster dealer" in the 1853 Providence City Directory, in 1852 he submitted a
scale values. The clamming petitions indicate a clear class distinction between
petition to the General Assembly regarding clamming on Starve Goat Island in
those depending on common rights and those dependent on state sanctioned
the Providence River. Near to his leased acres, Rice complained of destruction
privatization.
to the shoreline by clammers, stating it had caused him "great expense" as the
Individuals who harvested oysters for subsistence, however, were
shore is "repeatedly and constantly, as fast as they are repaired, torn to pieces
characterized by oyster cultivators as short-sighted and wasteful, implicitly
by persons who come for the purpose of digging clams:' 66 He petitioned the
connecting class with notions of efficiency and wise-use. In 1854, a petition
General Assembly to pass an act preventing clamming on the island.At the end
was submitted to the General Assembly entitled "petition for an amendment
of his letter, there is a second petition with signatures from thirty-two others.
to the third section of the act related to shell fisheries." 68 The third section
The petition calls upon the assembly to grant Rice's request noting that:
of the Oyster Act related to planting oysters from the public fisheries on
... said Rice has extensive oyster beds around Starve Goat Island
private beds. It prohibited this to protect the common access beds, and so
which the digging of clams upon its shore is calculated to injure, and
that young oysters were not removed from these beds before they were
although nothing is said about said oyster beds in the petition above,
ready. Petitioners, however, claimed that such a clause in fact incentivized
the undersigned as citizens of RI are desirous of promoting a good
this practice of early harvesting, lessening the value of state aquaculture. The
growth of oysters in Providence River, and have accordingly made this
petition focused explicitly on the merits of cultivation rather than gathering,
representation. Clams upon Starve Goat Island have uniformly been
stating its signatories were participants or interested parties in "the extensive
small and of comparatively little value ...
branch of industry of plantings and cultivating oysters," putting the focus not
The focus on value at the end of the petition indicates the petitioners'
on natural oyster beds, but planted, private grounds. Indeed, petitioners put
orientation towards the commercial nature of oystering, and calls upon the
the blame on individuals who harvest from natural beds, stating that:
state to limit clamming because it is not as valuable as an activity as oystering in
... it is impossible for a young set of oysters to remain long enough
terms of economics.
upon those free fisheries to become fully grown before they are taken
Rice's petition elicited a strong response from a group of petitioners
by those who are anxious to secure to themselves the largest portion
speaking for "the people," condemning the prioritization of profit over
of the present growth regardless of its future value."
collective benefit.. A petition in 1853 featured one hundred and eight signatures,
and called for the assembly to reject Rice's request. 67 The petition drew on
In this way, oystermen who harvest from natural beds are portrayed
the historical precedent of open access to the fisheries, stating Rice's request
as impatient and inefficient, echoing the rhetoric behind tragedy of the
69
would "deprive the people of this State of the full enjoyment and free exercise
commons. The petition goes on to say that oysters that would have been of
of all the rights of the fisheries and the privileges of that state to which they
"almost incalculable value are taken up and destroyed for the sake of securing
65 McCay, 15
a small quantity that may be fit for use or market," explicitly framing cultivation
66 Rice ct al., "Petition of Octavian Rice in Relation to Starve Goat Island" addressed to the Rhode
Island General Assembly. October 1852.
67 Arnold, Rcmmington et al., "Petition in protest to petition filed by Octavian Rice in relation to
Starve Goat Island" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assembly. January 1853.
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8 Carpenter et al., "Petition for an amendment to the third section of the act related to shell fisheries" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assembly. January 1854.
69 Mccay, xxii
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as more efficient and economically sound than oyster harvesting. Instead,
petitioners argue, they should be allowed to deposit these oysters on their
own beds, where they can grow to their full potential. They claim that the
added value from cultivation is advantageous to the public good, thus justifying
such action under the public trust doctrine, stating "a great advantage would
result to the community at large by saving from destruction vast quantities of
oysters that are under the present statute reduced valueless to every one."
This petition contained one hundred eighteen signatures, one of which was NVV
Cozzens, indicating his rise to oyster cultivator.
Concerns about ecology united individuals of a variety of class
background in condemning this proposed amendment, indicating that many
believed a common shellfishery could coincide with oyster cultivation.Three
petitions were filed in January of 1854 against amending section three of the
statute. Each petition had the same text, which read as follows:
... The undersigned citizens of Providence and vicinity do herby
respectfully [write] against the proposed alteration of the 3,d section
of the "act" in relation to "shell fisheries"; believing that such an
alteration would work great injury to the common shell fisheries of
Providence River. 70
This sparse declaration is attached to one hundred and forty-two signatures,
and is thus the most popular petition submitted. Signatories came from a
variety of means, not just small-scale oysters or laborers as might be expected
for a petition against private use of common resources. Indeed, men of
wealth are included. Most notably, the petition included Robert Pettis71 , one
of the first leaseholders and owner of a large oyster warehouse and saloon.
Thus, signatories included those who benefited from privatization, perhaps
explaining the sparse nature of the petition. Rather than focusing on abuses
of rights, the petitioners simply state that it would be harmful to shellfisheries,
perhaps stemming from an ecological concern rather than one based in
ideological rhetoric about natural rights. However, sheer numbers did not win
over the General Assembly and the state amended the third section of the act,
thereby allowing the planting of public oysters on private grounds. 72
A Public Trust Doctrine Favoring Privatization
The rhetoric of these petitions, as well as the state's response to
them, indicate a specific conception of the public trust doctrine, mediated by

notions of economics, ecology and class. Ultimately, the oyster regulation of the
rnid-nineteenth century articulated a version of the public trust that justified
privatization as the main management tool, essentially embodying the rhetoric
of"tragedy of the commons."73 Unabated access to oyster beds was said to
be destructive to the resource as a whole, and as such preference was given
to a class of oystermen who practiced cultivation rather than wild harvesting.
Indeed, the harvesters were portrayed more as predators than economic
actors, and idea present in the rhetoric of the US Department of Interior who
identified the enemies of oysters as "human thieves, popularly known as 'tenfingers' [and] starfishes, or 'five-fingers' :•74 In this way, harvesting of oysters
was framed as primitive and economically unviable. The yeomanry was not only
excluded from oystering, but characterized as a threat to oyster culture, and
thus the public good.
Although the Oyster Act stated it would foster the continuance of
public oyster beds, it essentially rendered these beds useless by eliminating
the oyster yeomanry who would use them. The Oyster Act created a political
environment where oyster harvesting became obsolete and inefficient.
Nathaniel W Cozzens' transition from thief to private property owner was not
an anomaly, but a necessity in order to say in the oyster business. It was only
after buying into the system of private property that Cozzens could experience
the purported public benefits of the Oyster Act. The new regulatory regime
forced oysterers to capitalize to stay in business, and rewarded those who did
with legal protection.
Cozzens' shift from thief to oyster proprietor is indicative of a shift
in alignment of the public interest; the common good was redefined to mean
economic growth, regardless of whom was excluded from this growth. As seen
in the rhetoric of petitions in favor of oyster cultivation, economic advancement
was increasingly cited as being beneficial to the general populace and state,
even if this meant excluding individuals from subsistence resources. Natural
resources were increasingly assessed on their economic value, resulting in what
McCay classifies as "tragedy of the commoners," rather than the commons,
defined as a "disregard of social consequences in many natural resource
management policies."75 The Rhode Island legislature seemingly ignored
concerns about the negative effects of regulation on subsistence harvesting,
instead promoting commercial oyster cultivation, and institutionally privileging a
class of oysterers focused on markets rather than self-sufficiency.

70 Coggshall ct al., "Petition against the proposed alteration of the 3'' section of the act in relation to
shell fisheries" addressed to the Rhode Island General Assembly. January 1854.
71 Brennesscl, 16: "Other large companies that emerged ware Robert Pettis of Providence, Rhode
Island, in 1840"
72 Rhode Island General Assembly. "An act in amendment of an act entitled an act for the preservation of oysters and other shell fish within the waters of this state" February 1854.

73 Mccay, xxii
74 Ingersoll, 56
75 Mccay, xxvii
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What to Do With the Wretched:
From Capital to Carceral Punishment in Early
Rhode Island, 1760-1845
By Brian Kundinger

This is a story of Rhode Island's transition from capital to carceral
punishment. By examining public executions through sermons, poetic retellings,
and personal confessions from the condemned, I trace changes in public
attitudes towards criminals and state sanctioned punishment.Throughout I7601845, punishment fundamentally remained a means of maintaining order and
regulating the moral lives Rhode Island community. In the 18th century, public
punishments like executions and whippings were a routine part of communal
life. By the 1800s, Rhode Islanders became more aware of the class disparities
that might drive an individual to crime and more sympathetic to the humanity
of a convicted criminal. In response to these cultural changes, the state turned
towards incarceration as its dominant form of criminal punishment in the 1830s.
However, even as incarceration became regarded as a more humane way to
regulate human behavior than those used before, Rhode Islanders remained
untrusting of jails and prisons through the mid-19th century.
This paper attempts to contribute to the work of scholars like Adam
Hirsch and Michelle Alexander. In The Rise of the Penitentiary, Hirsch holds that
public punishments were fitting for the small, tightly knit communities common
in New England in the 17th and early 18th centuries. 1 They fell out of favor
in the 19th century because the way of life imposed by emerging forms of
capitalism had fragmented these communities, reducing the feelings of guilt and
shame that came with public punishment and thus rendering them ineffective.
In the wake of public punishments, incarceration rose as the dominant mode
of punishment and order.While many critical historians have argued that
state punishments functioned in the service of narrow class self-interest, this
paper will argue that Rhode Islanders resisted state punishment due to class
interest of a different sort; class solidarity from below. Secondly, this paper
makes an implicit argument for analyzing convicted criminals not only as a
group formed disproportionately from the lower classes, but as a class in itself.
In The New Jim Crow. Alexander argues that prisons in the present the United
States have created a new under class-or even under caste-of low-income,
I Adam J. Hirsch, The Rise of the Penitentiary (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992)
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disenfranchised people.2 Just as she shows the particular classed experience of
incarcerated people, this paper traces the evolution of cultural views toward
the criminal in Rhode Island, from a moral degenerate infecting the public
and unworthy of life to unfortunate mishap deserving of rights and societal
protection.
On May 27th, 1791, Thomas Mount was excecuted in Little Rock, Rhode Island
for the crime of burglary. He offered a voluntary confession before his hanging
that informed the public about the intimate details of his life. He told the public
about his loving parents and successful siblings, his troubled childhood and
rebellious ways. He recounted his rejection of religion and God, and told his
audience about his numerous attempts to run away from home.After ample
embellishment, he moved onto his young adulthood, and told his listeners
of his repeated run-ins with the law. On several occasions, Mount had been
caught for stealing and was sentenced to fines and public lashings. He escaped
each time, only to commit more serious crimes.The public heard the stories
of him evading military service and tales of his general dishonest lifestyle, and
came to know a certain image of Thomas Mount. He was rotten, immoral, and
incorrigible--deserving of the sentence of death. 3
Public confessions like Thomas Mount's were a common element
of execution in early Rhode Island. The extreme detail of the confessions
was generally of no practical importance, but the form of the confession was
essential to maintaining moral order. Convicted criminals generally provided
their listeners with ample autobiographical information, some assurance that
they were mentally fit to face prosecution, and confessions of repeated immoral
behavior.These confessions served at least three essential functions. First, they
established the soon-to-be executed as bad people.They were not individuals
who happened to commit an illegal act, but rather immoral people who had
a history of immoral behavior and were prone to future immorality were
they allowed to live. In a similar vein, they also established the government
as justly taking their lives.Although they focused on the fundamentally moral
nature of their wrong doing, these confessions also conceded to legal codes,
presented as fair and objective, which dictated their execution. Second, they
often showed that the condemned had turned to immorality on their own
volition. Confessions were generally given by people who had lived comfortable
childhoods, were raised in a stable family, and had no necessity to resort to
crime for survival. Lastly, and most importantly, these confessions were a
t@rning to the community. They simultaneously showed the corrosive effects
2 Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in an Age of Colorblindness (New
York: The New Press, 20 12)
·
3 Thomas Mount, The confession, &c. of Thomas Mount, who was executed at Little-Rest, ninth
estate of Rhode-Island, on Friday the 27
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that immoral behavior could have on an individual, and demonstrated the state's
power to regulate moral behavior through physical force. They were a teaching
moment that encouraged young people especially to grow into moral adults,
lest they face both spiritual and physical death.
When John Shearman faced his execution by hanging nearly thirty
years earlier, he offered his listeners a similar warning. Like Mount's, his
confession both renounced his right to life and warned his listeners of the
consequences of a life of burglary. Preparing for his own end, he wrote "I am
now to finish a Life, which, long since, by the equitable Laws of this Country,
I justly forfeited." 4 After a long confession to God, he encouraged his fellow
burglars to give up their ways:
May all those who are addicted to the Way of Life which brought me
to this horrid and dire End, now take Warning by the awful Spectacle
which this Body of mine will exhibit, when suspended in the Place
deftined for its suffering. No Mortal, except the Sufferer, can form any
adequate Conception of that Terror which seizes the Soul of a Person
doomed to suffer such an exquisitely shocking and shameful Death. 5
For Shearman and his listeners, the disposition towards stealing, and towards
immorality more broadly, was a corruption that grew inside the body. It
could be avoided through abstinence, because once a man had a taste of
the immoral "Way of Life," he could easily fall into a life of wretchedness. He
therefore hoped that his confession might "serve to prevent others from
arriving at so great a Pirch of Wickedness, and thereby terminate their Lives in
the awful and ignominious Manner" through which his life was about to end.6
When Daniel Wilson was executed for the crime of rape, his
confession focused more on his crime history than on the specific crime for
which he was sentenced. He explained how he fell into the habit of horse
stealing and recounted his several years of burglary and escaping the law.
Though he noted that he was "apprehended for committing a rape," he did
not provide any details about the actual encounter.After this passing mention
of rape, he went on to recount his first, second, and third attempts to escape
from prison. For the purposes of this public confession, the history of immoral
behavior was more important than the details of the specific crime of rape. 7
Separate from this public confession, a Boston publisher printed a
dialogue between a clergyman and Daniel Wilson before his execution. In its

heading, the flyer explicitly identified itself as "Publifhed as a folemn Caution
and Warning to Youth." 8 As such, the dialogue begins with Wilson's fear of
death and eternal damnation:
My sins of deepest dye have been
From mercy's seat fore'er debarr'd;
I fear God's vengeance will me sink
And justly he will me discard. 9
Although the priest attempts to comfort Wilson with assurances of God's
mercy, Wilson worries that his history of immorality is too much for God to
forgive. Similar to his public confession, Wilson here does not mention the rape,
but instead focuses on the totality of his life without God.
Dear Sir, God's word I never have
The least regard unto it paid;
His house, his Priests I have despis'd,
His Sabbath nor his laws obey'd.
[ ... ] From hence it plainly must appear,
From mercy's throne I must be hurl'd. 10
Again, Wilson presents his crime not necessarily as the specific act of rape itself,
but rather the life of godlessness more broadly.
After providing a more general sense of fear and hopelessness, Daniel
offered his explicit advice to youth. Like Shearman, Daniel warned his listeners
not only of the physical death by hanging for which criminals are destined, but
also of the spiritual death that could result from a life without God:
And now, OYouth! you here behold
One just to twenty-five arriv'd,
For sin cut off by righteous laws,
And of the joys of life depriv'd.
[ ... ] Flee youthful sins and turn to God,
Pride, lust, and vanity's abode,
Seek help from Christ, before too late,
And shun hell's false tho' glittering road. 11
As someone standing from the "jaws of hell" and who had fallen into the
temptation of a life of sin, Daniel was particularly positioned to offer words
of wisdom to youth. He admitted that he wishes he could again win God's
mercy, but also knew it to be impossible for somebody with his history. The

4 John Shearman, The last words and dying speech ofJohn Shearman, executed at Newport, Rhodeisland, on Friday the sixteenth day of November, 1764.for burglary, (Boston: R. and S. Draper,
1764)
5 fbid.
61bid.
7 Daniel Wilson, The life and confession of Daniel Wilson, who was executed at Providence (Rhodelsland) on Friday the 29

8 Daniel Wilson, A Dialogue between a reverend clergyman and Daniel Wilson, a young man, aged
twenty-jive years, who was tried at Providence, in the colony of Rhode Island, in March term, for
a rape,Jound guilt, condemned and executed on the twenty-ninth ofApril, 1774.: Published as a
solemn caution and warning to youth, (Boston: E. Russell, 1774)
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
It Ibid.
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minister echoed Daniel's appeal to youth, exclaiming "O Youth, o'erwhelmed,
attend and hear/ Add not the sin of black despair." 12 He ensured them that
they, unlike Daniel, could find salvation in Christ if they turned to him in
prayer.
Given the dialogue's poetic form, pedantic tone, and publishing
origin not in Providence but rather miles away in Boston, it is questionable
whether Daniel Wilson's words here are truly his own. In fact, with all the
confessions, one cannot be entirely sure whether or not pleas from clergymen
or threats of violence influenced the language of the condemned. Regardless
of whose words filled the pages of the confessions however, their purpose
remained the same.They established the individual to be executed as
somebody undeserving of life; no matter the actual crime for which they
were convicted, their history of wrongdoing was enough evidence of their
incorrigible moral character.The criminals then became perfectly positioned
for public punishment. The community would feel no loss of useful human
life and reassured that their city had rid itself of the criminal's sin. In a similar
vein, they validated the government's decision to take their lives. Despite the
gruesome nature of a public hanging, and despite the modicum of doubt
that townspeople have had towards the convict's guilt, punishment through
execution was always presented as just. In this way, punishment relied on
this hyper immoral portrayal of the criminal. Soon however, Rhode Islanders
would become much less willing to trust the judicial system with the lives of
people from their community.
As early as 1784, we can see the changes in attitudes about the
practice and purpose of punishment in Rhode Island.When John Dixon was
executed for burglary on November I Ith, 1784 he did not offer his own public
confession like most of the other convicted criminals discussed above. Instead,
Pastor Perez Fobes of the Church in Raynham, RI provided a sermon detailing
Dixon's character and the depth of his penitence. Fobes had called on the youth
to look at the twenty-four year old man soon to be hanged, and heed these
words:
Look on this criminal, and believe that 'he who pursueth evil, pursueth
it to his own death: and that wicked men shall not outlive half their
days;[ ... ) hearken then to the voice of a reproof from your parents
and friends, from the word and providence of God;'flee youthful lusts
which war against the soul" [ ... );beware especially of gaming, and the
intemperate use of spirituous liquors to which this ill-fated youth was
so infamously addicted, and which, by the confession of his mouth, had
13
the principal hand in bringing him to this miserable end.
12 lbid.
13 Ibid., 30
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Fobes told his listeners how Dixon, like most criminals, was addicted to the life
of vice. The pastor made sure the audience knew that Dixon's crime was not
one of passion but rather a crime of"deliberation and forethought," and that
such vices "rarely, if ever, exist alone and unaccompanied with other vices:' 14
Again then, Dixon's execution became a community affair of"public instruction
and warning" of the consequences of a life of sin. 15 The sermon of a respected
pastor allowed a stronger, more direct public reprimand than could a personal
confession by Dixon.
Fobes not only advised youth about the totality of their behavior
on earth, but even offered instructions to parents. He told the parents in
his audience that in addition to his alcoholism, Dixon's "licentious life and
ignominious death" was caused by "the want of proper restraint in childhood." 16
Like many young men, Dixon had "his own way and will without control." 17
If mothers had followed God's will and beat their children with rods when
misbehaving and met their children's mischievous crying with austerity, they
would be able to spare their children of Dixon's fate.The community function
of public execution then clearly remained a central aim of punishment in Rhode
Island throughout the 18th century.
If we look at the sermon itself, it would seem that the public also
maintained the idea that the government was justified in executing criminals for
crimes against God. Fobes also told his audience that Dixon, like the criminals
before him, had renounced his right to life in the face of his sins. He quotes
Dixon as saying to a comrade "we indeed [ ... ) suffer justly, for we receive
the due reward of our deeds," and cites this disposition as evidence to the
honesty in the confession. 18 Dixon understood "the intrinsic evil of his crime, as
committed against God, and confidered as a violation and contempt of his law
and government." 19 The pastor that he was, Perez focused on how Dixon had
violated divine law, but he made sure that his audience understood justice in
both the religious and legal sense.
However, attached to the sermon was an "Appendix on the Nature
and Enormity of Burglary," that shows that some Rhode Islanders were
beginning to question the effectiveness of capital punishment. Before
Dixon's hanging, a number of city residents "manifested their doubts and
dissatisfaction concerning the lawfulness" of the execution. 20 Some went
14 Perez Fobes, Mr. Fobes s Sermon Occasioned by the Condemnation and Execution ofJohn Dixon
(Providence: Bennett Wheeler, 1784), 7
15 Ibid., 9
16 Ibid., 31
17 Ibid.
18 tbid., 8
19 Ibid., 9
20 Perez Fobes, Appendix on the Nature and Enormity of Burglary and A Sketch of Dixons Life
(Providence: Bennett Wheeler, 1784), I
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as far as to call it a "murderous bloody deed," and wished Dixon would
escape the hand of law. One of the most common objections burglary as a
capital offense was that it "defeat[ed] the main design of punishment," because
executed criminals had lost the opportunity to reform their souls. 21 Additionally,
executions "deprive[d] the community of a life that might be useful to it" 22
Regardless of their sins, these community members recognized that each
criminal was still somebody's son, somebody's brother, and still a member of
their community. The outspoken townspeople offered convicted criminals a
right to life that the criminals themselves had forfeited in their confessions.
Fobes however responded with the tropes commonly evidenced in the
confessions we have seen. He said that the burglars sentenced to death were
"a number of incurables," with no hope of moral correction.23 Life for people
living in such sin was a curse both to the individual and to the entire society.
Although he acknowledged that capital punishment was an imperfect system, he
asserted that "proper methods of refraining idleness and luxury, and a due care
to educate the members of a community, to the love of virtue and industry, and
an abhorrence of every thing base and dishonest" were the ideal way to prevent
crime. By stressing moral education as a solution to crime he reaffirmed the
communal education role of capital punishment.24
The Dixon case is important because it shows a Rhode Island
beginning to reimagine the nature of punishment.Although the outspoken
townspeople did not offer a clear alternative to capital punishment, Fobes
himself did. He offered an explicit endorsement of incarceration as a form of
punishment for the most heinous criminals. He wished "that we had mines,
to enslave for life, or galleys, to chain up the mischievous hands of such
nefarious banditti:' Although jails had existed for quite sometime, they were
not used as form of punishment. Instead, they were holding cells for criminals
awaiting some other sentence. Even debt prisoners, who were only allowed to
leave the jail once their debt had been paid, generally only stayed in a jail on
average for 6 months to a year. 25
Although Fobes spoke as if carceral punishment was impossible, it
quickly grew in popularity in the coming years. In October 1787, the Rhode
Island General Assembly passed "An Act for the more effectually punishing
Persons who shall be convicted of Larcenies, and for preventing ofThefts." 26
21 Ibid
22 Ibid., 9
23 Ibid.
24 lbid.
25 Hirsch (1992), 16
26 Rhode Island, Stale ofRhode-lsland, &c. In General Assembly, October session, 1787. An act
for the more effectually punishing persons who shall be convicted of larcenies, and for preventing of
thefts (Providence: Bennett Wheeler, 1787)
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Though the act addressed larceny, and not burglary, it is still evidence of general
support for incarceration. The act opened with a note that "the Practice of
Thieving, and committing Larcenies, by Persons of wicked and abandoned
Dispositions" had risen in the state of Rhode Island. In this hyper criminal
environment, fines and whipping had become ineffective at dissuading people
from crime. Therefore, the General Assembly enacted this statute that set the
punishment for larceny as "work at hard labor" for up to two years.27 The act
made it lawful to chain and shackle convicts to prevent them from running away,
and to coerce them into labor as long they were not subjected to extreme
cruelty or dismemberment. Furthermore, the act required overseers to provide
food, water, and clothing for their laborers. This law focused the persecution of
larceny on what Fobes had called "the main design of punishment:" reformation.
Rather than use the life of a convicted criminal solely as an example to the
community, the act attempted to reform the soul and morality of the convict
through the redemptive work of manual labor. This act only remained officially
on the statute for two years, but is a seed of the practice of incarceration that
would come to grow in just a few decades.
By the early 19th century, Rhode Islanders demonstrated a distaste
not only for capital punishment, but for lesser, corporal punishment as well. In
1810, a homeless man named Thomas Fletcher was fined and publically whipped
under "An act for the relief, support, employment and removal of the poor." 28
He had no legal residence and was found by city officials to be "of bad fame and
reputation;' and was therefore unsuitable to live in Providence.A number of
Providence residents came to his defense as character witnesses. They wrote
that Fletcher was a "useful manufacturer" who lived by industry and thrift, that
he was neither "riotous or disorderly," and ultimately that he was "an honest
man." 29 The town residents saw the persecution of this poor, yet virtuous man
as an affront to the American principles of freedom and equality. On the subject
of the warrant for his arrest, they wrote:
Such things have been done in Ireland; but here we pretend to have a
constitution, a bill of rights, and boast of our freedom. If such conduct
is to be tolerated, we have no freedom [ ... ] and the constitution and
bill of rights are but 'as sounding brass, and a tinkling cymbal: 30
In protesting the state's treatment of Thomas Fletcher, the people of Providence
also protested the state's treatment of the poor more generally. Their reaction
demonstrates a growing consciousness to the class disparities and the role of
!he criminal justice system in exacerbating the condition of the poor.
27 Ibid.
28 Rhode Island, Fletcher's case the reign of/error revived: Providence, August 1810 (Providence,
1810), I

29 [bid.
30 Ibid., 7
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The ambivalence towards state sanctioned punishment as evidenced
in the Dixon and Fletcher cases soon emerged in Rhode Island culture more
broadly.The poetry of Rhode Island small business owners and locally known
writers shows a Rhode Island community that not only seemed less inclined
to punish criminals by death, but also less inclined to condemn criminals
with the same fervor they had in the late 18th century. In 1824, a Providence
publisher printed the dying words of Captain Robert Kidd, a pirate who had
been executed in England.As to be expected, these dying words offered an
admonition to those seeking the life of a pirate. Across several verses, the
Kidd tells his readers:
To Newgate now I'm cast, with sad and heavy heart,
To receive my just desert, I must die.
[ .. .]To Execution Dock, I must go, I must go,
[ ... ] Come all ye young and old, you're welcome to my gold,
For by it I've lost my soul, and must die.
[ ... ] Take warning now by me, and shun bad company,
Lest you come to hell with me, for I must die. 31
Like the confessions before, Kidd accepted his execution and recalled the
deleterious effects that sinful temptations had on his life. However, whereas
earlier Rhode Island confessions had labeled the condemned as wicked,
wretched, and addicted, this publication referred to Kidd as a "noted pirate." 32
The songlike format of the dying words created, even in its bleak context, a
jovial tone very different from the fire and brimstone tone of the early sermons
and confessions. Even though he was a criminal, and even though he was serving
as an example for the Providence community, Kidd retained his voice and was
worthy of a certain degree of human dignity.
A 1824 poetic retelling of the execution of Major John Andre exhibits
a similar ambivalence over what degree of human dignity should be offered to
a convicted criminal.Andre was a British spy working under Benedict Arnold
during the American Revolution. Once he was discovered, he was sentenced
to death by hanging for treason. Even though treason was one of the most
heinous imaginable in post-revolutionary America, the poem depicts an America
reluctant to carry out the death penalty:
When he was executed he being both meek and mild,
Around on the spectators most pleasantly did smile,
[He] filled each one with terror and caus'd their hearts to bleed,
They wished that Andre was set free and Arnold and in his stead.33
lo this historical retelling, the American people are only willing to subject the
3 1 Henry Trumbull , The dying words of Capt. Robert Kidd, a noted p irate, who was hanged al
Execution Dock in England (Providence, Henry Trumbull , 1824)
32 Ibid.
33 Henry Trumbull, Death ofMajor Andre (Providence, Henry Trumbull, 1824)
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rnost vile human beings to death.This reflects the contemporary discomfort
over the efficacy of capital punishment. Even though Andre had committed
treason, he was pleasant, mild-mannered person, who the American people had
decided had a right to life.
Local poetry also reflected an emerging awareness of the economic
disparities in Rhode Island and the power that came with monetary wealth. In
1830, Irving Winsor wrote a satirical poem called "Old Crimes" that used an old
rnan named Old Crimes as an allegory for the corruptive effects of monetary
wealth. Old Crimes "never had a dollar bill which he had truly earned," and
fioated his way through life without the hard work and industry that legitimated
financial success.34 He bribed members of the community to get his way, and
clearly would have no problem paying the pecuniary fines that the State Prison
Report critiqued.With money at his disposal, Old Crimes was impervious to
"shame and pride;' and therefore lived his life of sinful behavior free of guilt.
Rhode Islanders clearly begrudged the power that moneyed people had in their
communities, and understandably sought a criminal justice system that could
punish them just as it did the masses.
By the mid- I830's, these cultural articulations of the human dignity
of criminals and the unfairness of class inequality started to influence
governmental circles.A 1834 State Prison report proposed changes in
the penal code in line with this cultural shift. The committee who wrote
the report asserted that "the only legitimate end of punishment, is the
prevention of crime by reforming the delinquent: and by deterring others
from like courses." 35 The report went on to condemn corporal punishments
like cropping, branding and whipping as "relic[s] of a barbarous age." 36 Such
practices leave criminals permanently scarred with no hope of integrating
with society with any measure of full equality; not only did this prevent
true repentance, but it was also profoundly cruel. Instead, the committee
recommended solitary confinement with the requirement of hard labor.
Solitary confinement allowed convicted criminals time to ponder their own
repentance and it separated them from the vices of the other convicts. Labor
was a both an intrinsically redemptive act and a way to keep the convict an
asset to their community.
The State Prison Report also demonstrates a consciousness of
economic forces and class that was emerging in the early 1800s. On the topic
of pecuniary fines as a form of punishment, the committee wrote that their
use "looks like setting a price on offences;' and compared them to sale of
34 Irving Winsor, Old Crimes (G reenville: Irvi ng Winsor, 1830)
35 Rhode Island General Assembly, State Prison Report (Providence, 183 4)
36 Jbid.
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several grounds: that capital was irreversible even when new evidence had
indulgences before the Protestant Reformation.37 Monetary fines seemed to
been discovered, that it deprived communities of human life, and that it was
encourage the moral degradation that was already believed to be endemic to
ultimately ineffective. They claimed that capital punishment facilitated the
capitalism. Secondly, such fines were ineffective because criminals, who were
acquittal of guilty persons because so many people were averse to it on
often living in poverty, did not have the money to pay such fines, and were
consequently simply imprisoned. Lastly, the committee held that these pecuniary principal. Rhode Island jurors were so reluctant to sentence an innocent man
co death that they would "adopt a bare, naked possibility of innocence as the
fines were inherently discriminatory along economic lines.They wrote:
legal reasonable doubt of guilt, and so acquit the prisoner." 41 Staples and Atwell
[ .. . ] it is questionable, whether the reverence of the convict for the
further claimed the criminals knew of this reluctance. They would enter a
laws of his country is increased, when he sees the wealthy punished, by
courtroom and "lean on the mercy of a jury," and even if convicted, would then
taking from him what he can part with, without detriment, while the
rely on the pardoning power of some other governing body.42 The Rhode Island
poor man, for the want of what was perhaps the moving cause of his
38
depicted in the report is a trusting, forgiving state only willing to carry out the
crime, is subjected to imprisonment.
The committee saw an injustice in that pecuniary fines weighed more heavily on death penalty in the most severe of circumstances.
Similar to the earlier State Prison Report, the Staples and Atwell
the lives of the poor than of the wealthy. Though it aimed to right this injustice,
Report also recognizes class dynamics as a factor to consider in the criminal
at other times their writings reflect a less forgiving depiction of the poor.
justice system. For people positioned differently in life, whether by age, health,
When discussing the demerits of incarceration as a form of punishment, the
income, or a number of other factors, intimidation by the death penalty carried
committee held that for some members of the poorer classes "imprisonment
different weight. For those "to whom life has become a burden" and those who
is no punishment at all ." 39 While incarcerated, a convicted criminal was
"comfortably fed and clothed at the expense of the State" and was "not obliged "look to death as the end of his existence, or as the end of all suffering," capital
punishment ceased to be deterrent to crime. 43 Again, though bleak in its context,
to labor" in order to support themselves. 40 Drawing on the prevalent notion
the report here shows a legislative body recognizing the disparate quality of
that idleness and dependency were vices and actually the root cause of crime
lives among the people of Rhode Island, and unwilling to exacerbate societal
itself, such a form of punishment was ineffective at maintaining moral order.
inequality.
Regardless of the specific nature of the reports' depiction of the poor, the
By 1838, it is clear that incarceration had nearly completely replaced
committee considered class inequality in crafting its new penal code.
capital
and
carceral punishments in Rhode Island.At its January session, the
It is debatable whether or not long-term solitary confinement with
General
Assembly
passed "An Act Concerning Crimes and Punishment" that
hard labor is a more humane system of punishment than were excessive
established
standard
punishments for a number of crimes.Although murder
fines, public whippings, or even execution.This shift towards imprisonment
remained
punishable
by death, nearly every other previous capital offense was
nonetheless does show a shift in the value the public placed on the life of a
now
punishable
by
incarceration.
Those convicted of treason faced potential
criminal.Whereas early Rhode Islanders had no qualms about discarding the life
life
in
prison,
those
of
robbery
faced
five years, and those of rape ten to
of a man for the sake of the moral health of their community, Rhode Islander's
life.
Completely
gone
were
the
barbarous
practices of public whipping or
in the mid- I800s seemed more invested in the moral health of individual
44
humiliation.
criminals themselves. Judicial punishment remained a community exercise,
The act also indicated a change in the role punishment had in
but the community was no longer the sole constituency to be considered.
Convicted criminals, despite their wrong doings, and despite their incarceration, regulating the moral behavior of a community. It specified that people
condemned to death would from then on be hanged "within the prison or
maintained their humanity.
Prison yard of the county" in which the criminal was convicted. The hanging
Changes and challenges in the Rhode Island penal code came to
would take place "in the presence only of the sheriff," particular county officials,
be a defining element of the I830s. In 1838,W. R. Staples and Samuel Atwell
presented a report to the Rhode Island General Assembly for the abolition
41 William R Staples and Samuel Young Atwell , Rep ort of the Commillee on the Abolishment of
Capital Punishments (Providence, 1838)
of capital punishment. Staples and Atwell supported their argument on
37
38
39
40

42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.

Ibid.
Ibid.
lbid.
Ibid.

44 Rhode Island General Assembly, Act concerning crimes and punishments, passed by the General
Assembly of Rhode Island al its session, Jan. 1838., (Providence, 1838)
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and other individuals specifically permitted by the sheriff. 45 Laws and the threat
of punishment still clearly functioned to regulate community behavior, but the
public executions recounting the wretched lives of the condemned had been
abandoned.This more private affair did not sacrifice the life of the criminal in
order to teach the community lesson. Instead it offered a degree of dignity to
the convicted criminal and their families.
In May of the same year, Rhode Island opened the Providence County
Jail, Rhode Island's first state-run prison. 46 Following the recommendations of
the 1834 State Prison Report, the prison was designed for solitary confinement
and work by hard labor.A governmental agency called the Prisons Discipline
Society reviewed the prison in its inaugural year and recounted its grim and
bleak appearance; they note that "one can hardly visit such a place without
being struck with disagreeable sensations, on the reflection that human
depravity renders such an array of walls, bolts, bars, and sentries, and such a
rigorous system of discipline necessary." 47 Despite the grimness of the physical
prison, the Society claimed that it was beneficial to the moral health of criminals
and of Providence more broadly. Prisons that allowed communication between
prisons failed to facilitate moral reformation. Instead, they had criminals
"huddled promiscuously together;' with the worst of the criminals infecting
the others with the their sins; such a prison was a "school of vice."48 The turn
towards incarceration also reduced Rhode Island's use of capital punishment
and had therefore transformed Rhode Island into a more just, humane, and
civilized society.
Despite these lofty goals, the people of Rhode Island remained
ambivalent towards the morality of the new system of incarceration.The official
rules and regulations for the police of the Providence County Jail explains the
grim daily existence of incarcerated people. Prisoners who were sentenced to
labor were awoken at sunrise, and worked, with breaks for meals and scriptural
reading, until sunset in the summer and until 8pm in the winter. Prisoners who
did not complete this labor forfeited their breakfast for the next day.An inmate
could be subjected to solitary confinement for any number of offences including
defacing prison property, communicating with fellow inmates, reaching out to
people outside the prison, speaking profanities or obscenities, or even failing to
maintain a neat cell and personal hygiene. Nearly the only human interaction
they would have would be with the jail wardens, physicians, overseers, and
religious instructors. They could only interact with other inmates while at
45 Ibid., 21
46 "Rhode Island State Institution Records," Rhode Island Historical Society, accessed May 14th·
2013, http://www.rihs.org/mssinv/Mss23 l sg I .him
47 Prison Discipline Society, Thirteenth Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the Prison
Discipline Society (Boston: T.R. Marvin, 1838), 226
48 Ibid.
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labor and could only receive visitors once every twenty days. 49 According to
archaeologist Spencer Harrington, prisoners were kept in six-by-ten foot cells
and were routinely sent to smaller 3.5-by-six foot punishment rooms. The
conditions were so dreary that prisoners often had hallucinations from the lack
of sensory stimulation. so
By the I840's, Christian newspapers had become particularly critical
of the treatment of prisoners in Rhode Island. In August 1844, the Christian
Secretary published an article entitled "Barbarity in the Rhode Island State
Prison:· It called the solitary confinement, which was the hallmark of the Rhode
Island penal system, a "punishment at which the Inquisition of Spain can only
compare." 51 This type of treatment was deleterious I to the inmates' mental
health, and had caused "one out of ever four inmates[ ... to] become maniacs."
The Secretary therefore accused the prison of carrying out a vindictive system
of punishment rather than a reformative system, which the prison claimed
it used. Such a system was an offense to the universal human dignity that all
people, even prisoners, were afforded. The article concluded with the follow
admission:"We know the case between a prisoner, justly condemned, and a
sailor unjustly deprived of his rights, is different, but there is no law that we
are acquainted with, which tolerates abuse to either." The Sanctuary defended
the human rights of the man of sin along the same lines that it defended the
innocent man.

***

The history of punishment in Rhode Island is by all accounts a grim story
with few causes for celebration. For centuries, people have been subjected to
shocking forms of human punishment that thankfully, this country has discarded.
However, I hope this paper provides hope for present-day prison reform
activists. Rhode Islanders in the early 19th century emerged from a centuryold tradition of callousness towards convicted criminals and suddenly offered
them a degree of dignity that had never been seen before. In developing a new
conception of the criminal, they were able to create an incredibly new system
of criminal justice. In trying to pass legislation like "Ban the Box" to prevent
employment discrimination against formerly incarcerated people, we need to
access this sympathy for fellow human beings. It has happened before, and it can
happen again.

49 Board of Instructors of the Rhode Island State Prison, Rules and regulations for the police of the
Providence County Jail (Providence: B. Cranston and Co., 1845)
50 Spencer P.M Harrington, "Providence Prisons," Archaeological Institute ofAmerica, 1997, accessed on line May 141h, 2013, http://archivc. archacology.org/9711 /ncwsbriefs/prison.html
51 "Barbarity in the Rhode Island State Prison," Christian Secretary (Aug 23, 1844), 23-24
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Jean Bauer
Jean Bauer is the Digital Humanities Librarian at Brown University, where she
works with faculty, students, and fellow librarians to design and implement
digital systems that showcase and facilitate scholarship in the humanities.
She is an early American historian, database designer, and photographer. Her
dissertation, "Revolution-Mongers: Launching the U.S. Foreign Service, 17751825;' exists symbiotically with The Early American Foreign Service Database:
an open source, open-access secondary source on the diplomats, consuls, and
special agents sent out by the various early American governments. She is also
the lead developer of Project Quincy, DAVILA, and a database designer for The
Dolley Madison Digital Edition.

Massimo Riva
Massimo Riva has taught at Brown University since 1990. He is Professor of
Italian Studies and a member of the graduate faculty of the Modern Culture
and Media Department. Prof. Riva's research focuses on the role of emerging
technologies in humanities research .Among his award winning online projects:
the Decameron Web, the Pico Project and the Garibaldi and the Risorgimento
project, centered on the Garibaldi panorama, a unique survival of a form of
public art that was prevalent throughout the nineteenth century.This project
was recently featured in the Italian pavilion at the 23rd general conference of
the International Council of Museums, held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It was also
part of various exhibits, at the British Library in London, and museums and
libraries in Italy.

Elias Muhanna
Elias Muhanna is an assistant professor of Comparative Literature and Middle
East Studies at Brown University, and director of the Digital Islamic Humanities
Project. The conference was held last October at the Watson Institute, bringing
together scholars from a range of disciplines to examine the effect of new
digital archiving and research technologies on the study of Islamic and Middle
Eastern history and literature. He is currently completing a book on classical
and early modern encyclopedic literature in the Islamic world. In addition to
his premodern interests, Professor Muhanna writes frequently on the evolving
political cultures of the contemporary Middle East. His blog, Qifa Nabki, is a
forum for intellectual exchange and debate on Levantine politics, and he has
written for a variety of other publications including The New Yorker, The New
York Times, The Nation, and Foreign Policy.

Brown Journal of History (BJH): How would you start defining the digital
humanities? What does it mean to you personally, in your projects?
Jean: For me, digital humanities is using computational methods and tools
to ask new kinds of questions of old sources. There are other people in the
digital humanities who use tools, who critique digital tools, and there are people
who use new kinds of digital sources to open up new source bases. But my
own work is looking at the letters of diplomats from 1775 to 1825. It's about as
dead, white, male as you can get. But I made a database, so that's a little cooler.
The idea is to try to find patterns, to try to bring out aspects of the past that
are difficult to express in a purely linear form. Narrative is great for biography,
it's great for history; it's very difficult for conveying lots of places and their
relationship to each other. It's not very good at doing social networks broadly.
It's easy to describe a close group of friends, but if you want to see the entire
correspondence or work of Thomas Jefferson.John Adams.Abigail Adams, it gets
hard to describe that. It's easier to show it. So, the visual comes in very strongly
in my work. So does. the ability to share the research, even as you're doing it
and the ability to let other people sort of build off what you're doing.
Massimo: My work - if I have to find a thread - would be more interested
in the transformation of our objects of research and therefore, interfaces, and
how we interact with objects that, perhaps, were born in a different format:
Print or a manuscript form, and are now digital, and what happens in that
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transition. Not only are we dealing with different objects, objects that obey
different rules, but we also have to come up with the methodological and
procedural research protocols that are clearly effective and take into account
this process of transformation.
Really, there are two ways of looking at this process as a whole. One is
more telescopic, lets say. Large patterns and large data structures, and what we
do when we do distant reading or data mine.The other one, which I am more
concerned with, is what happens to the individual artifact or individual in this
transformation. Do we lose sight of it now that we are dealing with large data
structures? Or there is a way of combining these telescopic and microscopic
approaches into something that is more fruitful.
Elias: Responding to the question of what is digital humanities, I can tell
you how my work connects with the digital humanities, but I can also speak to
what I've observed about the way people use that term. The way people use
that term tends to encompass a range of different practices. Some of those
practices are related to preservation: preserving through digitization different
kinds of records or artifacts, processes, whether they are video or audio or
textual. So there's a preservation component. There's also a dissemination
component. So making things like that available to a wider public.
Then there is an interpretation component. Using digital tools to interpret
things. Whether they are single objects, like, for example, in the case of a
manuscript, using very sophisticated imaging techniques to look at smudge
patterns in the margins of manuscripts to get a sense of reading patterns in the
medieval period, for example. Or, huge quantities of data, where you're really
looking at something enormous - you wouldn't really be able to do in a single
lifetime, but you can use computers to do.
I think those three patterns,And then of course you also have
presentation, wh ich is kind of a brand of dissemination. Using digital tools to
make complicated, interesting scholarly puzzles palpable to a larger audience.
I think those are the four things that fall under the rubric of digital
humanities. My work tends to fall into the third one, which is interpretation.
Using data driven interpretations.The way I think about it is similar to what Jean
was saying:
If you imagine yourself in a park, like a large park, Central Park, and
you're walking on the ground and you're sort of trying to get a sense of what
this place is, it's very difficult to do that walking around, right? If you're among
the trees and you're trying to get a sense of what this environment is like and
where its borders are, how far it extends and what its features are, you need to
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get some kind of survey. So you might climb a tree. The view from the treetop
is much better than the view from the ground in terms of getting a sense of the
layout of the place, but you still can't see everything. If you then find yourself in
a blimp, looking down over the thing, all of a sudden you see all kinds of stuff.
You see not only what the features of the park are, but you also see how they
relate to each other.You can start to infer certain causal relationships between
the features of the park. Oh, there's a meadow over there, and there's a reason
there's a meadow over there and not over there because of the topography of
the place and because it's fed by some kind of a stream or whatever.
What's important, I think, about the analogy here, is that the view from
the blimp is utterly different from the view from the ground, and if you only
look at the park from the blimp, you miss out on a tremendous range of
experiences that are only available to you on the ground.You miss what it
sounds like, the smell of the place, and the feel of walking around. I think that
what digital humanities, or, you know, data driven quantitative approaches to
interpretation of these really large, in my case, textual databases of Arabic
sources, do is to enable us to really get a sense of the shape of an archive
that has millions and millions and millions of words in it, that you just couldn't
do. But that is never going to take the place of close reading, of very careful
engagement with a single work, or a single page. That's how I tend to think of
this paradigm.
Massimo: So we agree!
Elias:Yes, we agree.

BJH: So to be engaged in the digital humanities, one has to be somewhat
avant-garde in one's use of digital technology?
Jean: I say you have to give back. It's not enough to consume digital
content.You have to produce something. Either you are increasing the amount
of digitized material in a meaningful way, or you are developing a new tool.
That's not to say it has to be programming. But you have to be giving back.
So just reading articles on JSTOR: no. But, you know, overseeing a massive
digitization project of Arabic manuscripts, and OCRing Arabic is an interesting
problem that we are working on , that is a real contribution. OCRing a bunch of
English language text, if it's, you know, twentieth century and it's not smudged, is
pushing it forward .
Elias: But, see, that is an example of, again, a very old fashioned thing that
People don't tend to do anymore. The division of labor in the academy has
made it the case that scholars tend not to do the kinds of things that they
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used to do.We now leave it to people in the libraries to do it.Which is why
the cutting edge of what's happening in digital humanities is happening in the
libraries.

that is perhaps not on par with what these new ways of doing business, etc. But
that's a different.

Let's say for example, you are interested in comic books, and you have t his
huge collection of paper comic books, and you want to make a massive digital
collection of these comic books, scanned at high resolution, and put on the
Internet. It's not enough to just make copies of the stuff and just put it on the
Internet.You have to figure out how to classify it, how to categorize it, how to
make it searchable, how to make it meaningful. That requires very old fashioned
kinds of interpretive tasks that scholars used to do, that they don't really do
that much anymore, and so unless they're interested in this digital humanities
kind of paradigm
Massimo: I just finished writing a grant proposal for the National
Endowment for the Humanities - programming digital humanities
implementation. Some of the questions when you start writing the grant
proposal are the definition of the program and what kind of proposals they
want to see and what kind of proposals they don't want to see. And so, the
proposal that I ended up writing had some - a little bit of all the points that
they were making there, that they want to see, but none of the points that were
quite exhaustive. I'll give you an example. No innovative tools or software will
come out of my proposal. No digitization of large corpora or things. Mostly, my
proposal was about scholars doing their work in traditional and less traditional
ways, and networking together, bringing together resources from different
places, libraries in particular ,making them, as we say, in German you say ...
Jean: Interoperable.
Massimo: Interoperable.You can pull a manuscript or a series from
different libraries and bring them together, in a shared environment. In this case,
there are very interesting software tools being designed.
So nothing really new in this, but we're combining things that are being
developed elsewhere, and in the process, working and elaborating in such a
methodological procedures. That's very important. It's not just division of labor
between the libraries and the scholars; it's really a common enterprise and
collaborative enterprise in which we learn from the expertise of librarians and
produce those metadata, those, you know, categories that allow us to apply
computational methods in a more intelligent way.
It's interesting, because, as you can see, it's a very shifting picture.The
collaborative and interdisciplinary, coming up with new ways of doing things
collaboratively is fundamental. That's where we encounter problems with
institutions that clearly categorize or evaluate scholarly work in a certain way
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BJH: In this landscape of interdisciplinary work and the digital humanities,
where does brown fit in?We're curious to hear this history, the current state
of affairs, and what might be on the horizon.Are we leading? Are we lagging
behind?
Massimo:You know, I've been here at Brown forever. I've been here since
1990. It's interesting because that's when I began to get interested in what was,
at the time, called humanities computing or computing for the humanities, but in
a kind of strange way.At that time, when I came to Brown, throughout the 80s
and early 90s, I'm not saying that it's not leading anymore. It depends on how
we define leading and leadership, but certainly at that time Brown was the place.
We had the hypertext things in the 80s, and earlier than that. If you talk to Andy
van Dam, it goes back to the late 60s and the 70s. When Ted Nelson apparently
coined the hypertext word. But there were other things, Coover experimenting
with his electronic literature workshops, of which I, at the time, was an assistant
professor. I took their classes. I learned as a student. That's how you learn.
Of course, now, things are evolving. There are many new things on the
horizon that these guys can talk about. From my point of view, from a historical
point of view, there has been a moment when that kind of leadership or
patronage, whatever you want to call it, fell off a little bit.
Jean: Then there's sort of, what I would consider to be the second
generation of digital humanities, which comes about the time of the World
Wide Web, which is the mass digitization.We have this amazing tool now to
disseminate information, to just put things out there as much as possible, and
make sure that they are modeled and done very respectfully. The Decameron
Web or the Writer's Project are done.A lot of thought went into this. It's not
just pushed up on the web.And then there's the third model, of which I think
I'm probably a member.And the generations are getting shorter as technology
goes along, which is the sort of center-based, tool-building, interoperable time.
Now that we have all of this material, we have this incredible legacy of all the
stuff that's been put out there. But now those formats are starting to degrade
and we need to figure out what the heck we are going to do. We have all these
amazing things on the web, and wouldn't it be great if they could all talk to each,
and wait a minute why can't they? So, looking at that, and bringing in much more
of the visual and the audiovisual, because it was very text-based for a very long
time, mostly because of bandwidth issues.You just couldn't put video up. So a lot
of the early digital humanities stuff is text based.
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Massimo: Clearly the epicenter is the library. For us to be a part of those
communities that are distributed communities or whatever you want to call
them, we need a strong infrastructural support that is local. So I think there is a
combination of the local and the non-local.
Jean: Faculty are very much a sort of medieval aristocracy. But then also
what you can bring to a collaboration, in part, is also what you have at your
own institution. So what can you offer? And that's where the local infrastructure
comes in. If you're collaborating with people, you know, we're putting this in fo r
this grant, what can you offer? Is it expertise, is it server space, is it technical
knowledge, is it beta testing? That's a very tools-based model.
Elias: It still is the case in the hard sciences that, if you do a certain kind of
research, you have to be at a certain kind of university.You just don't have the
kind of equipment necessary.
Jean:There are only so many cyclotrons.
Elias:That used to be the case in the humanities as well, but it was mostly
tied to the libraries. If you worked in my field, classical Arabic and Islamic
studies, you really wanted to be at Princeton, Yale, Harvard, or Berkeley using
one of these historic collections because your work was there. Today I can get
anything I want in three days because of borrow direct. So, why does it matter
anymore that Brown's holdings in classical Arabic are not as good as Harvard's?
Harvard's library is my library now, too. So I think that's one way of thinking
about this.

BJH: You mentioned that your community of researchers, you have access
to them through things like Facebook and Twitter and even very lay technology.
That, in concert with Google Books, Google Scholar, and these openly available,
probably ad-supported resources, you don't need university affiliation. A lot of
these tools are now available to lots of people. Has this pushed your research
or publishing? Has it changed the imagined audience for your work? Maybe that
depends on specifically what you are working on today, but over the course of
your career, have you seen things shifting towards a wider audience?
Elias: I have not. I have not seen that, just because now people can access
the journals that we publish in, online by JSTOR, people are trying to appeal
to a wider audience. But, there are now lots of other venues where academics
are publishing. Nick Kristof had this piece in the Times a couple days ago
where he said that academics should be more engaged and connected to the
public sphere. I do a lot of that kind of stuff, but I don't believe that academics
need to necessarily do that. I don't believe that everybody needs to be a
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public intellectual. Not everybody is interested. Not everybody is suited to it.
I have actually never written an article for a mainstream publication about my
academic research. It's all about stuff that is ancillary to it. That being said, there
are lots of people who do try to make their academic work available to a larger
audience in places like Huffington Post and Al Jazeera. Every major publication
has a set of biogs where they can now publish this kind of stuff. But I have not
seen that with the journals.

BJH: If you were creating resources, does it come to your mind that maybe
I'll direct this at an audience that is wider than just academics or researchers?
Jean:Absolutely.There is a lot of popular scholarship on the stuff that I
work on and there is a very complicated relationship within the academics of
how to deal with that. My mother is a novelist and my father is a programmer. I
think of the intelligent non-specialist as the desired audience for everything that
I write.And that actually includes my dissertation. If my parents can't understand
it, then I am not writing well enough. It's a style issue. For me, it is the quality of
prose, which actually has nothing to do with the sophistication of the argument,
but rather how good you are at rhetoric and expressing yourself. One of the
things that I find as a dividing line between the more popular biographies of
Jefferson and some of the more academic ones is that you can get people who
do really good close research coming out with newspaper backgrounds or
something else, but they haven't gone through the boot camp of grad school,
which forces them to get the context.. People who haven't gone through this
extensive training don't know how to evaluate; they don't know how to take
different sources together. But I know academics that are proud of the fact that
their book only sold I00 copies because there are only I00 people in the world
who would care to read it. That doesn't interest me. Of course I also decided to
take a job in a library.Anyway, I'll get off my soapbox.

BJH: In prepping for this roundtable, we stumbled upon quite a bit of
coverage by the Chronicle of Education on the digital humanities, and quite a
big topic is, to what extent is interest in the digital humanities stimulated by the
anxieties over relevance and values of the humanities as a discipline? We would
like to hear your thoughts on this issue.
Also, in this sense, are the digital humanities something that is talked about
amongst academics? Between academics and grant committees? Do students
ask about digital humanities? Does that ever come up?
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maybe the younger generations can talk a little more about the anxiety. I mean,
I came up for tenure when, in the 1990s I had just spent four or five years on
my first project and perhaps I could have published a couple of books in the
process, but I didn't. But that was a question at the time and perhaps still is a
question. If you are an academic, if you want to get involved in this, it is time
consuming, there is a lot to learn, unless you get an early start, like, you get
a double PHD in computer science and history, there are many cases today,
and places like Brown could actually promote that kind of integration. But, I
guess one question is, it is probably a question for the younger generations and
whether they feel that anxiety. It was okay for me, but retrospectively speaking, I
was lucky enough to use the work I was doing in order to advance my career.
Elias: I think that, because it is called digital humanities and we already
more or less know what digital means and it is qualifying that already very
loaded term 'humanities; a lot of the debates around digital humanities are
also trying to address obliquely the crisis of the humanities. So, maybe if there
is an anxiety there, it derives partly from people who are worried that if the
humanities are in crisis and if the digital humanities are a sexy new part of the
humanities, does that mean that the only thing that will be left of the humanities
IO or 15 years from now are the digital part? I don't think that is the case. I
think what we are going to see is that gradually, the digital part will seem really
antiquated, as antiquated a term as humanities computing, because it will just
get folded back into regular humanistic scholarship and we will see a much
more careful distinction.We are already seeing that. People don't say: "l'm a
digital humanist" anymore. They say things like "I work on databases" or "I do
markup." Would you agree?
Jean: I think it depends.There are two groups. There are the people who
are going for tenure and I think in that case,,the anxiety is just the anxiety of
tenure track and it will attach itself to anything that happens to float by, as
anxiety does. But then there is another group, which is often called 'alternate
academics; which is that this infrastructure that we are talking about to be able
to support this kind of research, positions like mine, digital humanities librarian.
The people who have jobs like mine need to have some kind of domain content
expertise, some training in formal humanities scholarship, but we also need to
converse with a number of tools. It is part of our jobs to stay on top of a lot of
things, not just our own research dictates we would be interested in, but what
other people's research dictates they would be interested in. It is a really great
job actually. I would highly recommend it.

tenure jobs in the world and the people who are the directors of centers and
things, how that is going to shake out.And I don't know yet, but it is going to
be interesting because digital humanities don't work unless everyone on the
team can push back and that is not a model that the academy is always entirely
comfortable with.
Elias:What do you mean by push back?
Jean:You need to be able to have collaboration.You can't just drop in and
say, " I need you to build this tool" and then hover off. It's not the kind of thing
that happens at Brown, but there's a really great blog post by Trevor Munos,
who is the assistant director at Maryland Institute for Technologies in the
Humanities, where he writes:"Digital Humanities is not a service." He says it
is collaboration, a partnership.And Ed Ayers, who is the developer of the Valley
of the Shadow project and is now the president of the University of Richmond,
talks about how digital humanities scrambles hierarchies, because you need to
have everyone on the project enabled to speak and to work and it is not a sort
of top down approach . It is not that the staff is not here to serve the research
interests of the faculty because we are, but in order to really get that to happen,
you need to be able to say:"Massimo, I know you really want to do this, but
maybe we can do it this way better, or, that sounds really cool, but I have this
other idea that I think you might like even better." You need the ability to work
in that way.
Massimo: It's fascinating to me from a historical point of view because we
are back to the late Middle Ages. It is very similar to what happened with the
advent of print. If you think a humanist in the western Italian, this was a new
generation of intellectuals, painters, craftsman, which had very little to do with
the University as an institution at that time. In fact, they were in workshops.
Medici called himself a little man because he didn't know Latin.And of course
they were experimenting with new technologies, new methods, new artistic
ways of looking at the world. I think this is a transformative opportunity for
the humanities, but it won't all happen within academia. If it happens, it has
to happen as Elias was saying.We need people within academia to work, like
Jean, from a different angle, in that territory that is sort of reshaping itself. It is
pushing the boundaries of the academic world from the inside and also reaching
out to whatever is coming next. I'm not sure what that is, but I will be long
retired by the time it arrives.

It will be interesting to see in about ten or fifteen years when people of
my generation, those who went tenure track and those who went 'alt-ac,' ten
or so years from now, what's going to happen when people who got the last
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BJH:What work that might qualify as digital humanities do you admire that
is going on today? What kind of thing do you think we need to see more of?
Elias:That's a tough question. One is a friend of mine who gave a talk
at the conference I organized last semester. His name is Mike Romanov, he's
now at Tufts. He does fascinating work on Islamic history doing basically text
mining and modeling to trace things like migration patterns across centuries
from different urban centers, and the change in different kinds of professions
and different legal rights based on a mask of data, basically on names. He is also
doing really interesting geographic stuff.

end up choosing it based on the group, and those people form a project team
over the course of the year. They choose a project, they choose roles, they learn
to program, they do design, they learn how to build a project. It's iterative, so
the first year they did something and the second group expanded on that. That
kind of collaborative interdisciplinary training for graduate students is the most
interesting thing that is happening right now because it is what is going to allow
people to figure out what it takes to make those kinds of projects.

Another really interesting thing: I heard somebody give a talk at the MLA
last month, a scholar at Northeastern named Ryan Cordell who is a scholar
of of Antebellum American history. He works on Civil War-Era American
newspapers. He has this big database and he gave this amazing talk about
mapping the kinds of material that is published in Civil War era newspapers
and how a lot of that material is disseminated across different newspapers. He
was able to show how news items and poems and short stories would travel
across the country and then he mapped it on the railroad lines to show how
information traveled in the 19th c. He was able to show how a short story took
longer to get from one coast to another, but had another shelf life where other
things didn't. It's the kind of thing that you would want to know outside of a
digital paradigm, but it is only these digital tools that are really enabling you to
see them.
Massimo: I am trying to remember the name of this person. She came
from Emory University and she is working with this collection of 16th c.
books about Rome . She is creating with her team of partners, a game platform
to explore these books. They are all about lavishly illustrated architectural
prints.We have this collection here at Brown because a Brown alum who is
a collector allowed the library to digitize it. But the project is at Emory. She
showed us a prototype.You have this full immersive experience and you can
also explore and learn a lot about the books, the prints, the maps, about Rome
in the 17th c., about technology etc. It is a real frontier in a sense. It is not a
given that this is a great idea. It depends on how it is implemented. I would love
to experiment with something like that for literary texts. How can we explore
a literary text in a 3D fashion , looking at the textual architecture or something?
Doing it in a scholarly point of view would be quite fascinating.
Jean: I actually think the most exciting things are the training programs
that are happening now for graduate students. In particular, there is a program
that was launched at the University ofVirginia Scholars Lab called the Praxis
program.They take a cohort of graduate fellows who apply individually, but they
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"What's Mine is Yours":
COGIC Political History, Protest, and the
Passing of the Guard
By Thom Finley
At I:34 am on Friday, February 14, 1958, someone placed a burning
cross in Reverend C.H. Mason Jr.'s back yard. 1 Several years earlier, the 43-yearold pastor had moved back home to Memphis from the Northeast to take
up a ministerial job in his father's rapidly-growing Pentecostal denomination,
the Church of God in Christ 2 Mason did well as a clergyman; by 1956 he had
raised the funds to purchase a home in Glenview Place, an upper-middle-class
neighborhood with an overwhelmingly white population. 3 Now, two years later,
he bore the burdens of an early black resident in an area grappling with the
violent reality of desegregation: death threats, white community groups raising
money to buy his home and crosses lit ablaze mere feet from the bedroom of
his baby daughter. 4
By all accounts, Mason had remained careful throughout the move-in
process. Prior to purchasing the property, he had consulted with white friends
about the state of the neighborhood and received word from them that it was
already in the process of"Going Negro.'' 5 When it became clear that few other
black families had followed his lead, he even delayed his move-in date and made
public offers to rent the property to white tenants until the climate in the
neighborhood had become more receptive to black residents. 6 Nevertheless,
in a city with as violent a racial history as Memphis', no amount of caution
could forestall disaster. One week after finding the cross on his lawn, Reverend
Mason saw his church destroyed by flames, in a case of potential arson that the
Memphis police department never adequately investigated.7 Shortly after, his
1 Clark Porteous, "Fire Destroys $150,000 Negro Church: Possibility of Arson Is Studied," Memphis
Press Scimitar, February 18, 1958, 2, Folder 1, Articles, News Clippings, etc. [1936-2006], C/6/6,
Flower Pentecostal Heritage Center, Springfield, Missouri.
2 Ibid. , 2.
3 Anonymous, "He Buys House, Thinking Block Is 'Going Negro,"' Memphis Press Scimitar, June
28, 1956, Folder 1, Articles, News Clippings, etc. [1936-2006], C/6/6, Flower Pentecostal Heritage
Center, Springfield, Missouri.
4 Porteous, "Fire Destroys $150,000 Negro Church," 2.
5 Anonymous, "He Buys House," 1.
6 Ibid.
7 Porteous, "Fire Destroys $150,000 Negro Church," I.
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house on Glenview fell victim to vandalism and burned to the ground. 8
Reverend Mason's story does much to illuminate the position of the
Church of God in Christ more broadly in Memphis during the racially tense
1950s. Like many COGIC pastors of the era, Mason eschewed confrontational
activist tactics when faced with discrimination and violence, working instead
toward social advancement through a strategy of gradual, cautious assimilation.
In newspaper articles describing the fires and property scandal, the Pastor's
remarks remained devoid of any overt political allegations. When asked by the
white-owned Memphis Press Scimitar about the origins of the fire, for example,
he replied that he strongly doubted any connection to the white supremacists
who had pressured him to leave Glenview. "Surely, there couldn't be," he said,
admitting later in the article that the thought had occurred to him briefly but
he "didn't want to say so.'' 9 Earlier newspaper interviews regarding his move
to Glenview reflect a similar hesitance to politicize:"! am not a troublemaker,"
he insisted, speaking to The Commercial Appeal in 1956. "I was told the block
is going Negro and I wouldn't have bought the place if I believed otherwise.'' 10
Nevertheless, despite Mason's reluctance to turn his personal struggle into
a public critique of Memphis' status quo, he remained as vulnerable to the
consequences of racial injustice as any other black Memphian. Over the course
of the following decade, this injustice would push his religious denomination
into the political limelight as an active participant in the black freedom
movement.
This tells the story of that transformation, culminating with the 1968
Memphis Sanitation Strike in which COGIC clergy and laity played pivotal roles
as organizers, public leaders and frontline grassroots activists. Drawing from
the work of historians like Anthea Butler, Calvin White, and Elton H. Weaver Ill,
it first positions COGIC within a larger trajectory of black religion in America,
exploring its political history and contextualizing its early reluctance to engage
openly with social movements for black equality.Then, it looks at key moments
in COGIC's growth in its headquarters city of Memphis and initial involvement
With local political activism, analyzing the terms by which COGIC clergy and
laity became gradually more open to confronting the city's racist status quo.
Finally, drawing on primary research from local newspapers and
declassified FBI surveillance files, this chapter explicates COGIC's role in
supporting the 1968 Sanitation Strike. The strike support efforts of COGIC
rninisters served not only as particularly significant individual instances of
COGIC activism but also as the furnaces in which the denominational hierarchy
f2rged its political future. Many of the strike's most ardent Pentecostal
8 Sharon D. Wright, Race, Power and Political Emergence in Memphis (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc, 2000), 57.
9 Porteous, "Fire Destroys $150,000 Negro Church," I.
IQ Anonymous, " He Buys House," I.
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sympathizers, including Reverends J.O. Patterson Sr, G.E. Patterson and W.L.
Porter, took control of the church in subsequent decades as Presiding Bishops
and members of the General Board. By examining the distinct tactics that
undergirded their fight against racial and economic oppression in the late
1960s, this paper provides a basis for understanding the political, cultural
and theological developments that later transpired under their leadership.
Ultimately, this paper argues that COGIC's involvement in the Sanitation
Strike indicates a significant generational shift in the political orientation of
its laity and clergy.While the church had provided support networks for its
members from its earliest days in Memphis, the believers involved in the protest
actions of 1968 served as harbingers of a new era wherein COGIC embraced
interdenominational cooperation, confrontational political activism and a
previously-unseen level of openness regarding its commitment to eradicating
racial inequality.

God in Christ" after a name that came to him in a vision. 16 The church began
with a single camp meeting in 1897 and quickly grew to incorporate seven
congregations. By 1961, it had established an international headquarters in
Memphis and claimed one million adherents worldwide. 17
Despite its remarkable growth, the politics of the Church of God
in Christ prior to the 1960s remained intimately tied to the economic
circumstances and class demographic of its original moment.Arising as it did
from nineteenth-century Holiness Christianity and later joining itself with
the interracial Pentecostal movement, COGIC sprung from a fundamentally
different religious trajectory than theologically liberal black Protestant
organizations like the AME or Dr. Martin Luther King,Jr.'s Progressive Baptist
Convention. In its earliest years, COGIC not only separated itself from these
self-identifying progressive Christianities through differences in theology
but also faced frequent and sometimes intentional exclusion from them,
perpetrated often by members of the black professional class. This means
that COGIC enters the narrative of the black freedom struggle, at least as
traditionally conceived, fairly infrequently: unlike their Baptists and Methodist
counterparts, few COGIC pastors engaged in civil resistance or preached on
pol itics prior to the late I960s. 18
In his study of COGIC's early history, The Rise to Respectability, historian
Calvin White places this political difference between COGIC and other
black churches into the context of religious culture in the wake of slavery. In
establishing the Church of God in Christ,White asserts, Mason Sr. and Jones
rejected far more than just the theological particulars of the Baptist churches
in their area. Rather, they resisted a broader trend in black Christianity toward
a highly rational religiosity that placed the social, political and educational needs
of black people above spiritual fulfillment. 19 The General Baptist Missionary
Convention, from which COGIC broke in the late 1890s, exemplified this trend.
Established in 1872 by Northern and Midwestern Baptists as a centralized

COGIC in African-American Religious History
Charles H. Mason Jr.'s position of relative affluence during the late
1950s belies the humble origins of his denomination, which began in 1897 with
a two-week revival in an abandoned Mississippi cotton gin. 11 At the time, the
fledgling church operated under the leadership of Reverend Mason's father, C.H.
Mason, Sr, a child of former slaves who grew up sharecropping in Arkansas. 12
Living at the height of Jim Crow, Mason Sr. faced devastating poverty and
the constant threat of racialized violence. Nevertheless, after experiencing a
miraculous recovery from yellow fever at the age of 14, he began to preach at
Baptist revivals in Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee. 13
In the late 1890s, Mason Sr. started teaching the doctrine of
Sanctification, a controversial notion originating from the nineteenth-century
"Holiness" movement within Methodism. Sanctification proposed that humans
could attain complete liberation from sin and restore themselves to perfection
through their faith in Christ. 14 This idea broke from orthodox Baptist and
Methodist theology at the time, which held that Christians continued to sin
even after conversion. 15 Finding little audience for his views within existing
Christian fellowships, Mason Sr. soon founded his own denomination alongside
a like-minded minister name Charles Price Jones, calling it "The Church of
11 Calvin White, The Rise to Respectability (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 2012), 2528.
12lbid., 11-14.
13 lthicl Clemmons, Bishop C.H. Mason and the Roots of the Church of God in Christ (Pneuma Life
Publishing, 1996), Kindle edition, chap. 1.
14 Ibid., chap. I.
15 Ibid., chap. I.
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16 White, The Rise to Respectability, 27; Clemmons, Bishop C.H. Mason, chap. I.
17 Anonymous, "Seven Congregations Originated COGIC," Tri-State Defender, November 8, 1980,
Folder 2, Articles, News Cl ippings, etc. [1936-2006), C/6/6, Flower Pentecostal Heritage Center,
Springfield, Missouri.
18 One major potential exception to this statement comes in C.H. Mason, Sr. 's theologically-grounded resistance to the draft during World War I, which briefly earned him a file with the FBI. While
this example provides a fascinating glimpse into COGIC's foreign policy politics, however, Mason
tended to justify his stance on purely theological grounds and almost never explicitly linked it to
the question of black equality. It has also received good treatment already, in Theodore Kornwcibcl's essay "Bishop C.H. Mason and the Church of God in Christ during World War I: The Perils of
Conscientious Objection" and in Chapter 3 of Calvin White's The Rise to Respectability. For space
Purposes, I refer the reader to those two articles and will not treat Mason's draft resistance in detail
here.
19 White, The Rise to Respectability, 2.
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body for accrediting clergy, it dedicated itself to "uplifting the black masses" by
pursuing African American education and endorsing a higher-critical approach
to the Bible.20 As part of this program, the GMBA instituted educational
requirements for Baptist ministers in the 1870s which aimed at combatting the
so-called "superstitions" which had existed within the church under slavery 21
For Mason Sr., whose only formal schooling consisted of a partial
semester at Arkansas Bible College, these requirements represented a rejection
of the traditions with which he had grown up. During his semester at Arkansas,
Mason Sr. encountered the progressive theological hermeneutics used by the
GMBA through a professor named Charles Lewis Fisher and subsequently left
the school in outrage. 22 The Christian worldview Mason Sr. adopted embraced
visions, encouraged folk traditions with African origins and insisted on the
prophetic significance of dreams. It had been shaped integrally by the rituals
Mason Sr:s mother and her contemporaries had practiced in secret under
slavery.23 By contrast, the "higher critical" theology of the GMBA and other
progressive black Baptists drew heavily from religious scholarship pursued by
European theologians and taught in white seminaries. 24 In this way, Mason Sr:s
break from the Baptists represented a defense of his religious heritage against
assault more than a rejection of religion as a venue for social change per se.
Nevertheless, his refusal to accept the educational and theological requirements
of the Baptists caused them to deny his church membership in their local
convention in 1897. 25 This denial, and Mason Sr:s subsequent establishment
of COGIC as its own separate denomination, marked the beginning of a rift
between his church and educated black professionals that would only grow in
the subsequent decades.
The rift widened significantly in June 1907, when C.H. Mason, Sr. took
a life-changing trip to the Azusa Street Revival in Los Angeles and joined his
church with the interracial Pentecostal movement. Begun by a black workingclass preacher named William J. Seymour, the revival drew its inspiration from
Acts 2:4, which proclaims speaking in tongues as evidence of"baptism by the
Holy Spirit."26 Seymour had studied the verse several years earlier in Houston,
under a white theologian named Charles Fox Parham, who used Acts 2:4 to

advocate a religious practice known as glossolalia: ecstatic, wordless utterances
said to accompany visitation by the Holy Ghost.27 Parham also taught that God
had become active once again in human affairs, triggering a second Pentecost
and worldwide revival of faith. 28 In segregated Texas, Seymour learned about
these new ideas from a chair outside the window of Parham's all-white Bible
school. 29 Nevertheless, he became deeply invested in both the practice of
glossolalia and the idea of a global Pentecost. In 1906, he moved to Los Angeles
with hopes of spreading the good news.
Much as Mason Sr. had a decade earlier in Mississippi, Seymour found
few existing black churches in Los Angeles open to his religious beliefs. Soon
after he arrived and began to preach, his own congregation ejected him for
heresy and locked him out of his own church building.30 With nowhere else to
go, the itinerant, Southern-born outsider began hosting multiple-day, tonguesfilled revivals at an abandoned building on 312 Azusa Street. 31 The revivals
attracted hundreds of guests from a huge variety of ethnicities: not only African
Americans, but also working-class whites, Latinos, and immigrants from China,
Russia and ltaly. 32 Within a year, the event became a national media sensation.
Pilgrims poured in from all around the country and C.H. Mason, Sr. made his
way to Los Angeles for a transformative visit from which he would emerge
convinced of Seymour's "Pentecostal" beliefs.
The progressive, professional-class black congregations of Los Angeles
stood miles apart from Seymour's burgeoning religious movement.As historian
Cecil M. Robeck, Jr. notes in his 20 I I essay on the topic, Seymour's meetings
tended to draw a poorer audience within the city's African American population,
often new immigrants from the rural South who had arrived in Los Angeles
after 1903. 33 This meant that the religious traditions practiced at the revivals had
a direct lineage to slave communities in the South, in stark contrast to the local
Baptist.AME and CME churches whose liturgy expressed the dominant culture

20 Ibid., 22.
21 Ibid., 22.
22 Clemmons, Bishop C.H. Mason, chap. 1.
23 White, The Rise to Respectability, 13 .
24 Cecil M. Robeck Jr. "The Azusa Street Mission and Historic Black Churches," in Afro-Pentecostalism: Black Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity in History and Culture, ed. Amos Yong and
Estrclda Alexander (New York: NYU Press, 2011) 30.
25 White, The Rise to Respectability, 27.
26 Gayraud S. Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism (Orbis Books: Maryknoll, NY, 1998),
181.
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27 Vinson Synan, The Holiness Pentecostal Movement in the United States (Grand Rapids, Ml: William 8. Ecrdmans Publishing Company, 1971 ), 99.
28 Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism, 181.
29 Harvey Cox, Fire From Heaven (Reading: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1995), 49.
30 Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism, 181.
31 Cox, Fire From Heaven, 54-56.
32 Synan, The Holiness Pentecostal Movement in the United States, 168. White Pentecostal histori ans in particular have frequently read Azusa as an almost transcendentally post-racial gathering (for
example, Synan in The Holiness Pentecostal Movement in the United States, 168: "The Azusa Street
Meeting was conducted on the basis of complete racial equality"). It seems well-established, through
both eyewitness reports and contemporary newspaper accounts, that individuals of many ethnic
backgrounds worshipped at Azusa (further discussion of this in Cox, 56-65 and Robeck 's essay).
Whether or not their cohabitation remained as perpetually cooperative and peaceful as scholars like
Synan suggest remains open to interpretation and, perhaps, further research.
33 Robeck, "The Azusa Street Mission," 32-34.
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of northern, liberal Protestantism. By embracing the charismatic, glossolaliafilled worship style of Azusa Street and the Pentecostal movement, Mason
Sr. further distanced himself from the theological and political views of these
denominations and their members.
When he returned South in 1907 after a month's stay in Los Angeles,
Mason Sr. attempted to replicate the revival with a series of all-night meetings
in Memphis and soon after began teaching the doctrine of tongues to the
nascent congregations of the Church of God in Christ. 35 The new teachings
would earn him the disdain of many black intellectuals. Starting at the turn of
the early twentieth century, educated African American clergy, activists and
writers frequently expressed disapproval of the worship style of Pentecostals,
often with the concern that they would embarrass black people who strove
to break from the stereotypes of slave religion.AME Bishop Daniel Payne, for
example insisted that the movement's lively style defied rationality and stood
as a disgrace to both worshippers and "the race" more broadly. 36 Other more
famous activists expressed similar opinions: Ida B.Wells once stated that
uneducated Holiness preachers "injured the interest of the entire race" and as
late as 1962 James Baldwin expressed disappointment in the "naivete" inherent
in his own Pentecostal upbringing.37
In this way, Mason Sr. not only separated himself from theologically
liberal churches through doctrine but also lost the respect of several
generations of middle-class activists by embracing styles of worship with roots
in slavery, rejecting formal education and preaching frequently to a workingclass audience. Even as COGIC established its headquarters in Memphis and
began to grow in size and prestige, it would take years for this rift to mend. In
the intervening decades, Mason Sr. and his fellow Pentecostals worked almost
entirely outside of then-young civic organizations like the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People and the Urban League, which took
their leadership from the ranks of the black professional elite. Instead, COGIC
forged alternative strategies for empowerment, often through support
networks at the level of individual congregations that provided safety nets for
their laity without challenging racist policies through protest or explicit legal
action.
COGIC Moves to Memphis
As COGIC spread into Memphis under Mason, Sr.'s leadership,
the church's separation from middle-class political progressives remained

dramatically visible. Nonetheless, existing as it did within communities of
laborers and domestics, COGIC occupied a key position that allowed it
to provide direct material aid to its members, who often faced the worst
economic and racial injustice of the era.As the church grew in both size and
wealth, it slowly transitioned towards a limited participation in the civil rights
movement. In particular, its sizeable headquarters building provided unparalleled
space for housing rallies, distributing resources for protest action and bringing
in out-of-town political speakers. Nonetheless, prior to the 1960s, COGIC's
participation in social movements for black equality consisted almost entirely
of offering its space to other groups and rarely involved explicit agitation from
COGIC clergy themselves.
Mason Sr. had preached on Memphis street corners as early as 1897
and within a few years COGIC's growing popularity enabled him to buy a
permanent structure on Wellington Street. 38 This building served as the site of
Mason Sr.'s first all-night revivals after his trip to Azusa, which the local white
news media covered in deeply patronizing terms. Discussing glossolalia, for
example, The Commercial Appeal insisted that the worshippers at Mason Sr.'s
revival "pretended to speak the language of Spirit" by uttering "insignificant
words" like "Sycamore" and "Hicks.''39 Calvin White suggests that this negative
press earned COGIC the further resentment of Memphis' black professional
class: news reports like The Commercial Appears tended to group all African
Americans together, White notes, and thus the frequently-ridiculed style of
Mason Sr.'s services exacerbated tensions between COGIC and the black elite.40
Even so, COGIC gained tremendous popularity in the city and soon
established itself as a significant force within the local religious landscape.
Congregations continued to proliferate and Mason, Sr. undertook a massive
series of expansions starting in the mid 1920s, purchasing the historic Royal
Circle Hospital and Tabernacle Baptist Church as worship spaces for his
denomination.41 Much of the expansion arose from the need for space to house
the church's annual convocations, twenty-one day autumn meetings in which
COGIC members from all across the United States gathered in Memphis for
fasting, prayer and teaching. 42 Convocations both established Memphis as the de
facto center of the COGIC world and demonstrated the incredible spread of
the denomination in other parts of the country and globe with their ever-larger
turnout each year.
While rarely agitating for black equality against Memphis' economic
and political establishment, COGIC certainly did its part to provide material

34 Ibid., 30, 33.
35 David Tucker, Black Pastors and Leaders in Memphis, 18 19-1972 (Memphis: Memphis State
University Press, 1975) 90-91.
36 White, The Rise to Respectability, 35.
37 White, The Rise to Respectability, 22; Clemmons, Bishop C.H. Mason, chap. I.

38 White, The Rise to Respectability, I 00-10 I.
39 Tucker, Black Pastors and Leaders, 91
40 White, The Rise to Respectability, 37.
41 Tucker, Black Pastors and Leaders, 99.
42 Ibid., 94.
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support for its laity throughout the early 1900s. Many COGIC members in
Memphis had come from the Mississippi Delta looking for work as the cotton
43
industry yielded gradually fewer job opportunities at the turn of the century.
During the harshest years of the Great Depression, the church spearheaded
impressive efforts to supply material relief to these members at the level of
individual congregations. In the 1930s, Mason, Sr. gave food and clothing out
at COGIC churches to anyone who asked as a matter of policy, funding the
program with a one-dollar annual contribution from each member of the
denomination.This program further extended to COGIC's annual convocations,
at which all meals remained free of charge. 44 In this way, COGIC promulgated
a project of church-based communitarian aid, providing poor people with
sustenance generated from contributions within their own communities rather
than brought in by outside agencies and civic organizations.Although Mason,
Sr. never identified these relief efforts as a form of resistance, they nonetheless
created an alternative economy for Memphis' black poor in the face of political
and social circumstances that disenfranchised them.
As historian Anthea Butler notes, COGIC women played a remarkable
role in mobilizing and organizing these efforts. During convocations, they cared
for the sick, provided lodging for those without a place to stay and cooked
meals for the hungry, often using their own kitchens. 45 Perhaps in direct relation
to their efforts, the worst years of the Great Depression corresponded with
one of COGIC's fastest periods of expansion. Between 1931 and 1935, Mason
Sr:s budding church grew from eight congregations to twenty within the city
of Memphis, surpassing both the AME and CME in local membership. 46 Even as
COGIC pastors refrained from political confrontation, the church's growing
size demonstrates that it addressed real spiritual and material needs within its
communities.
By the mid 1940s, COGIC's increasing institutional wealth allowed it to
construct a 29,672-square-foot world headquarters at 958 South Fifth Street,
named Mason Temple for the church's first bishop.47 Heralded by The Commercial
Appeal as "the largest convention hall owned by any Negro group in America,"
Mason Temple included not only a 7,500-seat auditorium for convocation
services but also a dormitory wing, a public address system, a 500-person dining

room, a fully-staffed first-aid ward and a barber shop. 48 On one level, the edifice
served to dramatically improve the services that COGIC had already provided
its laity for years.As a continuation of Bishop Mason, Sr:s Depression-era policy,
the cafeteria and dormitories of the Temple remained free to those who could
not pay and offered considerably better arrangements than those previously
provided in COGIC members' homes. 49
On a deeper level, the building gave the Church of God in Christ,
and Memphis' black population more broadly, a substantial urban space
completely outside of white control. When segregated city health care failed,
black Pentecostals in Memphis now had an in-house alternative at their own
headquarters. When church members faced threats and jeers at segregated
lunch counters, they had a fully staffed cafeteria where they could eat. Perhaps
most pertinently for the turbulent decades to come, the Temple gave black
Memphians an enormous space at which they could gather for rallies and
speeches without intrusion by the white political and economic establishment.
In a strange twist of fate, this independence arose directly from Bishop
Mason, Sr.'s history of non-confrontational co-existence with Memphis' racist
power structures.As historian Lauren Beaupre argues, Mason, Sr:s ability to
construct the Temple came largely from his knack for cultivating the favor,
and even support, of wealthy white patrons. 50 Early funds for the structure
had come from E.H. Crump, a political machine boss who held tremendous
power in Memphis during the first half of the twentieth century.s Crump
ardently opposed black political empowerment and had engineered the police
harassment of several African American politicians in the early I940s.s 2 The
fact that Crump enthusiastically supported Mason Sr:s construction project
demonstrates that Memphis' powerful white leaders did not count the
denomination among the ranks of political agitators nor consider it a threat to
white supremacy.Just as Bishop Mason's son, C.H. Mason.Jr., used exceedingly
careful rhetoric during his move into Glenview in the 1950s, the COGIC
hierarchy itself maintained a public image that endeared it to even the most
segregationist leaders.s 3
Regardless of the structure's origins, COGIC's use of the Temple after
its construction soon broke with the church's otherwise apolitical reputation.

43 White, The Rise to Respectability, 97.
44 Elton H. Weaver lll, "Mark the Perfect Man: The Rise of Bishop C.H. Mason and the Church of
God in Christ" (PhD diss., University of Memphis, 2007) 258.
45 Anthea Butler, Women in the Church of God in Christ: Making a Sanctified World (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2007) 71.
46 Tucker, Black Pastors and Leaders, 99.
47 Anonymous, " World Headquarters of Church Opens Here," The Commercial Appeal, December
11, 1945, Folder I, Articles, News Clippings, etc. [1936-2006], C/6/6, Flower Pentecostal Heritage
Center, Springfield, Missouri.

48 Ibid.
49 Jbid.
SO Lauren Beaupre, "Saints and the Long Civil Rights Movement: Claiming Space in Memphis,"
Journal of Urban History 38 (April 2, 2012): 976-980.
SI Weaver, "Mark the Perfect Man," 266-267.
52 Wright, Race, Power and Political Emergence, 33.
53 Whether this cautiousness served as a deliberate, strategic mask or represented a genuine adherence to conservative denominational stance on issues of racial justice at the time remains open to
speculation, since surviving COGIC records from the era rarely talk about civil rights issues like
segregation directly.
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As early as the first decade after its construction, the COGIC hierarchy began
offering its sizeable headquarters to Baptists and Methodists, who used it for
events that could not fit in their smaller church meeting spaces. 54 In 1946,
the building hosted a talk by Mary McLeod Bethune, engineered through the
activist's friendship with COGICWomen's Department leader Lillian Brooks
Coffee. Two years later it served as the site for a fund raiser sponsored by Paul
Robeson's Interracial Progressive Party. 55 In 1959, Mason, Sr. and his Executive
Commission offered the space to a Freedom Rally for the Memphis Volunteer
Ticket Campaign. 56 In a moment that surely would have surprised the recentlydeceased Boss Crump, black civic leaders like Russell Sugarman and even
Martin Luther King.Jr. spoke from the pulpit he had helped to fund, demanding
African American political representation and an end to segregation. 57
Nevertheless, even as Mason Temple became the de facto center of
Memphis' growing anti-segregation efforts by virtue of its size, COGIC clergy
remained politically inactive as compared to their Baptist and Methodist peers.
By the early 1960s, civil rights tactics among Memphis' progressive ministers
had shifted from voter registration to nonviolent protest. Baptist pastors like
Billy Kyles and James Netter faced arrest as they stalwartly occupied segregated
spaces. 58 According to David Tucker, a local Memphis historian working during
the 1970s, only a small number of COGIC clergy participated in these protests,
among them future Presiding Bishop J.O. Patterson, Sr., at that point merely
one among many low-level COGIC clergy. 59 Despite these examples, the
older generation of COGIC ministers and the denominational hierarchy itself
remained mostly on the sidelines during the 1960s, with some pastors even
insisting publicly that clergy should avoid political action. 60
While a rapidly aging Bishop Mason, Sr. offered his Temple's pulpit
to national and local progressives, he never stood at that pulpit himself as an
advocate for civil resistance nor took to the streets in protest. For the most
part, COGIC provided the physical space for rallies concerning black political
empowerment but neither promoted a clear stance as an organization regarding
equality nor moved into the realm of nonviolent civil resistance.All of this
would change in February 1968, when the church very publicly gave not only its
Temple and but also the labor of its clergy and laity to a Sanitation Strike that
immobilized the city for two months. By the end of this strike, COGIC had
openly confronted Memphis' majority-white political establishment and a new

group of ecclesiastical leaders, fresh from the experience of nonviolent protest,
had taken up the church's reigns.

54 Weaver, "Mark the Perfect Man," 274.
55 Ibid., 276-277.
56 Ibid., 284.
57 Wright, Race, Power and Political Emergence, 45-49; Michael K. Honey, Going Down Jericho
Road (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2007) 29.
58 Joan Beifuss, At The River We Stand (Brooklyn: Carlson Publishing, 1989) l 00.
59 Tucker, Black Pastors and Leaders, 149.
60 Ibid., 149.
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1"he Sanitation Strike, COME and COGIC's Turn to Protest
On February 12, 1968, 1,300 black sanitation employees in Memphis
stayed home from work in an unprecedented mass strike against longstanding
labor inequities. 61 The Memphis Sanitation Strike subsequently lasted sixtyfive days, attracted the attention of national organizations from the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference to the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee and played host to Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination on April
4, 1968. Ostensibly, the strike responded to the deaths of Echol Cole and
Robert Walker, two garbage men who had fallen into an unsafe, outdated
trash-compactor in early February. 62 In fact, tension over working conditions
for garbage collectors in Memphis had been building for decades. Even as
they provided a vast majority of the unskilled labor in the Memphis Sanitation
Department, black workers received wages of between $1. I O and $2.10 an
hour, faced the constant threat of firing with no promotion prospects and
had no recourse to a city-recognized union. 63 After the city government had
thwarted a previous attempt in 1966 at organizing with threats of arrest, the
workers had few options left but mass direct action. 64
Most garbage workers, like early COGIC members, had migrated to
Memphis from the rural South with the mechanization of cotton and found
themselves without a support network in the new urban environment.65
Moreover, in their earliest days they lacked union financial backing due to
ordinances against labor organizing for city employees.66 Both of these facts
meant that they had to appeal to unconventional sources for moral and material
sustenance. Outside of Memphis, they sought the help of national labor groups,
like the American Federation of Labor and the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees; within the city, they soon found allies within a
wide variety of mostly black civic and religious organizations.
By the time the strike began, COGIC had established itself as one of
the most financially successful black organizations in the city, with a massive
headquarters to show it. Moreover, because the church had congregations
inside many of the blue-collar communities impacted by the strike, it stood
in a prime position to mobilize and facilitate support. Historian Michael K.
Honey claims that Reverend J.O. Patterson, Sr. heard about the strike before
6 I Honey, Going Down Jericho Road, I 04.
62 Ibid., 1-4.
63 Wright, Race, Power and Political Emergence, 66-67.
64 Honey, Going Down Jericho Road, 73-74.
65 [bid 55
66 Ibid:: I
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it even happened from a sanitation worker named Nelson Jones. 67 While
no sources survive to suggest Jones' relation to COGIC, he may well have
been a congregant. Surely at least some of the garbage workers would have
worshipped in COGIC churches, considering the thriving presence of the
denomination throughout the city. In any case.Jones' appeal to the minister
soon elicited a favorable response from Patterson and several other younger
clergy in his denomination, who jumped into strike support efforts with an
enthusiasm uncommon in earlier generations of the church.
This response first manifested itself through the offering of space. On
February 17th, the church held a mass rally of workers alongside sympathetic
students at Mason Temple. 68 In line with COGIC's long tradition of communitybased material support, the meeting served a critical role in the distribution
of food to the families of strikers: youth, clergy and congregants assembled
sacks of donated groceries, including beans, eggs, bread, coffee and canned
milk. 69 The meeting also played host to vocal support from several COGIC
clergy members, who took the pulpit to speak about the strike.An article in
The Commercial Appeal article from the next morning quotes J.O. Patterson,
Sr. addressing the crowd of civil resistors directly, telling them "what's mine is
yours if you need it." 70 W.L. Porter, another powerful COGIC clergyman who
had once served as C.H. Mason's chauffeur in the 1950s, took a conciliatory
tone more typical of the denomination's older administrators, insisting that the
purpose of the rally was not political. 71
Political or not, the February 17 gathering served as the first of several
instances in which not only Mason Temple but also COGIC clergy played a very
public role in local strike support efforts. On February 24, Mason Temple hosted
a meeting of the Ministers Alliance, an interdenominational group of clergy
led by SNCC leader and African Methodist Episcopal minister James Morris
Lawson. 72 Around the same time, Lawson worked with clergy from COGIC and

several other black churches to establish a ministerial group called COME, or
Committee on the Move for Equality, in support of the strikers.
COME-affiliated clergy promised to open their congregations to those
in need, collect donations and lead economic boycotts of downtown businesses
for the duration of the strike. 73 With a deep devotion to nonviolent direct
action, the Committee on the Move for Equality also met in Mason Temple
virtually every night, meticulously planning marches and protests intended to
put pressure on the city's obdurate government. 74 The first roster of COME's
strategy committee boasted the name of G.E. Patterson, a young COGIC pastor
and nephew of J.O. Patterson, Sr. who went on to become the church's presiding
Bishop in the early 2000s. 75 Several other COGIC pastors, includingW.L. Porter,
his brother Billy Porter and J.O. Patterson, Sr, soon joined COME in other
capacities. 76 Alongside Lawson and other Memphis ministers, these clergy soon
proved an invaluable force in marches, boycotts and rallies that put political
pressure on the city and drew attention to the garbage workers' efforts.
Through their participation in COME, a younger generation of COGIC
clergy broke with the denomination's political history dramatically, positioning
themselves alongside known agitators and publicly opposing the city's racial
and economic status quo.As proclaimed in its widely distributed newsletter
The COME Appeal, the minister group sought to wield public demonstration
as a "ringing challenge" to the "personally degrading" white power structure
of Memphis. 77 This rhetoric contrasted sharply to the cautiousness with which
COGIC members like C.H. Mason, Sr. and his son had traditionally treated
Memphis' predominantly white political establishment. By joining COME,
clergy like Patterson, Sr. put COGIC very openly into conflict with the city's
government.
Furthermore, COME brought COGIC into cooperation and dialogue
with liberal denominations and progressive civic organizations from which it had
historically separated itself. Mason Temple played host to several famous out-

67 Ibid., 221.
68 Report, Memphis, FBI, February 20, 1968, RE: SANITATION WORKER STRJKE, MEMPHlS,
TENNESSEE, Memphis Field Office File #157- 1092-24, David Garrow, ed. Centers of the Southern
Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery, Albany, St. Augustine, Selma and Memphis (Frederick, MD:
University Publications of America, 1988), Reel # 17.
69 Anonymous, " Union to Seek Delay on Debts, Rally ls Held," The Commercial Appeal, February 18, 1968, 19, David Garrow, ed. Centers of the Southern Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery,
Albany, St. Augustine, Selma and Memphis (Frederick, MD: University Publications of America,
1988), Reel # 17.
70 Ibid., 19.
71 Ibid., 19; background on Porter's chauffeur job from Anonymous, "COGJC Leader Bishop W.L.
Porter Dies," The Commercial Appeal, April 3, 2009, accessed March 29, 2014, http://www.corn rncrcialiWJ)cal. cQ.m/ncws/2 009I apr/ 13{cogic-lcader-bishop-wlcPOrtcr-dJc:_~/_._
72 Report, Memphis, FBI, February 26, 1968, RE: SANITATION WORKER STRJKE, MEMPHIS,
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of-town guests, who came to the city at the invitation of COME members. By
April, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People's Roy
Wilkins, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference's Ralph D.Abernathy,
Gardner Taylor of the Progressive Baptist Convention, and Dr. Martin Luther
King.Jr. had all called for worker equality from the pulpit of Mason Temple.78
The presence of these nationally recognized activists in COGIC space and
alongside COGIC clergy demonstrated the church's newfound willingness to
work for social change across denominational lines. It also joined the Church
of God in Christ permanently with the black freedom movement in the public
imagination. J.O. Patterson, Sr. walked next to Martin Luther King Jr. during a
March 28 protest that attracted enormous media attention. 79 Subsequently, Ki ng
gave his April 3 "I Have Been To The Mountaintop" speech in Mason Temple,
his prophetic words framed by the auditorium's recognizable facade mere
hours before James Earl Ray shot him at the Lorraine Motel. In these instances
and many others, COGIC grew more and more visible within the enduring
iconography of the Memphis movement, even as its longstanding theological
divisions from other black churches remained obscured in press coverage and
historiography alike.
While the participation of COGIC laypeople in the strike remains
less well documented than the administrative activities of leaders, ordinary
believers played a significant role through the mass protests organized within
their congregations.Aside from the obvious sacrifices of garbage men from
within the church's membership, COGIC women contributed a huge amount to
the execution of economic boycotts. Nine days after King's assassination, over
two hundred black women picketed downtown stores, dissuading patrons fro m
buying new clothes for the next morning's Easter Sunday services. 80 Records
of the demonstration, which come primarily from FBI surveillance memos,
do not mention names or denominational affiliations of marchers, but one
can safely assume that COGIC women would have stood among their ranks.

These grassroots boycotts, coupled with others of similar type, finally put the
economic pressure on the city to end the strike.As Michael K. Honey asserts in
his study Going Down Jericho Road, concern over the loss of Northern businesses
investment proved to be one of the most definitively persuasive factors that
forced Memphis' mayor, Henry Loeb, to reach a settlement favorable to the
workers' demands. 81
In spite of its salient presence on the frontlines of protests, COGIC
managed to maintain a reputation for moderation among the city's most
conservative forces throughout the strike by distancing itself from the
movement's far-left elements.A close reading of FBI surveillance documents
produced by the Bureau's Memphis Field Office during the spring of 1968
reveals this phenomenon clearly. These documents frequently emphasize
COGIC's distance from so-called "Black Powerites": in late February, for
example, they drew attention to a Mason Temple speech from WL. Porter
in which the minister advised strikers to resist the influence of black power
activists in the community.82 As the spring wore on, the documents often
portrayed COGIC clergy favorably as restrained voices within COME.When
the Strategy Committee made moves to include the more radical, youthoriented Black Organizing Project in its roster on April 2, the documents noted
that Patterson, Sr. and his son balked. 83 These actions and others like them
earned COGIC leaders a strange kind of favor among the Bureau investigators,
who qualified them as "extremely stable, cautious and law-abiding ministers ...
who in the past have urged caution [but] nevertheless will stand up for what
they believe is right." 84
COGIC's hesitance to accept the strike's most radical supporters
echoed a strategy of public moderation that finds precedent in the
denomination's longer political history. From the days of Bishop Mason, Sr.
onward, COGIC had developed an increasing amount of prestige, autonomy
and power in Memphis by carefully maintaining outwardly benevolent relations
with the many hostile institutions that aimed to disenfranchise the city's black

78 Wilkins: Report, Memphis, FB I, March 13, 1968, RE: SANITATION WORKER STRIKE, MEMPHlS, TENNESSEE, RACIAL MATTERS, Memphis Field Office File #157- 1092-76, 5; Abernathy:
Letter, Memphis, Director and Atlanta, FBI, April 15, l 968, SANITATION WORKER STRIKE,
MEMPHIS, TN, Memphis Field Office File #157-1092-320; Taylor: Letter, Memphis, Director, FB I,
April 13, 1968, SANITATION WORKER STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TN, Memphis Field Office File
#157- 1092-3 1; King: Letter, Memphis, Director, FBI, March 17, 1968, SANITATION WORKER
STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TN, Memphis Field Office File # 157-1092-87. All of the above in David Garrow, ed., Centers of the Southern Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery, Albany, St. Augustine, Selma
and Memphis (Frederick, MD: University Publications of America, 1988) Reel # 17.
79 Honey, Going Down Jericho Road, 397.
80 Report, Memphis, FBI, RE: MEMPHIS SANITATION WORKERS STRIKE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, RACIAL MATTERS, April 15, 1968, Memphis Field Office File #157- 1092-321 , 1, David
Garrow, ed., Centers of the Southern Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery, Albany, St. Augustine,
Selma and Memphis (Frederick, MD: University Publications of America, 1988), Reel# 17.
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81 Honey, Going Down Jericho Road, 489.
82 Report, Memphis, FBI, RE: MEMPHIS SANITATION STRIKE, RACIAL MATTERS, February
20, 1968, Memphis Field Office File # 157-1092-24, 2, David Garrow, ed., Centers of the Southern
Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery, Albany, St. Augustine, Selma and Memphis (Frederick, MD:
University Publications of America, 1988), Reel # 17.
83 Report, Memphis, FBI, RE: BLACK ORGANIZING PROJECT, RACIAL MATTERS, May 6,
1968, Memphis Field Office File #157-1092-36, 48, David Garrow, ed., Centers of the Southern
Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery, Albany, St. Augustine, Selma and Memphis (Frederick, MD:
University Publications of America, 1988), Reel# 18.
84 Report, Memphis, FBI, RE: MEMPHIS SANITATION STRIKE, RACIAL MATTERS, February
29, 1968, Memphis Field Office File # 157-1092-324, 8, David Garrow, Ed. Centers of the Southern
Struggle: FBI Files on Montgomery, Albany, St. Augustine, Selma and Memphis (Frederick, MD:
University Publications of America, 1988), Reel # 17.
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poor. These relations kept COGIC from embracing open agitation but also
bought the church a level of autonomy that later proved quietly crucial to local
black freedom efforts. The Sanitation Strike would have had limited success,
for example, without Mason Temple as a space for rallies, food distribution and
COME strategy committee meetings.Twenty years earlier, that same Temple
had come about through C.H. Mason, Sr.'s slyly collegial public relations with
the segregationist Boss Crump. By maintaining a balancing act between activism
and conservatism during the strike, COGIC emerged from the fires of the late
1960s with the autonomy it had earned from decades of apparent moderation
intact, even as it embraced protest more enthusiastically than it ever had before.
In the end, the very fact that COGIC had participated in the strike
at all put the church into a state of creative tension that propelled its political
and theological development for decades to come.After enduring years of
racial violence and economic injustice, COGIC and its members finally crossed
denominational divides and aligned themselves publicly with a grassroots
protest movement for black equality through their membership in the
Committee on the Move for Equality. The legacy of this activism continued
to impact the manner in which the denomination approached the question
of racial inequality for years, particularly as a younger generation of leaders
brought their experiences in the 1960s to bear on COGIC's politics, culture
and theology.
The Election of J.O. Patterson, Sr. and the Legacies of 1968
Within a year of the Memphis city government's settlement with
the sanitation workers, the Church of God in Christ saw the most significant
leadership change in its history. C.H. Mason, Sr., the church's beloved founder
and first leader, had died in 1962, leaving no clear method for determining his
successor.After six years of heated internal strife, the church adopted a new
Constitutional Amendment in January 1968 that provided for the election of
the next Presiding Bishop from COGIC's Executive Board through a vote by
regional delegates. 85 The Board set the election for the following November's
Memphis Convocation, giving potential candidates a full nine months before
facing a vote. 86
Reverend J.O. Patterson, Sr. had sat on the church's Executive
Committee since 1952. In this position, he had served as general secretary and
maintained the denomination's publishing house while continuing to pastor
his own 1,600-person congregation in downtown Memphis. 87 As such, he had
85 Robert R. Owens, Never Forget! The Dark Years ofCOGIC History (Fairfax, VA: Xulon Publishers, 2002) 160.
86 Ibid., 168.
87 "Mcmphian Will Serve as Presiding Bishop," The Tri-State Defender, November 23, 1968, 2,
Folder 2, Articles, News Clippings, etc. [ 1936-2006], C/6/6, Flower Pentecostal Heritage Center,
Springfield, Missouri.
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already witnessed the challenges of running an international denomination and
stood as a natural candidate for the Presiding Bishopric. Moreover, in the time
between the January meeting and the Convocation he had become the church's
public face through his central involvement in the nationally covered Sanitation
Strike. Come November, he swept the election by a large margin, defeating his
closest rival by over I00 votes. 88 As Patterson assumed the same pulpit that
had just seven months earlier hosted Martin Luther King, Jr.'s final speech, he
represented the experiences of a new generation of Pentecostal believers who
came of age during the tumultuous years of the mass civil rights movement.
Whether or not Patterson's activism within the Memphis civil
rights movement had specifically decided the election, the fact that he won
demonstrated a huge amount about the changing priorities of his denomination
on the whole. Whereas Mason had governed autocratically, the 1968 election
gave COGIC laypeople their first opportunity to select their own leader by
democratic process. 89 That they chose Patterson, who had openly demonstrated
a willingness to involve the church in secular politics on a national scale, speaks
to the lasting impact that the 1960s left on the Church of God in Christ, not
only in Memphis but throughout the country and world.
In this way, Patterson, Sr. began his twenty-year tenure as Presiding
Bishop with a mandate of sorts from his ever-growing ecclesiastical
constituency. By engaging publicly with racial injustice on a local level, he and
many other believers in Memphis had expanded the possibilities of black
Pentecostal political self-definition, even as they remained deeply devoted to
their denomination's distinct theological and cultural roots.Whether and how
the diverse members of the Church of God in Christ would make good on the
promises of the 1960s during the Patterson Bishopric remained, at that point,
unknown. Nevertheless, as the decade came to a close, COGIC found itself
solidly established, via the protest actions of its members, as a distinct and vital
contributor to the black freedom struggle.
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The Case of Salonican Jews in the Holocaust Era
By Meredith Bilski
Within the first half of the 20th century, Salonica's thriving and
cosmopolitan Jewish population was transformed into a Jewish wasteland. 1 At
the turn of the century, Salonican Jews had prospered under Ottoman rule; with
the onset of the Greek Hellenization project, the Salonica that they knew-the
bustling and cosmopolitan "Jerusalem of the Balkans"-was reduced to a Greek
backwater port. During World War II, the Jews' prominent place within the
social and economic fabric of the city was undermined by the city's occupation
by the Germans, who humiliated the Jews in the streets, closed their businesses,
and ultimately deported them toAuschwitz-Birkenau.The few Jews who
survived returned to rampant anti-Semitism and a bloody civil war in Greece,
which caused some to emigrate to Israel/Palestine.A tumultuous half-centuryripe with changing political, economic, and social conditions both within and
beyond the city-lent itself to changing conceptions of identity for the Jews
who called Salonica home.2
Within these various contexts, the case of Salonican Jews becomes a
lens through which we can examine the role that various social and political
contexts play in identity formation .According to historical and political
sociologist Orlando Patterson, "ethnicity can only be understood in terms of
a dynamic and contextual view of group allegiances ... the context of a given
ethnic experience is one of the most critical factors in defining it." 3 Accordingly
this paper will examine Salonican Jews' notions of"Greekness" (i.e. their Greek
identity} within their pre-war, wartime {i.e.Auschwitz-Birkenau), and immediate
post-war contexts. It will argue that Salonican Jews' formulation of identity was
dependent on various factors that shaped their pre-war, wartime, and post-war
experiences {i.e. facets of Greek and Jewish identity in Salonica; social networks
and survival strategies in Auschwitz-Birkenau; and return to a decimated Jewish
Salonica and a tumultuous post-war Greece, respectively). The Jews of Salonica
1 Salonica is a city in the Macedonia region of modem Greece. It was a major port city in the Ottoman Empire until 1912, when the Greek state reclaimed the region of Macedonia as its own. Led
by then Prime Minister Eleftherios Venizelos, the Greek Hellenization project worked to fashion the
city on Greek terms , emphasizing a connection to its Byznatine past. See Mark Mazower, Salonica:
City of Ghosts (New York: Vintage Books, 2006), 434.
2 See Katherine E. Fleming, Greece : A Jewish History (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2008).
3 Orlando Patterson, "Context and Choice in Ethnic Allegiance," in Ethnicity : Theory and Experience, ed. Nathan Glazer and Daniel P. Moynihan. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 305.
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could not become Greek as long as they were speaking Jadino and Hebrew
in Greece;Jews became Greek in the concentration camp by using common
languages to form their social networks for collective survival; and half of
Greece's Jews chose to embrace their Jewishness and emigrate to Israel in light
of the rampant anti-Semitism during the Greek Civil War. Importantly, it will
also emphasize that within each context, a Greek identity (or a lack thereof)
was not always assumed or ascribed; as Patterson argues, it could also be a
chosen form of identification. 4 Looking at the case of the Greek Jews, Greekness
could be a chosen form of identification both at home in pre-war Salonica
and at Auschwitz.This paper will use the audiovisual testimonies of Holocaust
survivors as windows into the facets of Salonican Jewish identity that impacted
feelings of Greekness, and apply a context-specific theoretical framework of
ethnicity to the case of Salonican Jewry.
Methodology: Understanding Survivor Memory
In order to see how Salonican Jews' identity was context dependent,
we must look at testimonies of the Salonican Jews themselves. Before the Nazis
introduced the Nuremberg Laws in 1943, Salonica's population numbered
56,000; in early 1943, Salonica's Jews were deported to Auschwitz in transports
at the rate of ten-thousand per week. 5 By 1945, there were only 1,950
remaining Salonican Jews. 6 Few Salonican Jews survived in hiding.7
This paper defines these 'contexts' as 'Pre-War; 'Auschwitz-Birkenau;
and 'Post-War' following the Holocaust survivors' recollections of their past.
According to Lawrence Langer, Holocaust survivors experienced difficulty
integrating their experiences in the camps into their larger life stories. This
is what he calls 'cotemporality; when "witnesses struggle with the impossible
task of making their recollections of the camp experience coalesce with the
rest of their lives:•s What results is a story of two unconnected worlds: that of
'Auschwitz; and that of 'before and after: 9 This psychological separation makes it
difficult for survivors to reconcile their experiences in these two vastly different
contexts.
There are several caveats that the researcher must take into account
when relying on Holocaust testimonies. For one, there are several different
levels of memory, including repressed memory; secret memories; communal
memories, which survivors who had similar experiences feel they cannot share
4 lbid, 309.
5 Fleming, Greece: A Je wish History (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2008), 122.
6 Steven B. Bowman, "Jews in Wartime Greece." Jewish Social Studies, Vol. 48, Issue I (1986): 46.
7 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 167.
8 Lawrence L. Langer, Holocaust Testimonies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 3.
9 Bea Lewkowicz, Jewish Community of Salonica: History, Memory, Culture. (Portland: Vallentine
Mitchell, 2006), 156.
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with outsiders because of their gravity; and public memory, which are the
parts of memory that are "openly shared" and have become part of a larger
public Holocaust narrative. 10 Historian Christopher Browning explains that
several Holocaust survivors draw on similar tropes that are depicted in iconic
Holocaust films and books, such as Schindler's List and Elie Wiesel's Night 11
These underlying processes of memory are at work as the Holocaust survivor
tells his or her story.An examination of these testimonies shows that there are
similar patterns and levels of memory in the narrative surrounding Greekness,
especially in the camps. For example, the survivors describe Mengele's selection
process as the transports pulled into Auschwitz-an iconic scene in Schindler's
List These testimonies were recorded in the 1990s after the film was released, 12
and the description of this scene across all four testimonies could be an
indication that this has become part of a new public memory. Memories of
collective Greekness and camaraderie among Greek inmates are commonly
shared and remembered by the survivors as being an essential part of their
Holocaust experience.
This paper relies on audiovisual testimonies from the USC Shoah
Foundation's Institute for Visual History for insight into identity formation.
Langer explains that survivors' written accounts may have the tendency to use
literary devices to dramatize their stories; similarly, audiovisual testimonies,
like those of the Shoah lnstitute's Audiovisual Archive, rely on interviewers
to ask the questions and lead the conversation, which may impact the
survivors' memory recall and way in which they share their experiences.
The four testimonies this paper will draw from are those of Dario Gabbai,
Henry Levy, Lela Black, and Bella Ouziel. This paper examines two male and
two female testimonies. It gives male and female voices equal weight and uses
these testimonies to determine if Greek identity formation was dependent
on gender. No testimony can be seen in a vacuum; each is influenced by a
series of external factors that influence each story and thus contribute to our
greater understanding of the Holocaust-as well as pre- and post-Holocaustexperience.
The Jewish City: Pre-War Salonica
At the moment of the Greek annexation of Salonica in 1912,
10 Christopher Browning, Remembering Survival (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2010),
10-11.
11 Ibid, 236.
12 The timing of these interviews is imperative to understand how public memory impacts survivors'
recollection and sharing of their experiences. Steven Spielberg directed Schindler '.1· List, which came
out in 1993. After his experience working on the fil m, he was inspired to fund and establish the USC
Shoah Foundation's Insti tute for Visual History in 1994. Sec "The USC Shoah Foundation Story,"
USC Shoah Foundation - The Institute for Visual History and Education, accessed February 19,
2013, http:Usfi use edu/about.
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the Greeks sought to integrate the city into the Greek nation-state.The
Hellenization project sought to remove the Ottoman elements of the city and
reconstruct it to emphasize that Salonica, like Macedonia," 'has been, is, and
shall be Greek:" 13 The Great Fire of Salonica in 1917 destroyed any evidence
of a once cosmopolitan city as it tore through the city's Jewish quarter and
thus created a blank slate upon which the Greek state could rebuild the city on
its own terms. 14 The Greeks sought to fashion the city to give the impression
that there was "no Hellenization, only Hellenes." 15 This included leaving the
last surviving element of the Salonica's cosmopolitan past, the Jews, out of its
decidedly Greek spatial narrative.
It was during these early years of the Hellenization project that
several Salonican Holocaust survivors were born (i.e. the late 191 Os and 1920s).
Between the Greek rebuilding of Salonica and the exchange of populations
following the Greco-Turkish War of 1912-1922 (in which Greeks living in
Asia Minor were required to return to mainland Greece where they lived as
refugees), 16 these young Salonican Jews were exposed to the assimilationist
power of Hellenism at an impressionable age. Katherine Fleming posits that
these conditions led to the creation of a "distinct Greek Jewish identity" and
a young generation of Salonican Jews who were "culturally and ideologically
more Hellenized than any generation before them." 17 In all four audiovisual
testimonies, the Salonican Holocaust survivors shared that Greek was a
large part of their lives: Dario Gabbai shared that his father worked as a
photographer for a Greek newspaper; 18 Henry Levy attended a Greek private
school where he learned Greek history and to never mention the word
"Turkey"; 19 Lela Black recalled mixing with Greek Christians who "accepted
[the Jews] as [they] were"; 20 and Bella Ouziel spent half of the school day
learning Greek in her neighborhood Jewish grammar school. 21 These survivors
had developed some sort of Greek identity during their childhoods as
Hellenism became the prevailing cultural ideology.There is no recollection of a
Hellenization-that is, a process of becoming Greek-but only Hellenes.
13 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 96.
14 Mark Mazower, Salonica: City of Ghosts, 300.
15 Ibid, 434.
16 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 84.
17 Ibid, 166.
18 Gabbai, Dario. Interview 142. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 20 13. Web 18
Nov. 201 3
19 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 201 3. Web 18
Nov. 201 3.
20 Black, Lela. Interview 13097. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 201 3. Web 7 Dec.
201 3.
2 1 Ouziel, Bella. Interview 14675 . Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation.201 3. Web. 7
Dec. 201 3.
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Their place within this Greek collective was not as absolute as their
recognition that it existed.Although these survivors were exposed to, and
sometimes embodied, elements of Greekness, it was not necessarily their
preferred form of identity in this pre-war context.The interviewees share that
they did not only speak Greek or surround themselves with other Greeks, but
they actively exhibited other various national, political, and religious allegiances
and engaged in behaviors characteristic of previous generations living in
Ottoman Salonica.
Relevant to this case study is Talcott Parsons' argument that ethnic
groups are typically mutually exclusive.22 The same logic applies to the Greeks'
conceptualization of Salonican Jews-'Greekness' and 'Jewishness' were seen
as juxtaposed identities. Based on her interviews of Salonican Holocaust
survivors, Bea Lewkowicz argues that the traits that were used to characterize
a 'Greek life' and those that were used to describe a 'Jewish life' were inherently
contradictory. In this context, Greek aspects of identity were negatively defined
as they were juxtaposed against Jewish ones, namely not speaking ladino or
other languages, mixing with Greeks, and not going to synagogue. 23 Importantly,
several Salonican Jews maintained ties to their Jewish religious tradition and
practice. This emphasis on religion strengthened the Greek-Jewish binary, as
Hellenism and Greekness were inherently linked to the Greek Orthodox
religion. Gabbai shared that while he and his father were more "liberal" in their
Jewish practice, his mother went to synagogue every Friday and for every Jewish
holiday. He also recalled celebrating the High Holidays and his mother cooking
a large Pesach feast with "food that the Sefardim used to eat." 24 Similarly, Levy's
family kept a kosher home. 25
Additionally, the four survivors shared that they all spoke and knew
French and ladino, the Jewish-Spanish language the Sephardim in Salonica had
spoken for centuries. 26 Lewkowicz argues that the knowledge of ladino was
used as a marker of Jewish identity in Salonica "because it encompassed all the
other differences of the very diverse urban Jewish population and set them
apart from the rest of the [Greek] population." 27 The interviewees attested to
elements of this diversity: Gabbai and Black attended Italian schools, where they
learned multiple languages; in particular, Black recalled learning French, Spanish,
and English and having a love for learning languages on her own, and shared that
22 Talcott Parsons, "Change of Ethnicity," in Ethnicity: Theory and Experience, ed. Nathan Glazer
and Daniel P. Moynihan. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 57.
23 Bea Lewkowicz, The Jewish Community of Salonica, (London: V. Mitchell, 2006), 21 6.
24 Gabbai, Dario. Interview 142. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 201 3. Web 18
Nov. 201 3.
25 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 201 3. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
26 Flem ing, Greece: A Jewish History, 2.
27 Lewkowicz, The Jewish Community of Salonica, 218.
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her sister attended an Alliance Israelite Universelle school. Further, Gabbai
recalled being actively involved in the revisionist right-wing Zionist movement
of Jabotinsky and shared that he held Italian citizenship. 30 Similarly, while Levy
shared that he attended Greek private school, he spoke /adino and French in
the house and attended Hebrew school at night. 31 In the public Jewish grammar
school, Bella Ouziel learned Greek for half the day, and then Hebrew for the
other half. 32
These survivors' "pure" Greekness, then, was complicated by their
parents' and grandparents' lived experiences in and memories of Jewish Salonica
that was characterized by cosmopolitanism and Jewish religious practice. The
older generation's memories of a not-so-distant past, dedication to ensuring
that their children received the best education possible, and commitment to
instilling a sense of Jewish national identity rather than solely a religious one
informed their children's experiences growing up in the ostensibly Hellenized
city-they put their children into Jewish, Italian, and French schools, Hebrew
afterschool programs, and pro-Zionist organizations, and they engaged in Jewish
religious practice at home. While these Holocaust survivors were exposed
to and embodied various elements of Greek identity as young children, their
other national allegiances (i.e. Israel and Italy), their cosmopolitanism, and
their maintenance of Jewish religious customs meant that they were not
uncomplicatedly Greek. In their testimonies, survivors describe pre-war
Salonica as "Jewish city" with a "large Jewish community:' As long as 'Greekness'
and 'Jewishness' were mutually exclusive as official national discourses, these
people could not be considered Greek in a Jewish Salonica.
Yet despite this binary, the interviews reveal that the younger
generation adhered to a more civic version of Hellenism that allowed them
to grow up in and inhabit Greek and Jewish spaces. In other words, the
interviews exemplify these that young Greek Jews did not feel that Greekness
was alienating or compulsive; they saw it as a lived experience rather than a
canonical discourse. Further, as long as they chose to engage in cosmopolitan
and Jewish activities, Greekness could be their chosen form of identification
in certain social settings-they could choose to speak Greek, spend time with
28 Alliance Israelite Universelle was a French-Jewish organization dedicated to the assimilating and
integrating Jews into their broader societies through a modem, Western education. The AIU established its first school in Greece in Salonica in 1873.
29 Black, Lela. Interview 13097. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 7 Dec.
2013.
30 Gabbai, Dario. Interview 142. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
31 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
32 Ouziel, Bella. Interview 14675. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web. 7
Dec. 2013.
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their Greek-Christian friends, but they could also choose to speak ladino at
home and interact with their relatives who still remembered their lives in
Ottoman Salonica.
survival as Socioeconomic Capital: Auschwitz-Birkenau
Invoking Patterson's theory on ethnicity, as aspects of a specific
context change, aspects of one's ethnicity can change with it.According to
Patterson, individuals can seize opportunities within their changing contexts to
emphasize various cultural attributes. 33 He argues that these attributes are used
to "maintain group cohesiveness, sustain and enhance identity, and to establish
social networks and communicative patterns that are important for the group's
optimization of its socioeconomic position in societY:' 34 The way in which
Salonican Jews worked to optimize the group's socioeconomic position as
dependent on the various contexts in which they found themselves.At home in
Salonica, they embraced facets of a Greek identity to maintain their place in the
economic and political hierarchies of the city, especially as the Greeks crafted
legislation to limit the Jews' influence in economic and political matters.35
Importantly, Patterson posits that intense feelings will be attached to
a particular ethnic allegiance if it serves a group's best interest. 36 It is true that
Patterson's use of the word "best interest" regarding ethnic affiliation-like
ethnicity itself-is context dependent.A lens through which we can examine
the role of choice and context in ethnicity is the Greek-Jewish experience
at Auschwitz. Patterson argues the protection of a group's "best interest"
especially holds true "for persecuted ethnic groups that face genocidal or
otherwise hostile majority, and for those whose survival and best interests
are threatened on a class basis or a religious basis." 37 This especially applies to
the case of Salonican Jews, who sought to survive individually and collectively
in a grim context where the existence of the Jewish people, which included
the Greek-Jews, was constantly threatened. In the concentration camp, the
aforementioned optimization of one's socioeconomic position depends on the
good upon which the prisoners place the highest value: survival. Survival, then,
becomes the coveted good that inspires the Salonican Jews to emphasize or
de-emphasize aspects of their Greek identity.Their Otherness in the camps
in certain situations was a liability-namely, their inability to communicate.
However, they were able to leverage their social networks and turn their
liability into an asset.
Applying Patterson's theory to the case of the Greek-Jews in the
33 Patterson, "Context and Choice in Ethnic Allegiance," 306.
34 Ibid.
35 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 93.
36 Orlando Patterson, "Context and Choice in Ethnic Allegiance," 312.
37 Ibid.
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camps challenges Katherine Fleming's assertion that "their Greekness was
assumed" in this context, rather than "something that they had to fight to
assert or deny." 38 There certainly were cases in which Greekness was ascribed
by others in both negative and positive ways-Polish kapos called the Greek
inmates Greco-banditos; 39 the SS officers were fascinated with Greek music40
and song; 41 Ashkenazim and kapos regarded the Greeks as "particularly strong,
resourceful, and handsome:' 42 However, this section will show that Greekness
was not an identity that was merely ascribed by others in the camps. It involved
a conscious sense of belonging that involved the creation of social networks and
solidarity among the Greeks in the camp and ultimately transformed meanings
of Greekness.
To understand identity formation within the camp (as well as that
which previously existed in Salonica), we must understand the role that
changing boundaries plays in shaping ethnic identity.The unfamiliar camp
environment redefined pre-existing notions of self and Other for these GreekJews.According to Donald L. Horowitz, two variables are involved in altering
group boundaries.
The first is contact with ethnic strangers perceived as possessing
varying degrees of likeness and difference. The second is the size and
importance of the political unit within which groups find themselves.
These two, of course, are related. Political boundaries tend to set
the dimensions of the field within which group contact occurs. That
contact, in turn, renders it necessary for groups to sort out affinities
and disparities. 43
In the camps, Greek-Jews-as well as other Jews, more generally-were
prisoners of war at the mercy of the Germans. Their Jewishness made the
Salonicans and the other Jewish prisoners alike. However, these Jewish prisoners
differed in their places of origin, which played·a key role in defining their
religious practice, customs, and culture. In particular,Jews from Salonica came in
contact with Ashkenazim from Eastern Europe, 44 who made up the majority of
the Jewish prisoners in the camp.Applying Horowitz's framework to the case of
38 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 162.
39 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
40 Fleming, Greece : A Jewish History, 152.
41 Bella Ouziel describes that her barrack of Greek women frequently put on shows to entertain the
SS officers.
42 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 153.
43 Donald L. Horowitz, "Ethnic Identity," in Ethnicity: Theory and Experience, ed. Nathan Glazer
and Daniel P. Moynihan. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 121.
44 While the Sephardim/Ashkenazim binary is an age-old distinction, at Auschwitz, this distinction was re-read in ethnic terms-difference was articulated in ethnic terms (Pollacs, Hungarians,
Germans, etc.) Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 148-149.
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the Salonican Jews at Auschwitz, these differences between the Greeks and the
Others created the impetus for the Greek-Jews to "sort out affinities" among
themselves. Moreover, several of the testimonies reveal that the Greek-Jews
lived in the same barracks together, 45 an arrangement that certainly allowed
them to recognize their commonalities and to foster Greek camaraderie in an
unknown and dangerous environment.
The apparent peculiarities of Sephardim set them apart from the
Ashkenazim. For one, the Greeks did not speak German or Polish, which made
it difficult to interact with the other inmates. This language barrier also made
it especially difficult for the ladino- and Greek-speaking Jews to follow orders
from the German SS officers. Henry Levy emphasizes that this put the GreekJews at a disadvantage:"We couldn't communicate there ... It was very difficult
and us the Greek-Jews were more vulnerable [emphasis his]."46 The Greek-Jews'
inability to communicate, then, was a key factor that weakened their chance
of survival and made them inferior, second-class citizens 47 in an environment
where survival was the ultimate socioeconomic capital.
Further, in her testimony, Bella Ouziel creates a clear link between
the language barrier and the Greek-Jews' togetherness as she discusses the
difficulties of understanding the Eastern Europeans during her first days working
in the Aussenkommando48:
All the Salonica people, all the Greek people, we were together.
Because of the language.We could understand each other, but with the
Polish, Russian ... we could not understand them ... We had a really
hard time [understanding the Germans] ... We had a few of the girls
speak a little German who could translate ... to help us out ... [The
Germans] had a stick and they used to give you a beating because you
didn't understand what they had said. 49
This description reveals several key insights about the Greek experience
atAuschwitz.The first is Ouziel's interchangeable use of"Salonica people"
and "Greek people" in describing language as the main component of their
togetherness. In the same way ladino had cast the Salonican Jews as a group
apart from the Greeks in Salonica, it ironically defined them "definitively as
Greek" within the camp.Additionally, while in Salonica ladino had made Salonica
a Jewish city, in Auschwitz it turned the city into a Greek one. 50
45 Levy shares that there were 300 Jews from Salonica in Barrack 25; Ouziel shares that everyone in
her barrack was from Salonica as well.
46 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
47 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 149.
48 Members of the Aussenkommando were selected to do physical labor around the camp site.
49 Ouziel, Bella. Interview 14675. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web. 7
Dec. 2013.
50 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 151.
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In other words, the new identity that formed in the camp was
wider than the old identity (i.e. Salonican vs. Greek). This parallels Donald
L. Horowitz's hypothesis that "groups which may have been separate ... in
one environment may be identified or identify themselves as one in a new
environment of greater heterogeneity." 51 As Ouziel's testimony illustrates, the
"general perceptual tendency is to simplify nuances of differences, ignoring small
differences and exaggerating large ones."52 The differences between the Greeks
and the Polish, Russians, and Germans were larger than those that existed
among the Jews of Salonica (as a community) and other Jewish communities of
Greece. This is not to say that the Greek Jews did not have any contact with
other Jews.Jews working in similar units, interacted and, in cases, conspired53
with other Jews of different nationalities. Nonetheless, these new developments
within the camp created new hard lines between self and Other-between
Sephardim and Ashkenazim, and SS and prisoner.
Becoming Greek involved a double process of conscious belonging and
alienation from the Others; that is, Greekness was both chosen by the Salonican
Jews and ascribed by the Others. Salonican Jews consciously sought one another
out as they were "treated different[ly]" by the Germans and their inmates,
their "brothers from Eastern Europe." 54 Henry Levy recalls that Ashkenazim
"thought [the Greek-Jews] were not Jews because [they] could not speak
Yiddish" at work. 55 Given their ability to communicate with one another, Greekspeaking Romaniotes 56 and /adino-speaking Sephardim were more alike than
different in this context. In the eyes of the Others, they were not Jews. In their
own eyes, local differences became insignificant. They were not "Greek-Jews,"
they were not Salonicans, but they were simply Greek. 57
Also salient in Ouziel's testimony is the sense of camaraderie and
solidarity among the Greeks-both Primo Levi and Elie Wiesel speak to its
exceptional character in /f This Is a Man 58 and Night, 59 respectively.All four
survivors spoke about the relationships and camaraderie with other Salonicans,
whom they refer to as Greeks, both in their barracks and at work. Bella Ouziel
51 Donald L. Horowitz, "Ethnic Identity," 123.
52 Ibid.
53 Of the 100 prisoners in the Sonderkommando, 26 were Greek. Nineteen Russian inmates working
in the unit spearheaded the famous Sonderkommando Rebellion-they got the money for artillery by
sending gold and money to a weapons manufacturer. Gabbai, Dario. Interview 142. Visual History
Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18 Nov. 2013
54 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
55 Ibid.
56 Indigenous, Greek-speaking Jews from that settled in the Balkans during the first century C.E.
57 Lewkowicz, The Jewish Community of Salonica, 159.
58 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 148-149.
59 Ibid, 152.
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and Henry Levy provided perhaps the most notable descriptions of Greek
camaraderie in the face of adversity.As evidenced in Ouziel's testimony, the allGreek barracks often had a fellow Greek Jew who translated the SS's orders.
This also was the case in Levy's barrack 25, in which a man named Benjamin
translated for all 330 Greeks living there.
Moreover, Ouziel shared that she was in a barrack with all the other
Greeks, with whom she "got along fine, because we were from the same city,
the same place." On a death march from Birkenau to Auschwitz, all the Greek
girls stayed together the whole time. In particular, she was always with her
friend Stella.At one point during the ten-day march, Stella was ready to give
up-Bella describes that Stella said, "I'm not going to walk anymore .. . I'm
just going to let them shoot me." Bella recounts that she started crying and
encouraging Stella that she would be able to make it; she finally "dragged" Stella
along while she encouraged her to keep going until they reached Auschwitz. 60
This example shows that among the Greek girls in the Aussenkommando,
survival was a group strategy-they banded together in a situation in which
their lives were threatened, and played a pivotal role in helping one another
survive.
This is also present in Henry Levy's story of the 65-year-old Greek
"Nono" who, during Mengele's selections, was supposed to be sent to the gas
chamber, but instead got pushed into another group whose members were
assigned to work. Levy described that the Nono lived in barrack 25 with the
other Greeks and encouraged the "Sephardim" to keep their faith-to say
Kaddish 61 every night, to pray, and to not divorce themselves from God, as
"'something good would happen after this:" Levy contrasted the faith of the
Sephardim to the Askenazim's apparent lack thereof; "the Eastern European
Jews said that God created the situation, the destruction of the Jewish
people, [and that they] should divorce themselves from God, but not [us, the
Greeks]." In this light, this positivity and faith were not only part of a collective
survival strategy, but exemplary Jewishness became uniquely Greek. 62 These
two examples show that Greek solidarity was felt both by men and women.
It was a way for the Sephardim to compensate for the difficulties that their
grim camp context and their difference from the Others created.This context
provided the impetus for the Greeks to consciously form social networks in
their collective will to survive. Moreover, the testimonies reveal that these
connections were not gender-specific; they were felt by both male and female
inmates.
Historians discuss the Greek prisoners within the framework that
60 Ouziel, Bella. Interview 14675. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web. 7
Dec. 2013.
61 An ambiguous term tied to the rituals of mourning and praising God in Jewish prayer.
62 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
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the Others were fascinated by them.According to Katherine Fleming, the
Greeks in the camps had a "well-deserved reputation for resourcefulness"
and were perceived to be "silent and mysterious, ingenious and tricky." 63 These
perceptions are likely linked to the Greeks' work in the Sonderkommando 64 and
their involvement in the Sonderkommando Revolt. 65 While Fleming uses these
characteristics to argue that Greeks' Hellenization at Auschwitz was passive or
"assumed"66 by others, these characteristics actually point to the Greeks' active
involvement in crafting themselves as Greeks. They were perceived as unique
because of their efforts to "maintain group cohesiveness ... and to establish
social networks and communicative patterns that [were] important for the
group's optimization of its socioeconomic position in the society." 67 That is,
they became Greek in their active effort to survive the atrocities of the camp
experience. Importantly, meanings of Greekness-not just the process of its
formation-took different forms in Auschwiu than they did in Salonica.
Memories of Return and Emigration
Following their liberation, those who survived and returned to Salonica
expected to find the city exactly how they remembered it. Instead, they found
their shops and homes taken over by their Greek Orthodox neighbors amidst
rampant anti-Semitism. Henry Levy shed light on the reality of his homecoming:
The biggest mistake I made in my life was to go back to Salonica ... my
memory was that everything was Jewish, but nothing was Jewish there.
Anti-Semitism was great because ... they took advantage of the Jewish
catastrophe.They took away [all the wealth the Jews had accumulated
over hundreds of years] overnight. They became the patrons of the
Jewish wealth ... the laws made it difficult for the Jews to get back thei r
properties. 68
This trope was also apparent in Bella Ouziel's testimony about her return to
Salonica. (Gabbai and Black returned directly to Athens after the war, since
that was where they were living immediately before deportation.) Ouziel
63 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 153.
64 Many Greeks were selected to work this in labor-intensive unit. Jews were assigned to bum the
bodies of their fellow Jews who were gassed.
65 '"The few prisoners from the Sonder who took part in the rebellion and survived later became a
legend ... A long time after our escape from Birkenau we met prisoners in other camps who asked
if what they'd heard about the Birkenau rebellion was true. They told us how much they had been
encouraged ... when they heard that a group of Jews from Greece came out against the Goliath of
our time, and their people knew how to die with weapons in their hands, bringing honor to their
people and their country as Jews and as Greeks."' Fleming, quoting Leon Keon 's "The Rebellion of
the Sonderkommando," in Greece: A Jewish History, 160-161.
66 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 162.
67 Patterson, "Context and Choice in Ethnic Allegiance," 306.
68 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
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described going to home to Salonica to find her old apartment, where she met
a "Greek" friend who was a lawyer.The interviewer asked if the "Greek" man
she describes is not Jewish; Ouziel confirmed that this was in fact the case. 69
Here, then, within days of returning to her home city, the 'Greek' and 'Jewish'
binary resurfaces as definitions of self and Other were redefined in a post-war
Salonica with an incredibly small Jewish minority. Moreover, the Greeks' and
Jews' different lived experiences of war strengthened this binary as Greeks
viewed the camp survivors as a "dangerous class" of human beings and were
treated as if they were asocial criminals. 70
This binary was reinforced further by the "gentile Greeks"' attitudes
toward Jews and the Greek government's legislation during the outbreak of
the Greek Civil War. Levy shared that he was drafted into the Greek army in
April 1947. While the law said that any family that had a minimum of one victim
during the German Occupation was not required to fight on the front lines, the
law did not hold for the Jews. lnstead,Jews were sent to the front lines to fight
the Communist EAM.They had no ranks, they were not allowed to work for
the Greek government, and they could not be officers in the Greek Army. 71 They
were fighting for Greece, yet they could not exercise the same rights as other
citizens. Despite their position on the front lines, in which several Holocaust
survivors died fighting for Greece against the Left, their Jewishness made them
outsiders and second-class citizens.
The Jews' place in Greek society was complicated by the role of
the Jewish partisans-who escaped deportation by hiding in the mountains
with members of the Greek Left-in the Civil War. These Jews joined the
partisans as a way to demonstrate their loyalty to Greece in fighting the
German occupation; in the years of the Civil War, however, they were seen
as leftist traitors. Ouziel echoes Levy's former description as she recalls her
experience with gentile Greeks-"they didn't like the idea of survivors ... We
couldn't stay there." 72 The Greeks' general hostility toward the Jews (because
of their supposed ties to the Left), paired with the required pressures of
Greek conscription, 73 created the impetus for more than half of Greek-Jews
69 Ouziel, Bella. Interview 14675. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web. 7
Dec. 2013.
70 Israel Jacobson, the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee representative on the ground
in Greece, reported that there was an "untrue generalization" that "the worst elements of the Jews
survived the concentration camps." AJDC representative Israel Jacobson's report to Moses Leavitt
on his field trip to Salonica from December 2nd to 6th, 1945, December !7, 1945. JDC Archives, New York.
71 Levy, Henry. Interview 26580. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web 18
Nov. 2013.
72 Ouziel, Bella. Interview 14675. Visual History Archive. USC Shoah Foundation. 2013. Web. 7
Dec. 2013.
73 The Jewish Agency worked with the Greek government to pass legislation that released Jews
from conscription on the condition that they give up their citizenship.
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to emigrate to Palestine/Israel by 1950.74 (Several others also emigrated to
the United States, Europe, and Africa.) 75 In this hostile Civil War context, the
Greek-Jews negotiated between various aspects of their identity; in this context,
however, this notion of choice was complicated by the unprecedented wartime
circumstances that forced Jews to choose a singular aspect of their identity
once and for all. 76
Concluding Remarks: Becoming Greek in Palestine/Israel
Fleming argues that the Greek-Jews were "Hellenized at last" upon
arriving in lsrael. 77 Like Auschwitz, Palestine/Israel was a site in which the GreekJews reformulated their conceptions of self and Other based on contact with
ethnic strangers with varying degrees and likeness and difference. Ironically, after
having been cast as outsiders back home in Greece, Palestine/Israel was the
"next site of mass heterogeneous Jewish habitation" where, like at Auschwitz,
there were no more hyphenated identities.The Greek-Jews simply became
Greek. 78
This anecdote, along with the others outlined in this paper, shows
that identity formation was dependent on dynamic contexts and boundaries.
Importantly, within these changing contexts, ethnic identity involved a conscious
sense of belonging. The Jews of Salonica could not become Greek as long as
they were speaking ladino and Hebrew in Greece;Jews became Greek in the
concentration camp by using common languages to form their social networks
for collective survival; and half of Greece's Jews chose to embrace their
Jewishness and emigrate to Israel in light of the rampant anti-Semitism during
the Greek Civil War. This supports Patterson's claim that "an ethnic group can
only exist where members consider themselves to belong to such a group,''79
and challenges Fleming's claim that Greekness was an identity that was merely
"assumed:'00 Something to consider further is that these interviews were given
fifty or more years after the event and within a very different socio-cultural
environment (that of multi-ethnic America); they thus beg the question of
whether the survivors use a contemporary vocabulary to identify themselves
(as "Greeks") or unearth and re-use the camp discourse.

74 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 183.
75 Ibid, 167.
76 Ibid, 187.
77 Ibid, 190.
78 Ibid.
79 Patterson, "Context and Choice in Ethnic Allegiance," 312.
80 Fleming, Greece: A Jewish History, 162.
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Charles II, St. James's Park, and the
Nature of Royal Representation 1n
Restoration London
By Hannah Mack
The twenty-five year reign of Charles II was not so much a restoration
as a reconciliation. For his subjects, this was a period of negotiation of past
disappointments, in monarchy and in republican government, with present
hopes. For Charles, his time on the throne was similarly an arbitration of past
and present, on behalf of his people and, just as importantly, for himself. Before
his return to England in the spring of 1660, Charles had last been in England
in 1651 for the Battle of Worcester. Defeated by Cromwell and his New
Model Army, Charles famously hid in an oak tree on the grounds of Boscobel
House to evade capture and execution, traveled as a commoner to France,
and ensured the survival of the Stuart line by putting himself at the mercy of
his subjects. This dangerous period of exposure was followed by nine years on
the Continent wandering amongst royal courts, inns, and taverns, alternating
between the extravagances of the court of Louis XIV and the modesty of
living conditions better suited for one well below his station.Ascending to the
throne in May 1660, Charles accepted the challenge of reconciling the image
of the everyman king from the oak tree and the worldly king keenly aware of
the baroque methods employed by his Continental counterparts. 1 Combining
the ordinary and the mythic, Charles influenced public opinion through policy,
representation, and, though largely ignored by historians of Restoration
monarchy, the manipulation of urban space.
At the time of his death in 1685, Charles II left behind a London much
changed from that which he triumphantly entered a quarter of a century before.
In 1650, the estimated population of the Cities of London and Westminster
and the Borough of Southwark (figure I), which together made up the greater
London area, reached between 350,000-400,000, having doubled since the
beginning of the century. 2 The next reliable estimate indicates that by 1700, the
number had jumped again to approximately 600,000. With these booms came
1 For more information on the public image of Louis XIV, see Peter Burke, The Fabrication of Louis
XIV (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992).
2 King 's College London. "Population of London." Last modified January 2008. http://www.cch.
kcl.ac.uk/legacy/teaching/av I 000/numerical/problems/london/london-pop-tablc.html. Prc-1801 data
from estimates in The London Encyclopedia, Edited by Ben Weinreb and Christopher Hibbert. These
estimates are described as for 'Inner London (Former London County)', an area that would ~ave
Included the cities of London and Westminster.
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expansion, particularly into the open meadows between the City of London
and the City of Westminster to the west (figure 5). By 1680, three-quarters of
Londoners lived in the suburbs outside the original city walls. 3 As early as the
late- I 6'h century, the lack of public green space was noticeable: Stow opined
in his Survey of London of 1598, that enclosure was "not so much for use or
profit as for show and pleasure, betraying the vanity of men's minds". 4 Nature
became a weapon in the fight against the poor health and perceived moral
degradation of the city. Charles II permanently altered the physical landscape to
counteract and accommodate these changes as he saw fit, sometimes for the
benefit of his people and often for his own political and personal gains. Charles
focused his attention on the City of Westminster: the home of Parliament,
the Palace of Whitehall, and the luxurious townhomes of the elite who were
spending increasingly less time at their country estates. No place better
embodies Charles's concerns over representation and access in the context of
I7'h-century London than his pet project, St. James's Park.
There remains a gap with regard to urban space in the study of
Charles II. Historians of Restoration monarchy have looked to royal image
as an indicator of how Charles's style of kingship differed from those of his
predecessors in England and his contemporaries on the Continent, as well
as how it may have changed throughout his own reign. Previously cast as an
evil and lazy king by Whig historians or as the fun-loving merry monarch
in popular culture, Charles has been described recently in less extreme
terms. Most notably, historians have portrayed Charles as adept at intuiting
the unprecedented sensibility of his age and at manipulating access to and
representations of himself for political gains. Kevin Sharpe credited Charles for,
to use the author's turn of phrase, "rebranding rule" in England by combining
royal tradition with an image of ordinariness, an unprecedented tactic since
seized upon by monarchs to foster popular attachment. 5 Written materials
-declarations, sermons, poetry - and portraiture drive Sharpe's analysis. Few,
with the exception of Brian Weiser, who features royal palaces in his study
of access as a political tool, 6 consider the spaces in which Charles enacted
his carefully planned strategies. From a scholarly perspective, St. James's Park
has fallen through the cracks. When given more than a few pages within
larger assessments of Restoration London, the park has been studied, for the
3 Laura Williams, " 'To recreate and refresh their dulled spiritcs in the swcctland wholesome ayrc':
green space and the growth of the city," Imagining Early Modern London, ed. J. F. Merritt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 187.
4 John Stow, A Survey of London, cd.William J. Thoms (London: Whitaker & Co., 1842), 159.
5 Kevin Sharpe, Rebranding Rule: the Restoration and Revolution Monarchy, /660-1714 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2013). Sec Part I for more information, particularly Chapter 3 for a
discussion of how Charles integrated traditional royal ritual into his informal persona.
6 Brian Weiser, Charles II and the Politics of Access (Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK: Boydell Press,
2003).
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most part, as a social space indicative of the changing mores of I8'h-century
urbanites. 7 However, Charles ll's investment in and attachment to St.James's
Park made it much more than this. Uniquely toeing the line between public
and private, urban and rural, elite and degenerate, St. James's Park illuminated
aspects of Charles ll's social and political character not visible in other, more
commonly studied, locations.
Adjacent to his primary seat of power at Whitehall, St. James's Park
occupied much more of Charles ll's time and attention than the other royal
parks 8 and, naturally, was the most influential on and most reflective of his ruling
style.To shed light on this relationship, I will examine the park at three different
times: its redesign in 1660 and in the first and second halves of Charles's reign.
Section I examines the history, design, and natural elements of the park to
address questions regarding the politicization of nature and the relationship
between man and the natural world in I 7'h-century urban society.A site for
exercise, socialization, image building, and diplomatic meetings, St. James's Park
served a myriad of purposes to be discussed in section 2.The park became at
once an extension of his court at Whitehall and of his private gardens at St.
James's Palace, bringing together politics and culture in a relaxed and pastoral
environment. By turning his attention to the royal parks, Charles brought
monarchy out of doors in an effort not only to match the post-civil war climate
but also to suit his own needs as an active and social king.The transformation
of these needs and how the park reflected them is the subject of section 3.
As his control over an increasingly partisan political environment slipped
and the future of the Stuart line was challenged by threats of exclusion and
assassination, Charles used his power over St. James's Park to affirm his control
over the entirety of his realm. In doing so, Charles initiated a relationship with
London green space that would continue to reflect the changing nature of
monarchy well into the future.

Charles II was by no means the first monarch to alter St.James's Park
to suit the needs of a particular political climate or royal character. The grounds
surrounding what would become St.James's Palace under Henry VIII were
formerly marshland belonging to a leper hospital for the Sisters of St. James in
7 Little work has been devoted to the Royal Parks since the mid-20th century. Sec Neville Braybrooke, London Green: The Story of Kensington Gardens, Hyde Park, Green Park and St. Jamcs's
Park (London: Gollancz, 1959) and Richard Church, The Royal Parks of London (London: H.M.
Stationery Off., 1956).
8 The Royal Parks. "Parks." Accessed December 1, 2013. http://www.royalparks.org.uk/parks. There
arc currently eight official royal parks, not including Brompton Cemetery, managed under contract
by the Royal Parks: Bushy Park, Green Park, Greenwich Park, Hyde Park, Kensington Park, The
Regent's Park, Richmond Park, and St. Jamcs's Park.
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the Fields. 9 Seizing the hospital and lands, Henry built St.James's Palace between
1531-36. The subsequent transformation from marshland into private deer
park made St.James's Park the oldest of the Royal Parks in London. It remained
private and, overall, lacking in thoughtful design until James I converted it into
a semi-public animal menagerie.This change marked the first instance in which
a Stuart would use St. James's Park for the dual purpose of personal pleasure
and royal representation. Charles I showed less interest in playing host to his
father's pets. Instead he utilized the park as a source of revenue, charging a
shilling a head for entrance, before closing the park to curb the drinking and
quarreling that now dominated the space at night. IO Within months of the
regicide, the government considered selling each of the Royal Parks; perhaps
because of its central location or its popularity, St.James's Park was spared this
fate, remaining open to the public until 1654 (figure 2). 11
After years of neglect, St. James's Park received considerable attention
from Charles, who arrived from the Continent eager to personalize his capital
to suit his foreign tastes (figure 3). He appointed gardeners and groundskeepers
days after he landed at Dover and continued to make the park a priority long
into his reign. 12 Already in October 1660, a visitor to the park, Thomas Rugge,
noticed "about 300 men ... every day employed in his majesty's worke in making
the River", the rectangular canal that lay at the center of the park. 13 Measuring
2,560 feet long and 125 feet wide, 14 the canal was edged by avenues of lime
trees. 15 This water feature was part of the grand design of the park, the patte
d'oie, or goose foot, a large semicircle with radiating lines of trees and paths
towards the west. Of French origin, this design emphasized expansiveness and
gave one, upon entering the main east gate, views of the park in its entirety as

well as of the yet undeveloped countryside to the west (figure 4). 16 The pall mall
court 17 on the northern edge of the park was another of these Continental
imports. On the southern boundary, Charles commissioned Birdcage Walk,
another avenue that, at least for a short time, featured gilt cages and exotic
birds in a similar vein as the menagerie of his grandfather. Though begun early in
1660, the redevelopment of the park continued for some time, growing "every
day more and more pleasant, by the new works upon it." 18 Charles showed
his commitment to the park through money as well as persistence, spending,
in addition to the annual salaries of the park's gardeners and keepers, £2400
building on a wall 19 and £ 1700 to bring water from Hyde Park for the canal, 20
and more on plants for the physic and flower gardens.
A green space such as this, while new to London, showed a great
continuity of style from other such gardens and parks on the Continent.
Staples of French landscape design - geometric formations, large walking paths,
patte d'oie - reflected Charles's experience abroad and the origins of his
designer of choice.2' Andre Mollet, along with his nephew Gabriel, designed and
maintained the park after years working across Europe in France, Sweden, the
Netherlands, and in England under the patronage of Charles ll's French mother,
Henrietta Maria. 22 Their design survived untouched for seventy years;John
Nash ultimately cleared the last traces of it for his refashioning of the park in
the new English style under George IV in 1827. The French features gave the
park its monumental and structured air.With a design that projected political
stability through physical order and views encompassing both the achievements
of his capital and the expanse of his realm, Charles created a space to boost and
advertise his royal confidence in the early years of his reign.
Despite the lack of development in the area around the park, Charles
II could not do entirely as he pleased with regard to its design. The park's

9 Walter Besant, London in the Time of the Stuarts (London: A. & C. Black, 1903): 314. The leper
hospital is mentioned in an MS. in the Cottonian Library from 1100 and is the oldest hospital belonging to the City of London.
10 Besant 312.
11 Mark McDaytcr, "Poetic Gardens and Political Myths: the Renewal of St. James's Park in the
Restoration," Studies in the History of Gardens and Designed Landscapes 15 (1995): 135, 146. Hyde
Park was not so fortunate. It was sold to private investors against the recommendation of the Council
of State that it be maintained for public use along with other royal residences and parks including
Whitehall, Hampton Court, Greenwich, and St. Jamcs 's Palace and Park. Sec council minutes from
May 24, 1649.
12 McDaytcr 136.
13 Quoted in Laura Williams, '"To recreate and refresh their dulled spirites in the swcctland wholesome ayrc': green space and the growth of the city," Imagining Early Modern London, ed. by J. F.
Merritt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001): 190. Rosamond's Pond, a small rectangular
water feature on the far west side of the park was independent of the patte d'oie design scheme.
14 "Landscape History," The Royal Parks, accessed December 2, 2013, http://www.royalparks.org.
uk/parks/st-jamcss-park/about-st-jamcss-park/landscapc-history.
15 Lime tree is the common English name for trees belonging to the genus Ti/ia and docs not refer to
the citrus fruit tree.
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16 McDaytcr 141.
17 Pall mall was a lawn game popular in the 16th and 17th centuries. The name most likely
originates from the Italian "pallamaglio" meaning "ball-mallet", though the game also has roots in
France. It is similar to croquet and golf. The pall mall court at St. James's Park was long and straight
and lay where The Mall is today.
18 Samuel Pepys, The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. Henry B. Wheatley (London: G. Bell and Sons
Ltd., 1926) vol. 2, p. 273. July 27, 1662.
19 Public Record Office, Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series of the Reign of Charles II, ed.
Mary Anne Everett Green (London: Longman, Green, Reader and Dyer, 1866), vol. 7, p. 99. Hereafter abbreviated as CSPD Charles II.
20 CSPD Charles II vol. 3, p. 677.
21 John Evelyn, Sylva, or, A discourse offorest-trees, and the propagation of timber in His Majesties
dominions ... , (London: 1662), 125. According to Evelyn, even the trees were French: "The French
have lately brought in the Virginian Acacia, which exceedingly adorns their Walks ... They thrive
well in his Majesties new Plantation in St. James 's Park" .
22 Laurence Pattacini, "Andre Mollet, Royal Gardener in St. Jamcs's Park, London," Garden History 26 (1998): 5.
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boundaries had been established long before 1660 and by this time, and even
more so by 1685,Westminster and London had both expanded to meet in the
middle.What Mark McDayter points to as the physical manifestation of the
compromising nature of absolutism under Charles 11 23 can also be seen as simply
the constraints of building on an existing site. Sandwiched between Whitehall
and St. James's Palace to the east and north, St. James's Park could not have
been in a more royal location. What was once open green space to the west
soon became populated by elite town homes. St. James's Park became a buffer
between these areas of luxury and the stretch of town marred by the houses of
ill repute near Covent Garden and the rowdy theaters of Drury Lane. Despite
its reputation as a convenient meeting spot for late-night sexual encounters,
St. James's Park was a sliver of well-groomed country in an increasingly urban
environment; it both contributed to and benefitted from Westminster's
association with high society.
Unlike the undeveloped countryside that surrounded London prior
to its 17-century expansion, St. James's Park integrated bucolic ideals with
urban tastes in its ordered design and unique combination of plant life. Before
the English Civil War, the park was supposedly "covered with the shade of an
24
innumerable number of oaks, whose old age render[ed] them very agreeable".
It seems as though these oak trees, despite their personal resonance for
Charles II, were cleared for Mollet's design or had been cut down for practical
use during the Interregnum. In the tradition of his Stuart predecessors, Charles
maintained a physic garden within the park. He favored exotic imports, such as
gifts from the East India Company and the results of New World exploration,
over the medicinal herbs of his father and grandfather. Samuel Pepys "first saw
orange-trees and other fine trees" 25 at the physic garden in 1664 and they
remained there until at least 1676 under the care of"the office of keeper and
gardener of the garden in St.James' Park". 26 Beyond the pleasure derived from
its beautiful flowers and trees, the physic garden bolstered two of the many
sides of Charles ll's kingly image: the pioneer who sponsored economic and
political expansion and the scholar who supported the growing field of natural
science and who would later aid in the founding of the Royal Society.
Similarly, the variety of animals that took up residence in St. James's
Park after 1660 contributed to this worldly sensibility.The park uniquely
allowed people to intermingle with exotic and domestic animals, not as food
or as means of conveyance, but in a peaceful manner reminiscent of a fictional
paradise or contemporary Garden of Eden. 27 In addition to the parrots and

cassowaries of Birdcage Walk, 28 the Dutch-inspired duck decoy supported a
diverse range of avian life; a "Pelecan ... a small Water-fowle that went almost
quite erect, like the Penguin of America ... a milk-white Raven ... also a Stork"
were particularly amusing to John Evelyn "for being neere so greate a Citty, &
among such a concourse of Souldier[s], Guards & people". 29
The introduction of this flora and fauna to London on such a grand
scale placed St. James's Park in the middle of contemporary discussions of the
role of nature in urban society. Humanists of the early Renaissance revived the
ancient concept of the 'philosopher's garden', a space similar to the cloisters of
medieval monasteries, for reflection, solitude, and intellectual inspiration.30 By
the mid-seventeenth century, two strains of thought emerged out of this notion
of the garden as a constructed escape from urban life: first, that environment
had an impact on health and second, that people had the ability, and right, to
manipulate nature as they saw fit. 31 Physicians and demographers like John
Graunt in 1676, credited the "Smoaks, Stinks and Close Air" which "are less
healthful than that of the Country" for the short life spans of Londoners. 32
Solutions to this problem typically involved bringing the country into the city;
many believed that nature could actively purify polluted air and that sweet
smelling plants should be planted throughout the city "not much unlike what His
Majesty [had] already begun by the wall from Old Spring-garden to St. James's in
that Park". 33 Nature became an antidote to the moral, as well as the physical, ills
of the city. In the context of the Restoration, nature was not only a balm for the
body of the city-dweller but for the body politic as a whole.
Charles ti's commitment to St. James's Park and long-standing
association with the natural world stood in direct opposition to the republican
policies of Cromwell's government, at least in the eyes of royalist supporters.
Evelyn saw Interregnum attacks on nature, such as on the trees in St. James's
Park, as attacks on monarchy:"That living Galery of aged Trees, was once
propos'd to the late Council of State (as they call'd it) to be cut down and
sold, that with the rest of his Majesties Houses already demolished, and mark'd
out for Destruction, his Trees might likewise undergo the same destiny, and

23 McDayter 142.
24 Quoted in Braybrooke 154.
25 Pepys vol. 4, p. I 06. April 19, 1664.
26 CSPD Charles II, vol. 18, p. 112.
27 McDayter 137.
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28 Liza Picard, Restoration London (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998), 61.
29 John Evelyn, The Diary ofJohn Evelyn, ed. E.S. de Beer (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1955):
vol. 3, p. 398-400. February 9, 1664.
30 Nicola Johnson, "Gardens and Their Meanings: Citizens, Gardens and Meanings," in London's
Pride: The Glorious History of the Capital's Gardens, Ed. Mireille Galinou (London: Anaya Publishers, 1990), 19.
31 Williams 210.
32 Quoted in Williams 193.
33 John Evelyn, Fumifagium: or, the inconvenience of the aer, and smoake of London dissipated.
Together with some remedies humbly proposed by J. E. Esq; to his sacred Maj es tie, and To the Parliament now Assembled. Published by His Majesties Command, (London, MDCCLXXI I. [1772]),
47. Italicization is from the original text.
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no footsteps of Monarchy remain unviolated". 34 For Charles, trees became a
tangible connection to the English soil that implied eternity and continuity, a
35
fact he emphasized by planting thousands of them at his many residences.
However, St. James's Park would never shake its small role in the regicide,
being remembered still in 1690 for how Charles I was taken "on Foot thorow
the park, to suffer his Martyrdom". 36 This association prompted Charles II
and his supporters to toe the line between consistency and novelty in their
appropriation of St.James's Park and the natural world for their cause.
Royalist poets, in particular, took up the battle cry of the 'Cavalier
Spring', 37 utilizing nature to reconcile this twofold goal. Loaded with symbolism
by the latter half of the seventeenth century, natural imagery brought to mind
a preexisting pastoral legacy, one that harkened back to the earlier Stuarts,
Roman Emperors, and Christ, while also suggesting rebirth and the possibility
of a fresh start. Edmund Waller, in his A poem on St.James's Park, cast Charles as
a builder, a thinker, a father to his people, and a great European leader. Under
the trees that Waller predicted would "increase as fast, and spread their boughs,
As the high fame of their great Owner growes!" 38 , Charles II would "[contrive]
the ordering of his States" 39 without pressure from the kind of evil advisors
who were commonly believed to have been a cause of his father's downfall.This
imagery of Charles as both king and man of nature persisted throughout his
reign. In his 1695 eulogizing poem, Threnodia augustalis, John Dryden referred
to Charles II as the "Royal Husbandman" and credited him with removing
thorns and clearing rubbish, so much so that "a double Harvest rose" out of the
previously "uncultivated" land. 40 Despite the contradictory nature of the notion
of the "Royal Husbandman", this image suggests exactly what Charles hoped
to project through his redesign of St. James's Park: political stability through
control of the natural world.

By 1662, the initial overhaul of St. James's Park was complete.As he had
when crafting the design of the park, Charles approached kingship by looking
both at home and abroad and at the past and the present for inspiration. St.
James's Park was an integral part of this process of image construction. Unlike
when he was at Whitehall, in the private gardens of St. James's Palace, or at
the theater, Charles could perform as king in St. James's Park to an audience at
least marginally wider than his usual courtly circle of aristocrats and political
elites.An extension of his political and social spheres of influence, St. James's
Park was also an extension of the king himself.While the park was ostensibly
public, Charles also saw it as his prerogative to control a space that so strongly
personified the notion of restoration and emphasized his early idealism and
vitality. In the first half of his reign, Charles remained relaxed with regard to his
own and others' use of the park, reflecting his initial approach to kingship in
general.
Charles II came to the throne at a time when European monarchs
favored formality and restriction over familiarity and access.This had not always
been the case. Medieval kings such as Charlemagne and Louis IX of France were
remembered in the seventeenth century as utilizing accessibility and informality
to foster monarchical devotion. In the late- I4th-century, as the church began
exerting more power in royal courts and social unrest from the lower orders
appeared as a legitimate threat to centralized power, opulent formality became
the mark of a successful monarch. 41 Inspiring reverence through distance took
on new meaning after the Reformation when English monarchs assumed the
role of head of the Church of England. Elizabeth I and the early Stuarts, in
particular, strictly controlled their courts, using access to reward favorites.
Much as Charles II used his control over nature in St.James's Park to predicate
social and political order for the population of the greater London area, his
predecessors used formality to affirm the stability of their realms to the
powerful and wealthy in their courts and at others across Europe. But as this
comparison shows, Charles looked outside the walls of his palaces and the
limits of his aristocratic circle when crafting his image of a king more in line
with the character of his post-republican age.
Those who advocated more restrictive access to the person of the
monarch were following the advice of Baroque theorists. For example, Francis
Bacon credited distance for the success of Tudor monarchy in his History of the
Reign of HenryVll. 42 Louis XIV surrounded himself with courtiers. In practice,
he rarely interacted with any of them, despite writing in 1662 that his monarchy
could be distinguished from others by "'the free and easy access of the subjects

34 Evelyn, Sylva, 242.
35 Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England, 1500-1800 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1996): 209, 217.
36 Thomas May, An epitomy ofEnglish history wherein arbitrary government is display 'd to the
life, in the illegal transactions of the late times under the tyrannick usurpation of Oliver Cromwell;
being a parallel to the four years reign of the late King James, who government was papery, slavery,
and arbitrary power, but now happily delivered by the instrumental means of King William & Queen
Mary. lllustrated with copper plates. By Tho. May Esq; a late Member ofParliament (London:
Printed for N. Boddington at the Golden Ball in Duck lane, 1690), 41.
37 McDaytcr 136.
38 Edmund Waller, A poem on St. James s Park as lately improved by His Majesty. Written by
Edmund Waller, Esq, (London: printed [by Thomas Ratcliffe and Edward Mottershead] for Gabriel
Bede! and Thomas Collins at the Middle-Temple-Gate, 1661): 4.
39 Waller 7.
40 John Dryden, Threnodia augustalis afaneral-pindarique sacred to the happy memory of King
Charles 11 (London : Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1685): 18.
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41 Weiser 8.
42 Weiser 16.
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to the prince"'. 43 In crafting his own policy, Charles II grappled with examples
such as this, in addition to those from England's past, and conflicting advice from
his advisors. Preaching formality, the Marquis of Newcastle advised the new
king that ceremony, order, and distance would bring "respecte and duty & those
obedience which is all". 44 To others, this pomp and distance had contributed to
the lack of popular support for Charles I on the eve of civil war. 45 As historians
of Restoration monarchy such as Brian Weiser have well argued, Charles
was not consistent in the level of access to his person that he granted to his
courtiers and the public. However, it was in St. James's Park where he exhibited
the appearance of openness and constancy that defined the first half of his
reign.
Whenever at Whitehall, Charles took daily walks in the park for an
hour or two most mornings.Whereas other royal gardens were for retreat, St.
James's Park was like an outdoor office. St.James's Park allowed for informal,
unplanned encounters uninhibited by the layers of restrictions usually found
indoors. On the last day of the Four Days Battle of the Second Anglo-Dutch
War.June 4, 1666, Samuel Pepys sought out the king in the park to tell him that
"my Lord General! was well" and that Prince Rupert had come to support him
with his own fleet, news about which "The King was mightily pleased". 46 This
was not the only occasion on which the king received military updates in the
park. Roger Coke was with the king June I0, 1667 when he heard the news
that "the Dutch were enter'd the River" for the Raid on the Medway; after
hearing this, the king, seemingly unfazed, "fed his Ducks" and casually recounted
to Prince Rupert "how he had shot a Duck, and such a Dog fetch'd it". 47 In
the park, Charles could work on his own schedule. John Evelyn found himself
at dinner with a friend when he was interrupted by a note from the king,
prompting him to rush to St.James's Park where he was commanded "to go
immediately to the Sea-Coast, & to observe the motion of the Dutch Fleete" 48
in May 1672. These anecdotes together paint a picture of a king who easily
mixed business with pleasure in a space that allowed him to do so.
To Charles's benefit, conducting business outdoors implied political

transparency, real or otherwise.Advisors and court favorites under the early
Stuarts, such as the Ist Duke of Buckingham and Archbishop Laud, drew heavy
criticism for seeming to exert undue influence in determining policy and
allocating patronage. The positive popular responses to his interactions with
the public, such as after the Battle of Worcester and after he and the Duke of
York helped to stop the spread of the Great Fire in 1666, 49 reminded Charles
of the importance of access. Between 1669-1884, Charles touched nearly
29,000 people for the king's evil. 50 This was, for the most part, conducted in
an organized fashion at court. However, people still went to the park for this
purpose, like the poor country boy who, hoping to catch the king on one of
his well-known walks, encountered pickpockets instead. 51 Seeing Charles II on
occasion and believing in their ability to petition him built up a trust in the king
amongst commoners. 52 Even towards the end of his reign, Charles found himself
being petitioned by "thirty old men, most of them lame and infirm, who served
him several years at Tangier" with a request that "some provision should be
made for their subsistence. He told them he would consider of it". 53 Whatever
these petitioners expected to come out of this encounter, they identified St.
James's Park as the place in which they had the best opportunity of catching the
sympathetic ear of the king. The standard Charles set in the first decade or so
of his reign, that he would be present and approachable in the park, persisted
despite the decline in use over time.
In contrast to these informal encounters, Charles also used the park
for thoughtful political promotion and to show the global reach of his influence
as his grandfather had done. By 1660, the leopard from the House of Savoy,
the antelopes from the Great Mogul, the sables and hawks from the Czar of
Muscovy, the flying squirrels from the Virginia Company, and the elephant and
camels from the I st Duke of Buckingham had died or been stolen. 54 However,
this tradition was well remembered; Charles received diplomatic gifts of animals
specifically intended for his new royal park. Evelyn saw many of these animals in
his visits including pelicans from the Russian ambassador, 55 ostriches from the

43 Quoted in Weiser 14.
44 William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle and Thomas P. Slaughter, Ideology and Politics on the
Eve of Res/oration: Newcastle s Advice lo Charles II, ed. Thomas P. Slaughter (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1984), 45.
45 Weiser 18. Edward Hyde, Charles ll 's chief advisor while in exile, and James Butler, Duke of
Ormonde supported a policy of access.
46 Pepys vol. 5, p. 291.
47 Roger Coke, A detection of the court and state of England, during the reigns ofK. James I.
Charles I. Charles II. and James IL As also the intcr-rcgnurn. Consisting of private memoirs, &c . ...
By Roger Coke, Esq. (London: printed for J. Brotherton and W. Meadows, 1719) 468. Original text
from 1696.
48 Evelyn vol. 3, p. 614. May 10, 1672.

49 Weiser 66: After the fire, Henry Griffith wrote Sir Bernard Gascoigc that the Duke of York and
the king "stayed the fury of the fire by ... handing water in buckets when they stood anckcls in water
and playing the engines many hours together. .. which people seeing feel to work with effort having
so good fellow laborers."
50 Sharpe 170. According to the accounts of the Clerks of the Closet. Touching for the king's evil,
otherwise known as scrofula or tuberculous cervical lymphadcnitis, was a common practice for the
monarchs of France and England between the 11th and 18th centuries. It was believed that the royal
touch could cure the disease. In actuality, the disease is rarely fatal and the symptoms typically abate
on their own.
51 CSPD Charles//, vol. 22, p. 639.
52 Weiser 17.
53 CSPD Charles II, vol. 28, p. 480.
54 Braybrooke 150-51.
55 "Landscape History."
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Moroccan ambassador, 56 and exotic birds from the East India Company. The
animals, like the park's physic garden and imported design elements, supported
the baroque side of his persona that he would increasingly favor as time went
on.
St. James's Park was a social space as much as it was a political one.
Charles constructed a place in which to be an affable and fashionable king,
an image that he seemed to genuinely enjoy personifying.As shown, this tone
allowed for some to feel comfortable enough to approach the king. On the
other hand, it prompted those used to a different style of monarchy to view
Charles as too informal.Visiting London from Italy in 1668, Lorenzo Magalotti
claimed to repeat the commonly held opinion at court:"his courtesy and
affability are not so entirely the effect of royal magnanimity that some little
part of them may not be due to the habit formed in his youth of adopting the
humble manners of a poor and private nobleman." 58 Whether this appearance
was a product of a young adult life spent living below his status, less burdened
by royal expectations, or put on to win over those subjects used to greater
equality between government and polity is unclear.An exploration of his social
use of the park reveals how well this space was able to suit a variety of the
king's needs. It was at once a reception hall for diplomats and petitioners and a
back room for advisory meetings. But it was also a pastoral refuge for exercise,
love affairs, gambling, and keeping up with the fashions of his circle at home and
abroad.
The king's daily walks, already shown to have provided Charles with
a more pleasant and visible setting for his royal business, were also a chance
to socialize. Separated from both the intrigue of court and the crowds and
grime of London, the park was a convenient retreat that projected the illusion
of natural virtue and sanctuary. 59 Pepys recorded more than a dozen instances
in which he saw the king walking in the park, usually with the Duke ofYork,
between 1660-1668. Passing references - "Found the King in the Park. There
walk. Gallantly great." 60 - together with more detailed encounters portrayed
Charles as equally concerned with socializing and presentation as he was with
politics. Sometimes, the king and the Duke ofYork would venture to the park
simply "to see their fowl play". 61 Casual in nature, these social visits were also
intended for kingly display. Charles walked about the park "in a suit laced with
56 Evelyn vol. 4, p. 266. January 11 , 1681.
57 Rosemary Weinstein, "Some Menagerie Accounts of James I," Transactions of the London &
Middlesex Archaeological Society 31 (1980): 135.
58 Quoted in Weiser 19.
59 Williams 207.
60 Pepys vol. I, p. 161-162. June 9, 1660. See also the entries vol. 2, p. 203 (April 6, 1662), vol. 5,
p. 206 (February 11, 1665), vol. 7, p. 330 (March 6, 1667), and vol. 7, p. 339 (March 5, 1667).
61 Pepys vol. 2, p. 192-3. March 16, 1661.
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gold and silver" after ending a period of mourning for the Queen of Bohemia,
only to draw attention from Pepys and other visitors of status for being "out of
fashion". 62
The walking itself was the essential element of these social
interactions.An enjoyable form of exercise, walking contributed to Charles's
persona as a strong and healthy king. In contrast to his father's 5' 4", Charles
II reportedly stood tall at 6' I". Praised by Royalist authors for his physical
form, Charles posed to feature his long and shapely legs in the majority of his
portraits (figure 6).A 1685 historical survey of the Restoration described the
recently deceased king as "of a tall and goodly Stature, and so exactly form'd ...
he seemed to be a perfect Miracle of Art and Nature, having in the Mysteries
of Both". 63 Charles was remembered for loving "Walking extreamly, which he
would do so fast, that his Courtiers were sometimes forced to run, that so they
might keep pace with him".64 Apparently so wedded to his custom of walking
each morning, "he designed to have done so that very morning he fell into his
Fit", 65 which preceded his death in February 1685. It was common wisdom at
the time that walking, particularly in good country air, promoted circulation of
the blood and in the lungs. 66 Considering his lack of legitimate progeny, it was to
Charles's benefit to dissuade fears regarding the line of succession by appearing
in public as healthy as possible.
These fears were inextricably tied to another of Charles's social
uses of the park: spending time with his mistresses. The park had a sexual
reputation without any help from Charles. John Wilmot, 2nd Earl of Rochester,
immortalized the park in his poem, "A Ramble in St.James's Park", as an erotic
space, an "all-sin-sheltering grove", 67 for great ladies, gentlemen, whores, and rag
pickers alike. The speaker of the poem goes to the park after a night of drinking
and credits the trees and plants for providing cover for "buggeries, rapes, and
incests". 68 Though activities such as those described by Rochester occurred at
night, their taint was not so strong as to prompt a response from the king.This
did not stop both Evelyn and Pepys from taking notice of the king's bawdier
moments in the park. Pepys found the king and the Duke ofYork in the park
watching the park's geese mate in the water and described the pair of making
"mighty sport of it", including comments that did not please Pepys's apparently
62 Pepys vol. 2, p. 220. May 11 , 1662.
63 Aurelian Cook, Titus Britannicus an essay of history royal, in the life & reign of His late Sacred
Majesty, Charles II, of ever blessed and immortal memory/ by Aurelian Cook, Gent. (London :
Printed for James Partridg .. ., 1685), 481.
64 Cook 504.
65 Cook 505.
66 Williams 195.
67 John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, "A Ramble in St. James's Park," in The works o{the Earls o/
Rochester, Roscommon, Dorset, The Duke of Devonshire, &c. ln 1,vo Volumes. Adorn'chvith cuts,
(London : [s.n.], 1721), 80. Line 25.
68 Rochester 80. Line 24.
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delicate sensibilities. 69 Similarly, Evelyn was "heartily sorry" after he "saw and
heard a very familiar discourse betweene [Charles II] & Mrs. Nellie". 70 The park
even provided cover for the king indirectly; in order to visit the Duchess of
Richmond, Charles "ordered his Guards and couch to be ready to carry him
to the Park" only to, "on a sudden, take a pair of oars or sculler, and all alone,
or but one with him, go to Somersett House, and there, the garden-door not
being open, himself clamber over the walls to make a visit to her, which is a
horrid shame''.7 1 The persistence of illicit encounters in the otherwise orderly
park hinted at the larger ideological conflict of placing a green space of country
innocence in an urban landscape of immorality.
St.James's Park played host to a number of activities that were
more appropriate than those just described, but that similarly embodied the
king's taste for amusement. In the wintertime, Charles and Queen Catherine
watched "sliders" on the canal skate "after the manner of the Hollanders". 72 The
park allowed Charles to spend time with his courtiers - organizing activities
normally associated with country parties or the dodgier parts of town - while
remaining conveniently close to Whitehall. In 1664, "for a wager before the
King ... Lords of Castlehaven and Arran ... alone did run down and kill a stoute
buck in St.James's parke". 73 Three years later there was "a Wrestling-match for
I000 pounds in St. James's Parke before his Majestie &c: twixt the Western &
Northern men";evidently,"TheWestern-men won: [many] greate summs were
abetted". 74 Often, Charles treated St.James's as his personal amusement park
and appeared to alternate between concern and disregard for what others
inferred from his behavior and presentation.When considered together with
the king's political usage of the park space, these entertainments affirm the
multi-faceted and relatively unrestrained attitude taken by Charles to St.James's
Park, as well as to kingship, during the first half of his reign.

brother for walking in public and making himself vulnerable to attacks, to which
Charles replied, "'They will never kill me to make you King!"'. 75 Despite this
rumored bravado, Charles showed hints in the first half of his reign of his future
preference for restricting access to the park and himself. On some occasions,
Pepys found himself unable to get into to the park despite having arranged to
meet the king there.76 In 1667, Charles commissioned a "brick wall about the
new enclosure of St.James' Park". 77 This allowed the park to be gated at night,
a symbolic gesture as thousands of keys circulated amongst the elite in London
and Westminster.
So intimately tied to Charles ll's persona as it was, St. James's Park
inevitably changed as Charles did. In the face of parliamentary partisanship,
war, the public alarm over popery and arbitrary government, and threats of
assassination, Charles needed his spaces to help him rise to the challenge.A
victim of the anti-Catholic wave in 1673 that included the passing of the Test
Act and the retraction of the Royal Declaration of Indulgence, St.James's Park
was closed to Catholic recusants. 78 Charles II resorted to restriction as his
reign wore on in an effort to surround himself with friends. Notable changes
occurred in 1674 as he began to outwardly favor Royalist-Anglicans, specifically
the Earl of Danby, and again after the Popish Plot in 1681. Beginning in the
1670s, the king spent less and less time at Whitehall, instead favoring Windsor,
in an effort to separate himself from the trying business of kingship and from
those with whom he disagreed. Charles spent 359 days at Whitehall in 1661; the
numbers declined steadily to 298 days in 1671 and to 173 in 1684. 79 Time away
from Whitehall translated into time away from St. James's Park. The park did not
embody the increasingly Baroque tastes of the king and his court as well as the
country palaces did.
The park also did not isolate the king from the dangers of his post
as well as his more easily guarded country seats. Including St.James's Park in
his narrative of the Popish Plot, Titus Oates made the concerns expressed
by the Duke ofYork and others seem well-founded:"January later part 1678.
Letters from White with an account of an attempt of Pyckering a Lay Brother
who waited on the Jesuitts in Somersett House to Shoot the King walking at
a distance from his nobles in St James Parke. But by Reason of the Loosenesse
of his flinte he deferred it." 80 Writing at the end of 1678, Oates recounts

This air of informality and approachability could not have existed
without the regulations that allowed Charles II to feel comfortable and safe in
the park. In 1661, Charles had permanently established the Horse Guard he had
used while abroad for his protection and that of the Royal Family. Stationing
them between St. James's Park and Whitehall at the Horse Guards Building and
Parade, Charles used these men for protection for the majority of his outings.
Even with this layer of protection, the Duke ofYork once reportedly scolded his
69 Pepys vol. 6, p. 173. February 17, 1666.
70 Evelyn vol. 3, p. 573. March I, 1670. Mrs. Nellie is Nell Gwyn, a famous Restoration actress and
longtime mistress of Charles 11.
71 Pepys vol. 7, p. 20. May 19, 1668.
72 Evelyn vol. 3, p. 346-7. December I , 1662.
73 Pepys, vol. 4, p. 20 I. August 11 , 1664.
74 Evelyn vol. 3, p. 476. February 19, 1666.
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75 Church 8.
76 Pepys vol. 4, p. 213. August 26, 1664, "There I could not get into the Parke, and so was fain to
stay in the gallery over the gate to look to the passage into the Parke, into which the King hath forbid
of late anybody's coming, to watch his coming that had appointed me to come, which he did by and
by with his lady and went to Guardnener 's Lane." See also vol. 5, p. 4. (July 5, 1665).
77 CSPD Charles Ii, vol. 7, p. 99.
78 Besant 155.
79 Weiser 29.
80 Roger Morrice, The Entring Book of Roger Morrice, 1677-1691, v. JI, ed. John Spurr, (Wood-
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information, however fallacious, made known to the king earlier that year,
namely that an attempt on his life would be undertaken in St.James's Park.
Following the exposure of the Rye House Plot in 1683, "The whole Nation
was ... in greate Consternation, upon the late Plot & Conspiracy; his Majestie
very Melancholic, & not stirring without redoubled Guards, all the Avenues &
private do res about White-hall & the Park shut up; few admitted to walke in
it". 81 Whether out of respect for the public's fondness for the park or out of
his own desire to continue using the space for social and political purposes,
Charles did not wallow for long in these moods and continued to use the park
after some alterations.
It is difficult to attribute restrictive measures in the park to the
revelation of threats against the king when most recorded building requests
lack commentary. However, the timing of construction projects suggest more
than mere coincidence. On October 31, 1678, after Charles knew about the
possibility of a plot against his life, he issued a "Warrant to Sir Christopher
Wren, Surveyor-General of the Works, for shutting and walling up certain doors
and passages going into St. James' Park", nineteen in all, including one from his
own gardens at St.James's Palace into the Pall Mall. 82 A month later, Charles
installed six cannons in the park, employing 12 men to man them. 83 The king
ordered another round of closures in 1681 to prevent the park from providing
"passage and retreat to lewd and disorderly persons". 84 With the development
of elite residences in an increasingly fashionable Westminster came neighbors
who built unsanctioned entrances of their own into the park. Judging by the
timing of this latter commission, Charles was much more aware after the
revelation of the Popish Plot of just how accessible the park was and how
exposed he was within it.
All of this being said, Charles continued to conduct political and social
business in the park until his death,.After the Rye House Plot, the king and the
Duke of Beaufort walked in the park to privately discuss the impending trial of
their prime suspect.Algernon Sidney; the king told the duke that "there is but 2
witnesses against him and they will not reach him I and one of them is my Lord
Howard and I have nobody put to death unless there be 2 witnesses besides
him". 85 Contrary to modern conceptions of indoor and outdoor space, gardens

in early modern London provided those who shared their homes with family
members and servants a respite from prying ears. 86 In St.James's Park, where he
could walk at a distance from his guards and visitors, Charles could conceivably
find more privacy than he could in the crowded rooms of Whitehall.
Amusements continued into the 1680s as well. Evelyn made a special trip to
the park in December 1684 to inspect the three "Turkish or Asian Horse"
lately "taken from a Bashaw at the siege ofVienna in Austria" as they were "first
shewed his Majestie". 87 Deciding the fate of his enemy and admiring the spoils
of war, these are the kind of activities that suggested a retreat on Charles's part
into more traditional royal habits.

bridge: The Boydell Press, 2007), 5. Roger Morrice included an abstract from Titus Oates, A True
Narrative of the Horrid Plot and Conspiracy of the Popish Plot (1679) at the beginning of his own
journal. This passage is from "April 14/29, 1677".
81 Evelyn vol. 4, p. 330-31. July 15, 1683.
82 CSPD Charles 11, vol. 20, p. 497. The entry continues, " ... and also for causing a fence to be made
by the old sewer behind Webb's and Storie's houses and no doors therein and a door to be hung at
the back passage of St. James' House by the Chapel."
83 CSPD Charles 11, vol.21 , p. 292.
84 CSPD Charles 11, vol. 22, p. 209.
85 Morrice, 398. October 31, 1683. To build a full case against Sidney, the government would ulti-
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Despite this decline in use throughout the 1670s and 80s, St.James's
Park has been used to support the image of Charles II as a jovial and informal
king, the merry monarch, in popular culture. In the late-nineteenth century- by
which time Birdcage Walk had lost its cages, games of pall mall had ceased to
be played on The Mall, Buckingham House had been bought by the Royal Family
and converted into Buckingham Palace, and John Nash had restructured the
park to match the asymmetry and wildness of the English countryside - Charles
was remembered for sitting "for hours on the benches in the walk, amusing
himself with some tame ducks and his dogs, amidst a crowd of people, with
whom he talk and joke".88 This simplistic view does not do Charles justice,
as recent scholarly work has shown. However, it equally discredits St.James's
Park for any political and personal significance it may have had, which, in reality,
was quite a lot. In its form, the park provided Charles with the opportunity to
put his stamp on the landscape of his kingdom and to reconnect with England,
the people and land, on a more natural and intimate level than his Stuart and
republican predecessors.At the same time, through his preference for ordered
and fashionable design, it supported Charles in his aim to project himself as
a confident and worldly king who could keep up with his more experienced
contemporaries. More so than his other royal residences, St.James's Park
embodied the modifications Charles made to his ruling style as a whole.
Any study of royal representation or the politics of access under
Charles II is incomplete without a consideration of this space io which he spent
mately use Sidney's Discourses Concerning Government as a second witness to prove his involvement in the plan to assassinate Charles II and his brother James, then Duke of York.
86 Mary Thomas Crane, "Illicit Privacy and Outdoor Space in Early Modern England," Journal for
Early Modern Cultural Studies 9 (2009): 7-8. This study focuses primarily on single-family households in London with private back gardens but can be extrapolated to apply to living situations on a
larger scale like those of the king.
87 Evelyn vol. 4, p. 398-9. December 17, 1684.
88 Edward Walford, "Westminster: St. James's Park," Old and New London 4 (1878), British History
Online, http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=45 l 82.
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so much time and that he himself so highly valued. Playing host to the elite at
their best during the day and their worst at night, and to Charles at his most
ordinary and royal moments, St. James's Park was not a stagnant backdrop
for gossip and flirting; it was a living, breathing space capable of reflecting and
effecting change. Considering this, Charles II should neither be demonized nor
celebrated, but understood for his impact on how future monarchs approached
representation and on public expectations of urban green space. One need on ly
look half a century after his death to see how his influence carried on. Desiring
to enclose St. James's Park for the private use of the Royal Family, Queen
Caroline, wife of George II, consulted then Prime Minister, Sir Robert Walpole.
In response to the Queen's enquiry of how much such an undertaking would
cost,Walpole remarked,"Only a Crown Madam". 89

Figure I. Faithorne, An exact delineation of the Cities of London and Westminster and the
suburbs thereof, together with the burrough of Southwark , 1658 (British Library). Copy from
1857. There is noticeably little developed property north of St. James's Park, which is in
the bottom left-hand corner of the map.

Figure 2. Detail of Figure I showing St.James's Park two years before the Restoration
redesign.

89 Church, 2.
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Figure 3. Johannes Kip, Le Pa/ais et Park de St James: St James Palace and Park, 1710. This
plan shows the park as it would have looked after the redesign in the early 1660s.The
canal runs down the center of the park with the physic garden and duck decoy to the
southeast, Rosamond's Pond on the western edge, and St. James's Palace and gardens to
the north, separated by Pall Mall.

Figure 5. John Strype, A New Plan of the City of London, Westminster and Southwark, from
A Survey of the Cities of London and Westminster, I 720, (Motco Enterprises Limited,~
motco.com).The land to the north and south of St.James's Park is significantly more
developed by 1720.

Figure 4. Hendrick Danckerts, Whitehall from StJames's Park, 1674-5, (Government Art
Collection, Downing Street, London). Includes a view of the canal, the patte d'oie, and the
park's east entrance, as well as of the Banqueting House, the first building on the left, in
front of which Charles I was executed in 1649.

Figure 6. Peter Lely, Portrait of Charles II of England in the Robes of the Order of the
Garter, c. 1675 (Euston Hall, Suffolk).
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